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The work presented in this thesis aims to improve our understanding of Australian
vegetation fire emissions through measurements of smoke and the evaluation of
biomass burning emission inventories. In particular, this thesis presents three stud-
ies.
The first study was aimed at investigating the potential impact that the amount of
coarse woody debris would have on emission factors of trace gases in vegetation fires
typical of south eastern Australian forests. As part of The Smoke Emissions and
Transport Project commissioned by the Department of Environment, Land, Wa-
ter and Planning, Victoria, a series of experiments were conducted at the CSIRO
Pyrotron, a wind tunnel designed to study vegetation fires. Four loads involving a
constant fine fuel load (10 t ha−1) and increasing coarse fuel loads (0 t ha−1, 2 t ha−1,
6 t ha−1 and 12 t ha−1), were set ablaze while an open-path Fourier Transform
InfraRed (FTIR) spectrometer and two off-axis Integrated-Cavity-Output Spec-
troscopy (ICOS) instruments sampled trace gases in the smoke plume. The combus-
tion was separated into three stages during the analysis: propagation, flaming and
smouldering. Sampling geometry was found to lead to significant divergence in the
retrieval of species mixing ratios. No substantially significant trend was found be-
tween emission factors and the amount of coarse fuel. The three stages of the burns
were found to have significantly different combustion efficiencies, with modified com-
bustion efficiency (MCE) values decreasing from 0.98 ± 0.01, during propagation, to
0.82 ± 0.05 during smouldering. This trend was also found to have a significant ef-
fect on emission factors, with clear linear trends between emission factors and MCE
values. Stage dependent emission factors from this work have been incorporated
into the CSIRO forecast modelling system to improve the prediction of air quality
impacts from vegetation fires.
The second study was related to delivering new emission factors for trace gases
and particles from Australian savanna fires. The 2014 Savanna Fires in the Early
Dry Season campaign, the largest of its kind in Australia, was a 4 week study at
the Australian Tropical Atmospheric Research Station (12.25◦ S, 131.05◦ E), with
v
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the objective of studying emissions from savanna fires. It brought together seven
organisations and a large suite of instruments to provide updated emission factors
for CO2, CO, CH4 and N2O, the first Australian savanna emission factors for Hg and
sub-micron speciated aerosols, as well as the world’s first emission factors for Aitken
and accumulation aerosol modes. Those values were extracted from eight smoke
events which impacted the station through the four week period. Desservettaz et al.
[2017] summarised the results from this study.
The third and final study endeavoured to evaluate biomass burning inventories
within global chemical transport models for the Australian region. GEOS-Chem
was run for a period of three years, from 2008 to 2010, with three separate biomass
burning emission inventories: FINN1.5, QFED2.4 and GFED4s; and the model
ACCESS-UKCA was run by CSIRO with GFED4s for an extended period including
those three years. These four simulations were compared to a range of observations
including surface mixing ratios, ground-based FTS total columns and satellite-based
MOPITT total columns at five sites within three regions. CO, C2H6 and CH2O were
the species studied because of their different atmospheric lifetimes. A previously
documented high bias in CO levels was found in both models, although this was
slightly higher in GEOS-Chem. The three inventories were found to have up to an
order of magnitude difference in their estimates of Australian biomass burning emis-
sions, with FINN lowest and QFED highest. Bias aside, GEOS-Chem with GFED
and QFED led to better correlation against measurements than either GEOS-Chem
with FINN or ACCESS-UKCA with GFED. This study led to a recommendation
to improve FINN emission estimates over North Australia. It also demonstrated
that GFED performs the best over the Australasian region and should therefore be
used for this region. Finally, this study highlighted that the current observational
network is ill-suited to constrain Australian biomass burning emissions.
Together these three studies have improved the available emission factors for Aus-
tralian temperate forest and savanna fires, and have identified areas where improved
characterisation of Australian vegetation fires emissions is needed in global invento-
ries.
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Chapter 1
A Tale of Smoke and Fire
1.1 Biomass Burning Emissions to the Atmosphere
Biomass burning refers to the combustion of living and/or dead vegetation, whether
it is for anthropogenic reasons (hazard reduction burns, agricultural burning, acci-
dentally or deliberately ignited wildfires) or naturally occurring wildfires.
Combustion of vegetation mostly releases CO2 and carbon monoxide (CO) through
the decomposition of carbonaceous materials in living matter, but also other green-
house gases other than CO2 (eg. N2O, CH4, etc.), volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) (eg. CH2O, CH3OH, etc.) and particulate matter (aggregates of molecules,
ranging in size from less than a nanometre to several millimetres, and in chemical
composition) [Seiler and Crutzen 1980; Andreae and Merlet 2001].
Estimated annual global emissions from biomass burning vary between 6,500 and
9,000 Tg/yr for CO2 and between 440 and 570 Tg/yr for CO [Jain et al. 2006; Shi et
al. 2015]. Australia contributes significantly to global carbon emissions from biomass
burning (6-8%) [Kasischke and Penner 2004; Van der Werf et al. 2006], originating
from eucalypt bush fires in the south-east from spring to autumn (Oct-Mar) and
savanna fires in the north during winter and spring (Jun-Oct).
Savanna vegetation covers a quarter of the Australian continent. It consists of land-
scapes covered with dense grass and scattered trees. On average 550 000 km2 of
Australian savanna vegetation burns every year [Russell-Smith et al. 2007b], con-
tributing to direct emissions of CO2 equivalent to the Australian CO2 emissions from
fossil fuel combustion [Meyer et al. 2012]. The regrowth of the savanna sequesters
the equivalent amount of CO2 emitted during combustion, meaning that the net
emissions of CO2 are considered negligible [Haverd et al. 2013]. However, the Depart-
ment of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency estimates emissions of N2O and CH4
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(which are not re-captured in the regrowth) from savanna fires contribute from 2%
to 4% of annual greenhouse gas emissions from the Australian continent. Thus, an
accurate understanding of those emissions is essential in the modelling of global at-
mospheric composition and chemistry [Luhar et al. 2008; Meyer, Luhar, and Mitchell
2008]. An aspect of Australian savanna fires, which is important for understanding
their spatial and temporal distribution, is that a large fraction of the fires is volun-
tarily lit by either fire services, farmers or Aboriginal people. Originally, Aboriginal
people used fire to shape the landscape to their needs, moving kangaroos and wal-
labies and promoting the growth of valued plants (see http://www.savanna.org.au).
Nowadays, farmers burn their crops to re-fertilise the soil, and fire services set con-
trolled fires to reduce risks related to wild fires.
Vegetation fires can be characterised by their extent (area burnt) and intensity
(amount of fuel burnt). These two characteristics, added to the variable frequency
of fires, lead to large variability in annual emissions from biomass burning and,
specifically, the greatest source of variability in CO2 annual emissions for Australia
[Haverd et al. 2013]. Variability in emissions leads to uncertainties in model predic-
tions of atmospheric composition. For Australia, due to the large fraction of trace
gases (and aerosols) released from biomass burning, it is of great importance to
constrain the emission inventories from this source. The type of vegetation burning,
the fuel moisture content and the meteorological conditions will dictate the mix and
proportion of different trace gases emitted by the fires.
1.2 Estimating Emissions from Biomass Burning
Atmospheric models, which are used to either make predictions about future atmo-
spheric composition, or to help interpret and make sense of past measurements, rely
on emission inventories to simulate atmospheric composition and evolution. There
are a number of such inventories for fires’ emissions (e.g. Global Fire Emission
Dataset (GFED) [Giglio, Randerson, and Van der Werf 2013], Global Fire Assimi-
lation System (GFAS) [Kaiser et al. 2012], Fire Locating and Modeling of Burning
Emissions (FLAMBE) [Reid et al. 2009], Fire Inventory by NCAR [Wiedinmyer et
al. 2011]), most of which are based on some variation of the Seiler and Crutzen algo-
rithm [1980] described below (although others use fire radiative power to calculate
emissions estimates [e.g. Kaiser et al. 2012]).
The Seiler and Crutzen algorithm estimates emissions of a species i (Ei) from
biomass burning via the product of area burnt (A, in ha), fuel load (L, in kg/ha),
combustion completeness (CC) and emission factors (EFi, in g kg
−1):
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Ei = A× L× CC × EFi (1.1)
The area burnt by a fire can be retrieved either by satellite or (in accessible areas) by
investigation on the ground. The fuel load (L), which is the amount of combustible
vegetation per unit area, can be estimated from satellite imagery and vegetation
types or by environmental and conservation bodies with local knowledge.
The combustion completeness of a fire (CC) is usually estimated by the model
which produces the inventories and is based on the type of vegetation burnt and an
estimate of the fire intensity that occurred. It can also be estimated by taking into
account the amount of time since the area was last burnt, the fuel moisture content
and some other vegetation and meteorological characteristics [Wiedinmyer et al.
2011; Giglio, Randerson, and Van der Werf 2013]. It is sometimes also referred to
as burning efficiency or fractional combustion, and is the fraction of the total load
that is fully combusted and released to the atmosphere.
Another version of this equation exists, which is better suited to the study of carbon
or nitrogen cycles. It is more commonly used by land scientists, whilst Equation 1.1
is more commonly used amongst atmospheric scientists. The other version of the
Seiler and Crutzen equation is:
Ei = A× L× CCβ × %Ci (1.2)
Where %Ci is the fraction of carbon, or nitrogen, burnt and emitted as trace gas,
particulate matter or burnt and left as residue (i.e. ashes and charred logs). CCβ is a
different type of combustion completeness which only accounts for the fraction of the
load exposed to fire, whereas CC in Equation 1.1 refers to the fraction of fuel burnt
and released to the atmosphere. This means CCβ is always larger than CC, and led
Surawski et al. [2016] to overestimate global carbon emissions by underestimating
the combustion residue.
The emission factors (or fraction of carbon, or nitrogen, burnt and emitted as trace
gas), unlike the area burnt and the load (which can be estimated from satellite data),
are derived from experiments that study the emission of gases or particulates from
the combustion of a specific type of vegetation.
Inventories using fire radiative power to estimate emissions also use emission fac-
tors. The fire radiative power correlates to the amount of fuel consumed. The
emission factors convert consumed fuel (or carbon) into emissions of gases or par-
ticulates.
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The following paragraphs provide further details of the tools available to calculate
emission factors and other characteristics of fires.
1.2.1 Calculating Emission Factors
Emission factors (EF) for biomass burning have been reported via two distinct forms
throughout the relevant literature: grams of a species released per kg of dry fuel
consumed, and fraction of carbon (or nitrogen) burnt and released as a species.
EF per Unit of Dry Fuel Consumed
The emission factor in g/kg of fuel consumed approach is discussed by Yokelson et
al. [1999], and Paton-Walsh et al. [2014], and for carbon containing species follows
equation 1.3:






where EFi is the mass in grams of species i emitted per kilogram of dry fuel burned,
(g kg−1); FC is the fractional carbon content of the fuel; MMi is the molecular mass
of species i and 12 is the atomic mass of carbon; Ci/CT is the number of moles of
species i emitted divided by the total number of moles of carbon emitted, and may






Σ (nCj × ∆ [j])
(1.4)
where ∆[i] and ∆[j] are the excess mole fractions of species i and j respectively
(i.e. [i] measured in the smoke minus the mean background mole fraction measured
before the fire [i]bkgnd.); nCj is the number of carbon atoms in compound j and the
sum is of all carbon containing species emitted by the fire.
Those carbon containing species detectable by methods employed in this thesis (CO2,
CO, CH4, C2H4, CH2O, CH3OH and HCOOH) have been included, when measured,
in the emission factor calculations. Whilst these do not represent all of the carbon-
containing species emitted by a fire, CO2, CO and CH4 account for the vast majority
of carbon emissions (> 98%) [Akagi et al. 2011], and the error introduced by omitting
other carbon-containing species is small compared to other uncertainties.
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EFi may also be calculated using emission ratios with respect to a reference species
(usually CO2 or CO) via equations 1.5 and 1.6:










Practically, the emission ratios may also be derived from the gradient of the best
linear fit of [i] versus [y] [Wooster et al. 2011].
Fraction of Carbon Burnt Emitted as Gases
The approach of using the fraction of carbon or nitrogen burnt and emitted as gases
is discussed by Radke et al. (1988) and Hurst, Griffith, and Cook [1994a]; the fraction








where Cemit is the mass of carbon emitted into the atmosphere; Cfuel is the mass of
fuel carbon burnt; Ci
CT
is the same as in equation 1.3.
Similarly to the emission factors discussed earlier, the fraction of carbon burnt and
emitted as trace gases for other carbon containing species can be derived from %CCO2
or %CCO using emission ratios following equation 1.8:
%Ci = ERi/y × nCi × %Cy (1.8)
where ERi/y is the emission ratio of species i to the reference species y; nCi is the
number of carbon atoms in species i.
N2O is a nitrogen containing species and the fraction of nitrogen burnt emitted as
N2O (%CN2O) can be derived from %CCO2 and the emission ratio of N2O against
CO2 using equation 1.9:
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%NN2O =
ERN2O/CO2 × 2 × %CCO2
N/C
(1.9)
where N/C is the nitrogen to carbon fraction in the fuel, and the numerator is
multiplied by 2 to account for the number of nitrogen atoms in nitrous oxide.
1.2.2 Combustion Efficiency
There are two ways for a combustible material to burn: either by flaming or smoul-
dering combustion, although these occur simultaneously during the early stages of
a fire. Flaming combustion is characterised by a higher temperature and thus a
higher molecular excitation of the surrounding gas (observable by a flame). Smoul-
dering combustion is a flameless form of combustion, as with red hot embers, where
oxygen reacts directly at the surface of the fuel. Smouldering is characterised by a
lower temperature and therefore a lower energy than flaming [Andreae and Merlet
2001].
The higher energy produced by flaming combustion means it leads to a more com-
plete combustion. The latest phase of the combustion of a carbon based material
is the formation of carbon dioxide (CO2) and, therefore, flaming combustion results
in a larger fraction of the emitted carbon as CO2.
This leads to the idea of the combustion efficiency (CE) which is the ratio between
the enhancement of CO2 concentration caused by the fire (∆CO2) over the total





Emissions from vegetation fires are dominated by CO2 and CO, together repre-
senting about 98% of all carbon containing trace gases emitted [Akagi et al. 2011;
Andreae and Merlet 2001]. It is simply impossible to measure absolutely all carbon
containing species, therefore, adapting the combustion efficiency to make use of this
dominance of CO2 and CO leads to the Modified Combustion Efficiency (MCE)
[Yokelson, Griffith, and Ward 1996]: the ratio between the enhanced CO2 concen-
tration (∆CO2) over the sum of enhanced CO2 concentration and enhanced CO
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1.3 Biomass Burning Emission Inventories
The final step in estimating emissions from biomass burning is to combine the
emission factors with the other variables discussed at the beginning of this section:
burned area, combustion completeness and fuel load.
In practice, the processes by which biomass burning inventories estimate emissions
have been developed significantly since the Seiler and Crutzen (1980) algorithm, and
several examples are described here.
Three open-source inventories were used as part of this study: GFED4s, FINN1.5
and QFED2.4.
1.3.1 GFED version 4s
The Global Fire Emission Dataset (GFED) version 4s [Van der Werf et al. 2017] is
derived from the Carnegie-Ames-Stanford-Approach (CASA) biogeochemical model
[Potter et al. 1993; Field, Randerson, and Malmström 1995; Randerson et al. 1996].
The CASA model calculates carbon cycle fluxes using satellite data such as absorbed
photosynthetically active radiation. The first version of GFED was created from the
addition of fires as a carbon loss from the biome.
GFED version 2 improved on the original version by better quantifying the season-
ality, the extent of burns and the parametrisation of fuel loading. GFED version
3 was an improvement through its higher resolution (500 m2) and the inclusion of
deforestation and forest degradation fires.
The fourth generation of the inventory is an improvement on previous versions
[Giglio and Kendall 2003; Giglio et al. 2006; Van der Werf et al. 2010], with
the development focusing primarily on improving the estimate of the burned area.
GFED4s is itself an improvement on GFED4, with the addition of small fires through
the use of active fire detection.
Specifically, the GFED4 burned area (without small fires) is obtained from the 500
m MODIS Collection 5.1 MCD64A1 burned area product [Giglio, Randerson, and
Van der Werf 2013]. For fires smaller than 21 ha (the size of the 500m x 500m
MODIS pixel), direct mapping of the burned area is not reliable. Therefore, in
order to account for smaller fires, active fires from MODIS and 500m x 500m surface
reflectance observations are combined with the MCD64A1 burned area product. The
burned area of small fires is calculated by multiplying the number of active fires
outside the perimeter of the MCD64A1 burned area, by the ratio of burned area
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to active fires within the perimeter of the MCD64A1 burned area. The estimate
of burned area for each small fire is refined by a correction factor to account for
the region, vegetation type and season. More details on this approach are given by
Randerson et al. [2012].
The complexity of GFED becomes clear when it comes to fuel load and combustion
completeness. To derive these variables, GFED uses the carbon cycle aspect inher-
ited from CASA. The model dynamically adjusts the modelled amount of carbon in
different ”carbon pools” (such as stems, leaves and litter) using the fraction of ab-
sorbed photosynthetically active radiation, a dataset derived from measurements by
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer sensor on-board several satellites.
Some intermediate variables are also calculated and/or defined during the process,
such as land cover, tree mortality and fractional tree cover. Combustion complete-
ness is set between minimum and maximum fractions depending on the land cover,
and then defined within those limits using soil moisture.
Relative to other inventories, GFED uses one of the most extensive datasets of
land cover types: evergreen needleleaf forests, evergreen broadleaf forests, deciduous
needleleaf forests, deciduous broadleaf forests, mixed forests, closed shrublands, open
shrublands, woody savannas, savannas, grasslands and croplands.
Finally, emission factors are taken from the compilation by Akagi et al. [2011], which
offered improvement from the Andreae and Merlet [2001] compilation used in the
previous version (GFED3). Akagi et al. [2011] reported values for more vegetation
types and also focused their compilation on measurements of fresh smoke measured
less than 20 minutes from the source which had not undergone any significant photo-
chemical processing. Emission factors from the study by Andreae and Merlet [2001]
are used to fill in any missing values from the Akagi et al. [2011] compilation.
Because of the complexity of GFED, and its dependence on several satellite products,
fire emissions estimates are often published months after the time of fire events. For
this reason, GFED cannot produce near real time estimates, nor can it be used for
near real time chemical transport models.
GFED is used in projects such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) estimation of the role of fire in the earth system. GFED is also used as
a reference for inventories using alternative ways of calculating emissions using fire
radiative power. The Global Fire Assimilation System [Kaiser et al. 2012] is such
an inventory using GFED as a benchmark to correct emission estimates. GFED
is also designed to be used in chemical transport models such as GEOS-Chem and
ACCESS-UKCA. GFED4s has 0.25◦ x 0.25◦ surface resolution and daily and 3-
hourly time resolution; an improvement from 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ surface resolution and
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monthly and 8-daily time resolution in the previous version, GFED3.
1.3.2 FINN version 1.5
The Fire INventory from NCAR (National Centre for Atmospheric Research) was
developed by Wiedinmyer et al. [2011]. At that time, the purpose of creating FINN
was to provide near real time fire emission estimates with a higher spatial and tem-
poral resolution than was available from other inventories, such as GFED version
3. FINN provides near real time daily emissions at 1km2 resolution, while GFED
3 offered 8-day and monthly emissions estimates with resolution of 0.5◦. Further-
more, GFED produces estimates some significant time after the fires occur. FINN,
however, aims to supply estimates for near real time use in chemical transport mod-
els.
In FINN, the location and size of fires are derived from satellite detection of active
fires only. As with GFED4s, active fires are retrieved from the MODIS Thermal
Anomalies Product daily, with a nominal resolution of 1 km2. Fires detected with
a confidence of less than 20% are removed, which corresponds to approximately
2% of the original dataset. In the tropics, between 30◦ N and 30◦ S, the MODIS
instruments take 2 days to get a full coverage of the globe. Therefore, fires detected
on one day are assumed to carry over to the following day at half their original
size. Moreover, since there are two MODIS instruments, the possibility of double-
counting fires is removed by discounting any hot spot detected within a 1 km radius
of an existing fire detection each day.
The MODIS Collection 5 Land Cover Type supplies the model with the type of
vegetation burned in each pixel. Fourteen of the sixteen land types in the MODIS
dataset are lumped into six generic land cover classes: boreal forests, tropical forests,
temperate forests, woody savannas and shrublands, savannas and grasslands and
croplands. The remaining two, water and ice, are used to filter out any anomalous
hot spots. The fraction of tree, non-tree vegetation and bare cover in each pixel
is obtained from the MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields. The area burned is
assumed to be 1 km2 at each pixel, except for savanna and grassland cover type,
in which case the assumed area burnt is 0.75 km2 (due to the lower density of
this vegetation type). Those values are further scaled using the MODIS Vegetation
Continuous Field bare cover fraction in each pixel.
The fuel loading is set by regions and generic land cover classes (mostly based on a
study by Hoelzemann et al. [2004]). For instance, the fuel density for savanna and
grassland vegetation in Oceania is estimated at 245 g.m−2, which is approximately
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half the density estimated for the same land cover in South America (552 g.m−2).
This represents a significant difference from GFED4s and its dynamically calculated
fuel loading. The combustion completeness is also set depending on the tree cover
with three options: tree cover below 40%; tree cover between 40% and 60%; and
tree cover higher than 60%.
With respect to emission factors, FINN matches GFED4s by mostly using values
from the compilation by Akagi et al. [2011]. Not much difference would be expected
in this aspect of the inventories.
The several simplifications in the modelling of biomass burning emissions in FINN,
particularly when only active fires are used (and excluding burned area products),
allow for fast and near real time production of emission estimates.
1.3.3 QFED version 2.4
The Quick Fire Emissions Dataset (QFED) was developed at the U.S. National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) by the Global Modeling Assimila-
tion Office (GMAO) in order to improve the performance of NASA’s Goddard Earth
Observing System (GEOS) to model the impact of biomass burning on atmospheric
composition [Darmenov and Silva 2015].
Unlike FINN and GFED inventories, the QFED inventory does not use the Seiler and
Crutzen approach to calculate fire emissions. The inventory uses the same technique
as the Global Fire Assimilation System (GFAS) inventory which calculates emissions
from the fire radiative power. Fire Radiative power quantifies the rate of radiant
heat produced by a fire. Wooster (2002) showed that fire radiative power is linearly
related to the mass of fuel consumed in a fire. Fire radiative power is derived from
thermal energy measured by sensors such as MODIS.
Specifically, the fire radiative powers and the locations of fires are obtained from the
MODIS Collection 5 Active Fire product (MOD14 and MYD14) and the MODIS
Geolocation product (MOD03 and MYD03) with a 1 km2 spatial resolution, up to
four times a day.
The QFED vegetation map is derived from the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme, with improvements of the Brazilian tropical forests by the Brazilian
National Institute For Space Research (IGBP-INPE). This dataset also has a 1 km2
spatial resolution. The IGBP-INPE 17 land cover types were aggregated into four
basic vegetation types used by QFED: tropical forest, extra-tropical forest, savanna
and grassland.
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In the case of pixels obscured by clouds, QFED version 2.4 utilizes a technique called
the sequential approach, which models a predicted value of fire radiative power from
a previous measurement in the same pixel. This predicted value is then used to
correct the observed fire radiative power with a scalar parameter, which depends on
the quality of the sensor’s retrieval.
The QFED vegetation map is then used to assign the vegetation type; select the
relevant emission factors (taken from Andreae and Merlet [2001]); and select the
coefficient to convert fire radiative power to mass of dry fuel consumed. Direct use
of burn scars to estimate the burned area is considered the most accurate method,
but is not provided in near real time data. Inventories relying on fire radiative power
to calculate emissions apply and adjust a correction coefficient in order to match
GFED emissions. In the case of QFED version 2.4, GFED version 2 was used as the
basis to calculate optimal coefficients for each of the four vegetation types.
A comparison between the three inventories’ datasets is presented in Chapter 4:
Evaluating Biomass Burning Inventories for the Australian Region.
1.4 Atmospheric Chemistry Modelling
The inventories discussed in the previous section produce estimates of total mass
of each gas emitted to the atmosphere. They use our best understanding about
biomass burning and the data available from satellites to give the best estimate of
fire emissions.
There are no practical ways to measure emissions from fires on continental and global
scales. Models calculate emission estimates and these are compiled into inventories.
Atmospheric chemistry models incorporate those inventories and translate them into
variables that can be measured, e.g. trace gas mixing ratios.
Atmospheric models range from box models, such as the Master Chemical Mech-
anism [Jenkin et al. 1997; Saunders et al. 2003; Jenkin et al. 2003], that encom-
pass our best understanding of atmospheric chemistry, through to climate models
[Dameris and Jöckel 2013] which use simplified chemistry but also account for phys-
ical transport and chemical interactions between the atmosphere, oceans, biosphere
and geosphere.
Global atmospheric chemistry models are sophisticated computational algorithms
that allow the simulation of past, present and future evolutions of atmospheric
composition. Output from such models must be compared with measurements made
in the field in order to validate the models. If the models match the measurements,
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then this engenders confidence that they can reliably simulate the current state
(and possibly future evolution) of our atmosphere. These predictions play major
roles in informing policy makers on issues such as climate change, air quality and
environmental protection. Another reason to compare models to measurements
is that models can aid interpretation of the measurements and possibly identify
previously unknown natural processes.
There are two main approaches to dealing with flow dynamics: the Lagrangian
approach where individual particles are released in the model and followed as they
move through space and time, forming pathlines; and the Eulerian approach which
provides a description of the air flow in a fixed frame of reference. This study will
use outputs from two 3D Eulerian models (GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA) and
compare them with field measurements.
Global Eulerian atmospheric models divide the atmosphere into grid boxes horizon-
tally and vertically. Each grid box is effectively treated as a box model (see Figure
1.1) coupled to the surrounding boxes. A species mixing ratio X is calculated by
considering inflow (Fin) and outflow (Fout) from/to neighbouring boxes, emissions
(E ) and deposition (D), and finally chemical production (P) and loss (L) within the
grid box.
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the processes controlling a species mix-
ing ratio within a model grid box. (Reproduced from the Atmo-
spheric Chemistry Modelling Group at Harvard University webpage:
http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/people/faculty/djj/book/bookchap3.html).
1.4.1 GEOS-Chem - Chemical Transport Model
Chemical transport models (CTMs) are powerful computational tools used to sim-
ulate atmospheric composition, often in order to interpret measurements. They
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combine our best knowledge of flow dynamics, atmospheric chemistry and emis-
sions from a range of activities with other parameters, to predict gas species mixing
ratios.
CTMs require prescribed meteorological fields, either from secondary models or as-
similated meteorological data. To assimilate meteorological data means using real
historical data to create a 3D array of relevant variables, such as temperature, pres-
sure and wind speed, at a finer resolution than is available in measurement networks.
This process requires the use of meteorological models to calculate the value of the
variables for the whole grid knowing only the value for a limited number of points.
Since measurements can also be limited in time, this process is also performed tem-
porally when data is not available at certain time steps. Assimilation occurs in space
and time. The use of assimilated meteorological data results in better representation
of the past. A major limitation of CTMs is the lack of feedback between chemical
composition and climate/meteorological forcing [Dameris and Jöckel 2013]. This
means they are of limited use, on their own, in modelling forward in time, for in-
stance in the field of climate change.
GEOS-Chem was developed at Harvard University, USA [Bey et al. 2001]. It is an
open access model and is used by a large number of groups worldwide. GEOS-Chem
can run in several configurations depending on need. The standard configuration
focuses on tropospheric chemistry and processes. Other configurations, such as
tagged-CO, allow for specific study of carbon monoxide transport/chemistry.
GEOS-Chem has been extensively validated by a wide range of studies as a tool to
compare with field measurements and/or satellite data, especially in the northern
mid-latitudes [Zhang et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2012; Vinken et al. 2014; Kim et
al. 2015; Hu et al. 2017]. A few studies have also used GEOS-Chem to examine
Australia, but usually as part of a global or hemispheric study [Nassar et al. 2009;
Kopacz et al. 2010; Fraser et al. 2011; Cogan et al. 2012; Fisher et al. 2015; Zeng
et al. 2015; Buchholz et al. 2016; Greenslade et al. 2017; Fisher et al. 2017].
This study used GEOS-Chem V10-01 Tropchem with full chemistry configuration.
The hybrid vertical resolution of 47 levels (up to approximately 80 km) and the finest
horizontal resolution of 2◦ x 2.5◦ were used in the final model runs. The coarser 4◦
x 5◦ was used during preliminary adjustment of the model’s set-up. The model
was run on the University of Wollongong High Performance Computer servers, and
analysis of the output was performed on the National Computational Infrastructure
(http://www.nci.org.au).
GEOS-Chem uses prescribed meteorological fields from NASA’s Goddard Earth
Observing System (GEOS), a project of NASA Global Modelling and Assimilation
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Office (GMAO). The version 5 (GEOS5), which was used in this study, has a native
0.5◦ x 0.67◦ horizontal resolution with 72 vertical levels. This resolution is then
reduced to match the resolution of the CTM.
Emissions inventories provide GEOS-Chem with emissions estimates for gases and
aerosols across several sources: biomass burning (which was introduced in the pre-
vious section), anthropogenic, biofuel, biogenic, lightning, aircraft, shipping and
volcanic emissions.
Deposition within GEOS-Chem includes dry and wet deposition. Both are con-
trolled by meteorology and tracer specific variables, which quantify the resistance
to adsorption (for dry deposition) and the solubility in water following Henry’s Law
(for wet deposition). Detailed descriptions of deposition processes in GEOS-Chem
are available in Wang, Jacob, and Logan [1998], Mari, Jacob, and Bechtold [2000]
and Liu et al. [2001].
Further details on the model’s set-up are given in Chapter 4.
1.4.2 ACCESS - Earth System Model
The Australian Community Climate Earth System Simulator (ACCESS) is a prod-
uct of both the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO) and the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM). ACCESS is an Earth System
Model and, as such, simulates a wide range of earth/ocean/atmosphere processes
using module coupling (see Figure 1.2) [Bi et al. 2013]. By doing so, ACCESS can
be run as both a weather simulator (used by the Bureau on short time scales of up
to several days to supply weather forecasts) and a climate simulator (larger time
scales of years or decades). The coupling methodology allows for feedback between
modules [Dameris and Jöckel 2013].
The atmospheric component of ACCESS is the UK Met Office’s Unified Model
(version 8.4 at the time of this work - Abraham et al. 2012). The Unified Model covers
the whole globe, with 85 vertical levels ranging from the surface to approximately
85km of altitude and has a horizontal resolution of 1.875◦ by 1.25◦.
The composition and chemistry of the atmosphere is modelled by the UK Chemistry
and Aerosols (UKCA) [Morgenstern et al. 2009; O’Connor et al. 2014] module
which, coupled within ACCESS, is referred to as ACCESS-UKCA. UKCA is based
on reaction rates taken from the Master Chemical Mechanism [Jenkin et al. 1997;
Saunders et al. 2003; Jenkin et al. 2003]. Current development in ACCESS includes
the adaptation of the latest improvement to UKCA: the GLOMAP-mode which has
updated aerosol chemistry and aerosol physical properties [Mann et al. 2010].
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Figure 1.2: ACCESS modules and coupling system.
The work carried out in this study uses ACCESS-UKCA output only, therefore
not testing the full coupling capacity of ACCESS in which land, ocean and ice
modules would have a feedback effect on the atmospheric component. Also, the
meteorology used in this study was nudged to reanalysis data (ERA-Interim) so as
to keep the transport aspect of the model as close as possible to actual observations,
and therefore, to reality as possible. In such cases as modelling past atmospheric
compositions, nudging minimises the uncertainty arising from allowing the model to
freely predict weather/transport.
The configuration used in ACCESS-UKCA is called ”Chemistry of the Stratosphere
and Troposphere” (CheST). It accounts for the tropospheric chemistry of OX , HOX ,
NOX , CH4 and some VOCs such as isoprene. The stratospheric scheme focuses on
ozone depleting species (e.g. halogens). As with GEOS-Chem, photolysis reactions
and rates are supplied by FAST-JX. Altogether, ACCESS-UKCA accounts for 86
species and 306 reactions.
Woodhouse et al. [2015] offer the first introduction to the model’s set-up and chem-
istry, and emissions included in a similar configuration of the model to that used
in this study. However, their study provides no validation of the model’s output
against measurements.
1.4.3 Early Comparison Between GEOS-Chem and ACCESS
Buchholz [2014] provided the first comparisons between total column measurements
and outputs from earlier versions of GEOS-Chem and ACCESS (see Figure 1.3) for
CO,CH2O and C2H6 at Wollongong, Lauder and Darwin. Those comparisons show
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a better fit to the measurements at those locations by GEOS-Chem than ACCESS,
because of ACCESS’s chemistry module being simplified to allow for lighter com-
putational requirements. In contrast, GEOS-Chem has more detailed inventories of
emissions and a more detailed chemical mechanism. Moreover, GEOS-Chem uses
reanalysis data while ACCESS is only nudged by a few variables, meaning more
accurate and reliable transport and deposition data in GEOS-Chem simulations.
By comparing the output from the two models, major anomalies in ACCESS simu-
lations were identified, helping to prioritise future improvements in the model. The
current research aims to continue this work, using updated versions of both ACCESS
and GEOS-Chem.
Figure 1.3: Comparison between early ACCESS output, GEOS-Chem standard chem-
istry and GEOS-Chem (GC) without isoprene emissions outputs and mea-
surements of formaldehyde total column at Wollongong [Buchholz 2014].
1.5 Spectroscopy as a Tool to Measure Trace Gases
Emitted from Fires
Many species of interest in biomass burning smoke, such as CO2, CO and CH4,
absorb light at precise wavelengths corresponding to transitions between combi-
nations of vibrational and rotational energy levels in the infrared section of the
electromagnetic radiation spectrum. The intensity of the absorption features can be
approximated in many cases by the Beer-Lambert law:
Axλ = axλ × l × Cx (1.12)
Where Axλ is the measured absorbance due to a species x at wavelength λ, axλ
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is the wavelength dependent absorption coefficient for x and is dependent on the
vibrational and rotational energy levels of species x, l is the path length and C the
concentration of species x. Axλ is directly proportional to the path length of light
through the absorbing gas. Therefore, when attempting to retrieve C using the
measured absorbance, a longer path length leads to greater absorption, and thus,
greater instrumental sensitivity for a weakly absorbing feature.
Temperature and pressure also lead to the modification of the absorption features.
Temperature controls the distribution of the molecules across all the vibrational and
rotational energy levels (and hence the absorption strength of each line). Increased
pressure increases the rate of collision between molecules and therefore shortens
the lifetime of the excited states. This increases the uncertainty in the energy
of the states (via Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle) and leads to a phenomenon
called pressure broadening, whereby at increasing pressure levels, absorption features
broaden across larger wavelength bands (see Figure 1.4). Temperature and pressure
are therefore critical variables in the measurement of absorption features.
Figure 1.4: Example of a solar high resolution Fourier Transform Spectrometer mea-
surement illustrating the pressure broadening effect. The two wider features
are N2O (which is distributed across all altitudes in the troposphere and
stratosphere because it is a long-lived greenhouse gas and therefore has time
to be well mixed). The sharper features are O3 which is predominantly in
the stratosphere.
The study of absorption and emission of light is called spectroscopy. The Centre
for Atmospheric Chemistry at the University of Wollongong has gained expertise in
the measurement of trace gases, in-situ and remotely, using the Fourier Transform
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InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy technique for over 20 years.
The Fourier Transform is a mathematical tool which converts an interferogram into
a spectrum. Fourier Transform is applied in this study to interferograms retrieved by
several instruments relying on the Michelson interferometer technique. The Michel-
son interferometer produces an interferogram by splitting an incident light source
between 2 beams, one going to a fixed mirror and the other going to a moving mirror.
When the beams recombine, parts of the spectrum recombine constructively while
others recombine destructively. The further the distance the moving mirror travels,
the larger the amount of information available for the Fourier Transform and the
better the resolution of the final spectrum. This can be important when sampling
low pressure samples, such as in the higher atmosphere, where the pressure broad-
ening is not significant and absorption features are narrower. Three instruments
used in this study use a Michelson interferometer, or close variation, at their core,
and are introduced below.
1.5.1 In-situ Fourier Transform InfraRed Spectrometer
The in-situ FTIR instrument described in detail by Griffith et al. [2012] was de-
veloped at the Centre for Atmospheric Chemistry, University of Wollongong [Esler
et al. 2000a; Esler et al. 2000b; Griffith and Galle 2000]. It comprises a system of
tubing and valves allowing connection for 4 to 12 sampling lines or gas tanks (e.g.
for calibration) leading to a pressure and temperature controlled White cell [White
1942]. On one side of the cell is the Bruker IR-Cube spectrometer (which has a
resolution of either 1 cm−1 or 0.5 cm−1), from which the incoming IR light enters
the White cell. The beam of light is reflected multiple times between two mirrors
on either side of the cell, thereby creating a 22 m path length, and then re-enters
the spectrometer to be directed onto a thermoelectrically cooled Mercury Cadmium
Telluride (MCT) detector (see Figure 1.5).
The air is dried prior to entering the White cell by passing through a Nafion dryer
followed by a chemical dryer consisting of a tube filled with Magnesium perchlorate.
Pressure and temperature are accurately monitored and controlled in the White cell
as both factors influence the shape and depth of the absorption lines.
Prof. D. Griffith also developed a software program (MALT) to analyse IR spectra
[Griffith 1996; Griffith et al. 2012]. MALT uses either quantum mechanically calcu-
lated absorption lines from a database, e.g. HITRAN [Rothman et al. 2009; Rothman
et al. 2013], or reference library spectra of a variety of species. MALT then calculates
a synthetic spectrum with given physical conditions, such as initial estimated gas
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Figure 1.5: Flow diagram of the Wollongong in-situ FTIR instrument (courtesy of Mar-
tin Riggenbach)
mole fractions, pressure, temperature and instrumental conditions. Finally MALT
iterates through different molar fractions for absorbing gases in order to obtain the
best fit between the measured spectrum and the calculated one.
The in-situ FTIR instruments have been successfully deployed on various field cam-
paigns (ship, river, cave, train, urban areas) to measure CO2, CO, CH4 and N2O
[Deutscher et al. 2010b; Kawasaki et al. 2012; Hammer et al. 2013; Yokelson et al.
2013]. The global interest has led the research group to contract out manufacture of
the instrument to Ecotech Pty Ltd, a company based in Victoria, Australia.
1.5.2 Open-Path Fourier Transform InfraRed Spectrome-
ter
While the in-situ instrument samples air from a point location, the open-path FTIR
spectrometer is an instrument capable of sampling average concentrations across a
smoke plume in the field.
Within this instrument (see Figure 1.6), the spectrometer (a Bomen MB-100 series,
with a resolution of 1 cm−1) is paired with an external beam-splitter and mirrors
to direct the modulated infrared beam into a 12 inch (305 mm) telescope (Meade
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Figure 1.6: Diagram of the open-path FTIR instrument (courtesy of Prof. Clare Mur-
phy).
LX300). The infrared beam is reflected back to the telescope by an array of gold-
plated corner cube mirrors, and directed to a liquid nitrogen cooled Mercury Cad-
mium Telluride detector.
The retro-reflector is installed at a distance (typically between 20 and 60 metres
from the instrument) so as to direct the path of light across the smoke plume. It
is therefore important, when setting up the instrument, to ensure that the open
path is roughly perpendicular to the wind direction and down wind of the burning
area. Paton-Walsh et al. [2014] describe the instrument in detail and provides
many examples of instrument set-ups at several hazard reduction burns in NSW,
Australia.
Despite the ability of the corner cube mirrors to reflect light back in the direction
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from where it came, aligning the instrument so that the beam exiting the telescope
lands optimally on the reflector up to 60 metres away is not simple. The process,
to optimise the signal to noise ratio, can take up to an hour.
To further reduce noise, three scans are co-added, producing one spectrum approxi-
mately every 20 seconds. As with the in-situ FTIR instrument, the retrieval of trace
gases mixing ratios is then performed with MALT.
1.5.3 Solar FTS
The ground based solar Fourier Transform (Infrared) Spectrometer (FTS) samples
the largest cross-section of the atmosphere of all the techniques used in this study.
As suggested by the name, the sun is the source of infrared light and therefore
the full line of sight between the top of the atmosphere and the instrument on the
ground is sampled.
This method is good at capturing long range transport of smoke as well as smoke
that has been lofted above ground level by high temperatures in the bushfire.
The instrument and the retrieval algorithm must account for the sun’s movement
across the sky. A sun tracker located on the roof of the building or container, in
which the instrument resides, adjusts a set of mirrors throughout the day to re-
direct the sunlight to the instrument. The software which processes the spectra also
requires knowledge of the sun’s position in the sky to deduce path length. Path
length, as discussed earlier, is required to calculate species mixing ratios.
Due to the pressure broadening effect, which causes infrared absorption features
to broaden at higher pressure, it is possible to divide the atmospheric column into
several layers and retrieve mole fractions of some species at each of those levels.
The retrieval algorithm works in a similar manner to the MALT software used for
in-situ and open path spectrometers. In the case of solar FTS, the SFIT4 [Rinsland
et al. 1998] algorithm produces a simulated spectrum using the HITRAN database
[Rothman et al. 2009; Rothman et al. 2013], atmospheric and instrumental param-
eters, and an a priori or ”first guess” for the mole fractions at each vertical layer.
The algorithm then iterates through parameters, such as trace gases mole fractions
in each layer and instrument line shape, in order to minimise differences between
measured and simulated spectra.
The algorithm SFIT4 can alter the vertical distribution of the absorbing species. In
the retrieval the a priori profile is weighted by the variance of the mole fractions
at each altitude as predicted by a chemical transport model (WACCM [Gent et
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al. 2011]) and the observations are weighted by the signal to noise ratio of the
measured spectrum. The process generates averaging kernels which give sensitivity
of the instrument and retrieval to the true atmospheric state. If the confidence is
poor, the averaging kernel will tend to 0 and the retrieved value will reflect more of
the a priori value. If the confidence is high, the averaging kernel will tend towards
1.
There are three high resolution solar FTS instruments in the Australasian region:
at Wollongong and Darwin, Australia, and at Lauder, New Zealand. All three
instruments are part of both the Total Column Carbon Network (TCCON) and the
Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC). Both
of these networks are global and require streamlined and near-identical processing
of the data from all sites. The data is publicly available on their databases (see
http://www.ndsc.ncep.noaa.gov/ and http://www.tccon.caltech.edu/)
1.6 Previous Work on Australian Emission Fac-
tors
The Australian scientific community has been at the forefront of research on biomass
burning emissions. Hurst, Griffith, and Cook [1994a,b] provided some of the world’s
first emission factors for vegetation fires in Australia’s savanna regions.
Our understanding of Australian savanna fires has improved since that time, with
Haverd et al. [2013] concluding that Australian bushfires’ gross emissions of carbon
have a similar total magnitude to Australian fossil fuel emissions. Several other
studies have provided emission factors for a few trace gases (primarily CO2, CO,
N2O and CH4), the earlier ones using airborne instruments [Hurst, Griffith, and
Cook 1994; Hurst et al. 1994; Shirai et al. 2003], while more recent studies have
taken instruments directly to the fires on the ground [Meyer et al. 2012; Smith et al.
2014; Meyer and Cook 2015].
Studies presenting emission factors from Australian temperate forest fires were at
first scarce, with the first values presented by Hurst, Griffith, and Cook [1996]. A re-
newed interest in recent years has seen new emission factors published for this ecosys-
tem [Volkova et al. 2014; Paton-Walsh et al. 2014; Lawson et al. 2015; Guérette et
al. 2018].
Internationally, two major reviews have combined emission factors from many stud-
ies: Andreae and Merlet [2001] followed by Akagi et al. [2011] ten years later. The
section above on emission inventories highlighted the contributions of each review
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with respect to the source of emission factors for those inventories. Unfortunately,
very little of the research done in Australia is represented in those reviews. Andreae
and Merlet [2001] included the original work of Hurst, Griffith, and Cook [1994]
on the Australian savanna as part of their savanna category and none of the work
on Australian temperate forests. The later work by Akagi et al. [2011] focused on
studies where measurements had been conducted at the fire (and not remotely), and
included no Australian emission factors at all.
Another way to gain knowledge on emissions from bushfires is to conduct laboratory
experiments. Wind tunnels and other facilities specifically designed to study fires
allow for fine control of several variables such as fuel type and moisture content.
The Missoula fire sciences laboratory in Montana, U.S, has yielded several sets of
emission factors relevant to North American forest fires [Burling et al. 2010; Hosseini
et al. 2013; Yokelson et al. 2013; May et al. 2014; Hatch et al. 2017]. The Australian
CSIRO has a wind tunnel specifically designed to study fires, however it has so far
been part of a single study on emission factors: The CSIRO Pyrotron wind tunnel,
located in Canberra, was used by Surawski et al. [2015] to study the differences in
emissions depending on the direction of fire spread compared to wind direction.
1.7 What is Missing?
Considering that the reviews by Andreae and Merlet [2001] and Akagi et al. [2011]
have established the backbone of the emission factors used in the inventories de-
scribed earlier, the omission of Australian studies means that the estimates of
biomass burning emissions from Australian fires are based on emissions factors mea-
sured in ecosystems located elsewhere.
The majority of campaigns aiming to characterise emissions from savanna fires have
taken place in Africa [e.g. Bertschi et al. 2003; Sinha et al. 2003; Yokelson et al.
2003; Keene et al. 2006; Wooster et al. 2011; Laakso et al. 2013; Tiitta et al. 2014;
Mafusire et al. 2016]. This is logical, since Africa is estimated to contribute around
52% of global biomass burning emissions, and 69% of global savanna emissions.
The use of emission factors from different regions may introduce unnecessary errors,
therefore the focus of this work is on Australia.
The knowledge gaps in Australian vegetation fire emissions include:
 Not one of the previous campaigns in Australian savannas have published emis-
sion factors for aerosols. To our knowledge, no study worldwide has provided
emission factors with respect to particulate matter with size distributions be-
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low PM2.5.
 In 2012, Meyer et al. suggested that there could be differences in seasonal
variation affecting emission factors for methane throughout the dry season
between Australian and African savanna fires, confirming the need for further
regional studies.
 For Australian temperate forests, Volkova et al. [2014] reported differences in
emissions from litter and coarse woody debris, however, no rigorous investiga-
tion of the impact from the amount of coarse woody debris in the overall fuel
on emissions has been carried out.
 While Surawski et al. [2015] reported different combustion efficiencies and
emission factors for different directions of fire spread depending on wind direc-
tion, there have not been any studies on the different stages of fire spread. Yet
these would be valuable additional resources for developing regional air quality
models attempting to accurately replicate fire behaviours and emissions.
 Finally, with respect to the emissions inventories, while there have been studies
comparing inventory estimates [Darmenov and Silva 2015; Shi et al. 2015],
studies using inverse modelling to constrain emissions using observations [Van
der Werf et al. 2004; Pfister et al. 2005; Al-Saadi et al. 2008] and studies
evaluating anthropogenic emission inventory impacts on measurable variables
[Amnuaylojaroen et al. 2014], there have not been any studies evaluating the
ability of biomass burning emission inventories to replicate emissions and their
impact on measurable variables. This could be done by comparing outputs
from global atmospheric models using different inventories and testing them
against measurements.
1.8 The Work Carried Out in this Thesis
The overarching aim of this thesis was to improve our understanding of emissions
from Australian bushfires, while also evaluating current inventories through atmo-
spheric models, over the Australian region. In an attempt to address this main aim,
there were three major objectives in this work:
1. The first objective of this work was to better characterise emissions from Aus-
tralian forest fires. A set of controlled fires were performed and sampled at the
CSIRO Pyrotron, a wind tunnel specifically designed to study fires. Two key
variables of interest were: (a) the amount of coarse fuel, and (b) the different
phases of fire spreading, and their respective impacts on emission factors of
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trace gases. The retrieval of trace gases mixing ratios was achieved with the
use of the open-path FTIR instrument described earlier.
2. The second objective of this thesis was to add to the scarce number of known
available emission factors for Australian savanna fires. Notably, the dearth of
emission factors for aerosols from Australian savanna bushfires in the litera-
ture needed to be addressed. Sampling of smoke was performed during the
SAFIRED campaign (Savanna Fires in the Early Dry season), with, amongst
numerous other instruments, the in-situ FTIR instrument introduced earlier.
3. The third and last objective of this work was to use global atmospheric mod-
els to evaluate biomass burning inventories in the Australian region. Four
model/inventory combinations were run: ACCESS-UKCA/GFED4s, GEOS-
Chem/GFED4s, GEOS-Chem/FINN1.5 and GEOS-Chem/QFED2.4. A three
year period, from 2008 to 2010, was analysed and the models’ outputs were
compared to ground and satellite based measurements of three trace gases:
carbon monoxide (CO), ethane (C2H6) and formaldehyde (CH2O). Some of
the ground based measurements were retrieved with in-situ FTIR and solar
FTS instruments.
The work towards each of the objectives is described in each of the following three
chapters. General conclusions and a summary of the outcomes of those objectives
are presented in Chapter 5 along with suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Emission Factors for Australian
Forest Fires
2.1 Introduction
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) of Victoria
commissioned a new modelling tool to predict the impact of hazard reduction burns
on air quality. The main purpose of this tool is to provide a forecast of the air
quality impacts of any proposed controlled burning on the surrounding populations,
and thus to help select the day and time at which a burn would be safest.
Such modelling requires parametrisation specific to Australian temperate forests,
however only a few studies have presented emission factors for this environment
[Paton-Walsh et al. 2014; Volkova et al. 2014; Surawski et al. 2015].
Paton-Walsh et al. [2014] sampled smoke from five hazard reduction burns from
Australian temperate forests in New South Wales. They published a new set of
emission factors for this type of vegetation, specific to Australia: 1620 g kg−1 of
CO2; 118 g kg
−1 of CO; 3.5 g kg−1 of CH4; 1.3 g kg
−1 of C2H4; 1.7 g kg
−1 of CH2O;
2.4 g kg−1 of CH3OH; 3.8 g kg
−1 of acetic acid; 0.4 g kg−1 of formic acid; 1.7 g kg−1
of NH3; 0.15 g kg
−1 of N2O and 0.5 g kg
−1 of C2H6. These emission factors represent
averages measured over the five sampled burns, and all stages of the burns from the
flaming front to the smouldering aftermath.
An unanswered question is whether or not emission factors are affected by the fuel
load, particularly the amount of coarse woody debris in the fuel. An initial ap-
proach to answering this question was given by Volkova et al. [2014] who reported
emission factors for CO2, CO, CH4 and N2O for fine fuel and coarse fuel separately.
Emissions of fine fuel were 1730 g kg−1 of CO2; 47 g kg
−1 of CO; 1.24 g kg−1 of CH4
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and 0.087 g kg−1 of N2O. The coarse fuel emission factors were 1505 g kg
−1 of CO2,
218 g kg−1 of CO; 9.97 g kg−1 of CH4 and 0.048 g kg
−1 of N2O. From these results it
is clear that fine fuel is burnt more readily, with the fully oxidised forms of carbon
and nitrogen (ie. CO2 and N2O) predominantly emitted from the burning of fine
fuel rather than of coarse fuel, whereas intermediate species in the combustion of
hydrocarbons such as CO and CH4 have higher emission factors in the combustion
of coarser fuel.
An actual fire will usually involve a mix of fine and coarse fuel; however, the pro-
portions of fine and coarse fuel can vary significantly between fires. Therefore, it is
important to study the effect of the quantity of coarse fuel in a mix of fine fuel on
the emission factors.
The type of combustion is also responsible for a large variability in emissions from
combustion. Flaming combustion is characterised by high temperatures and thor-
ough oxidation of the fuel. Smouldering combustion, however, is characterised by
lower burning temperatures and a less efficient oxidation of the fuel. The type of
combustion changes between different stages of a bushfire. The fire front is usually
characterised by intense flaming of the fine dry fuel, while the back of the fire usu-
ally consists of a mix of flaming and smouldering combustion of the coarser fuel.
Being able to assign different emission factors to the different phases of the burn
could bring a significant improvement to fire emissions modelling. The findings of
this chapter have influenced the parametrisation of the new modelling tool commis-
sioned by DELWP.
2.2 Methods
Measuring emissions from forest fires on the ground is challenging. Firstly, fire is
dangerous, to some extent for the instruments, but most importantly for those car-
rying out the experiments (potential exposure to smoke toxins and burns). Secondly,
even during controlled burns, there is a degree of uncertainty about the wind direc-
tion, which could result in installation of the instruments in a place where no smoke
is transported. Lastly, and yet maybe most importantly for scientists, it is difficult
to repeat this type of experiment. In South-eastern Australia, prescribed burns only
occur in spring and autumn, and only if conditions are met to ensure safety of the
fire fighters and surrounding inhabitants. A specific location might be burnt under
controlled conditions only once every 10-15 years.
An alternative to field measurements is a laboratory experiment. For the study
of biomass burning, several previous studies have used a chimney design, such as
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the design used at the Missoula fire laboratory [Burling et al. 2010] or the original
CSIRO vertical wind tunnel [Knight 2001]. A vertical tunnel is not an optimal design
to mimic forest fires, which usually propagate horizontally with or against the wind.
The CSIRO Pyrotron was specifically designed for “the study of the combustion and
propagation of flames under a range of controlled fuel and environmental conditions”
[Sullivan et al. 2013].
2.2.1 The CSIRO Pyrotron Facility
The CSIRO Pyrotron facility is located in Canberra, Australia. It was designed
and built by the Ecosystem Sciences division of the CSIRO, and a full description
is given by Sullivan et al. [2013].
The Pyrotron is a 25 m long aluminium and steel tunnel, with a squared 2 m x 2
m cross-section, (see Figure 2.1). At one end of the tunnel is a large fan capable
of producing a controlled air flow of up to 22 m3 s−1, which represents a maximum
wind speed of 5.5 m s−1 (19.8 km h−1). During experiments, the fuel is burnt in the
working section, which is 1.5 m wide and 4.8 m long and located in the second
half of the tunnel. The working section is fitted with a dense array of thermocou-
ples to follow the spread of fire and fire-proof windows for a visual analysis of the
experiment. Screens consisting of perforated sheets, placed at different locations
within the tunnel, allow the wind speed and pressure to be equalised over the whole
cross-section and to reduce turbulence in the flow.
Figure 2.1: Picture of the CSIRO Pyrotron Facility (Sourced from Sullivan et al. 2013)
and a close-up view of the working section during a burn.
Laboratory fires allow the control of different parameters such as fuel type and
composition (i.e. moisture content), fuel load and environmental conditions (i.e.
wind speed). The focus of this experiment was on both the fuel load and the
direction of the fire spread.
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2.2.2 Design of Experimental Fires
Fuel Load
The fuel load is an important part of the equation when estimating the emissions
from fires (see Equation 1.1). The emission of gases and particulates is proportional
to the quantity of fuel burnt. The fuel load may also influence the fire intensity,
and hence, the proportion of emissions of different gases may not be constant with
different loads.
This study aimed to determine whether or not there is a significant change in emis-
sion factors for different proportions of coarse and fine fuel. Different loads were
chosen for the experiment, with a fixed amount of fine fuel and an increasing amount
of coarse fuel. Here “fine fuel” is defined as any collection of residues of leaves and
branches with a diameter or thickness less than 6 mm. Coarse fuel is defined as
branches and logs with diameters greater than 6 mm. Two classes of coarse fuels
were used in approximately equal amounts: branches larger than 6 mm in diameter
but smaller than 25 mm, and logs larger than 25 mm in diameter but smaller than
50 mm.
The fuel used in this study was collected from the Victorian forest near Blackville. It
was left to dry to the typical level of fuel moisture required for controlled burns (i.e.
∼12%). The exact moisture content was an extra variable between burns, because
of the influence of changing atmospheric humidity. The moisture content of the fuel
had to be measured for every run, and accounted for when the fuel was prepared:
the higher the moisture content, the more fuel had to be added to keep the same
amount of dry fuel equivalent between runs.
The predicted effect of fuel load on emissions was that a larger amount of coarse
fuel would lead to more smouldering combustion, as per the findings of Volkova
et al. [2014]. Higher fractions of smouldering combustion produce more incomplete
combustion products, and hence higher emission factors for carbon monoxide (CO)
and lower emission factors for carbon dioxide (CO2).
Fire Propagation
The direction in which the fire propagates, with or against the wind, is also expected
to affect the intensity of the fire and thus the combustion efficiency and emission
factors. A fire that propagates with the wind (a heading fire) is more intense. This
is the reason hazard reduction burns are usually set up to spread against a low
wind, so that the fire will remain under control. A fire that propagates against the
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direction of the wind is called a backing fire, and one that propagates perpendicular
to the wind direction is called a flanking fire.
Surawski et al. [2015] reported the effect of fire spreading mode on emission factors
and the possible implications for carbon emissions from hazard reduction burns.
They concluded that backing and flanking fire propagation reduces the overall emis-
sions of greenhouse gases. This is mostly due to the larger amount of fuel which is
exposed to but not consumed by the fire, and hence is not emitted to the atmosphere,
in the case of lower intensity fires.
Burn Plan
A burn plan was prepared that ensured that the backing and heading fires with
different loads were spread over the four weeks of measurements, and approximately
evenly spread across different times of the day. This was done to avoid any un-
intended influence from environmental factors, such as ambient temperature and
humidity, on the results. The fuel bed was laid over 1.5 m by 4 m for the heading
fires, and 1.5 m by 2 m for the backing fires. Backing burns propagate much more
slowly than heading burns. This is why they were planned with half the length of
fuel, and hence half the total amount of fuel.
The original plan involved three different loads of fuel. Unfortunately, difficulties
were encountered on the third day of burns: a backing burn failed to propagate,
despite several attempts at re-ignition. A new burn plan was drawn up, which
included a fourth load with a higher fraction of coarse fuel, but with only one or
two repeats of each load for backing fires.
All four loads had a similar amount of dry fine fuel (equivalent to 10 tonnes per
hectare (t ha−1)). Load 1 had no coarse fuel; Load 2 had 2 t ha−1 of dry coarse fuel
equivalent; Load 3 had 6 t ha−1 of dry coarse fuel equivalent and load 4 had 12 t ha−1
of dry coarse fuel equivalent.
The revised burn plan was successfully followed and is shown in Table 2.1.
Burns are referred to with burn IDs in the following fashion: αLβRγ, where α is a
letter symbolising the fire spread mode (H for heading, B for backing), β is the load
number and γ is the repeat number of this specific burn configuration. For example
HL3R2 is the second repeat of the heading burn with load 3 fuel.
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Table 2.1: Burn plan of the 2014 Pyrotron experiment.








1 24/02/2014 11:55 9 min45 s HL1R1 10 0 x X
2 24/02/2014 14:55 38 min BL2R1 10 2 X X
3 25/02/2014 10:30 28 min10 s HL3R1 10 6 X X
4 25/02/2014 13:40 29 min30 s BL1R1 10 0 X X
5 25/02/2014 16:30 Blank 0 0 X X
6 26/02/2014 09:35 BL2R2 fail 10 2 X X
7 26/02/2014 10:55 17 min30 s HL2R1 10 2 X X
8 26/02/2014 13:40 20 min30 s HL3R2 10 6 X X
9 27/02/2014 09:55 27 min22 s HL4R1 10 12 X X
10 27/02/2014 13:05 HL4R2 10 12 X X
11 27/02/2014 15:45 HL2R2 10 2 X X
12 28/02/2014 10:00 24 min42 s HL2R3 10 2 X X
13 28/02/2014 13:00 8 min HL1R2 10 0 X X
14 03/03/2014 12:00 18 min40 s HL2R4 10 2 X X
15 03/03/2014 15:00 HL4R3 10 12 X X
16 04/03/2014 10:00 24 min30 s HL3R3 10 6 X X
17 04/03/2014 13:30 19 min20 s HL3R4 10 6 X X
18 04/03/2014 15:30 33 min10 s HL4R4 10 12 X X
19 05/03/2014 09:50 HL4R5 10 12 X X
20 05/03/2014 13:00 HL2R5 10 2 X X
21 05/03/2014 15:45 9 min40 s HL1R3 10 0 X X
22 06/03/2014 10:20 24 min40 s HL3R5 10 6 x X
23 06/03/2014 13:00 25 min45 s BL4R1 10 12 x X
24 06/03/2014 15:30 32 min BL3R1 10 6 x X
25 07/03/2014 11:05 BL4R2 10 12 X x




Two off-axis Integrated-Cavity-Output Spectroscopy (off-axis ICOS) instruments
were brought by our collaborators from CSIRO. They were used to measure concen-
trations of CO2/CH4 (Greenhouse Gas Analyser GGA-24r-EP, Los Gatos Research)
and CO/N2O (N2O/CO Analyser 907-0015, Los Gatos Research).
The instruments function by directing a pulsed laser beam into a highly reflective
cavity containing the gaseous sample. Each pulse of laser is absorbed and/or scat-
tered by trace gases following the Beer-Lambert Law (see Equation 1.12), causing
a temporal decay (or ring-down) of the pulse, which is modelled as an exponential
decay process [Okeefe and Deacon 1988] in order to retrieve the concentrations.
The off-axis ICOS (OA-ICOS) method is a simpler version of the cavity ring-down
technique [Baer et al. 2002].
A dilution with zero air is necessary to avoid difficulties with the N2O retrieval due
to interference with CO spectral lines when CO concentration goes beyond 10 ppm
[Surawski et al. 2015]. Several dilutions ratios (ranging from 4 to 15) were used on
the inlet sample line serving both instruments throughout each fire.
The instruments sampled from a bypass line, which itself sampled at a rate of
4 l min−1 from a sampling tube placed in the exit section of the Pyrotron, centred
on a cross section 1 m from the end of the tunnel (see Figure 2.2).
Both instruments have a time resolution of one data point per second.
Open-path FTIR Measurements
A Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectrometer (Bomen MB-100 series, with
a resolution of 1 cm−1) was operated in open-path mode using an external beam-
splitter and mirrors to direct the modulated infrared beam into a 12 inch (305 mm)
telescope (Meade LX300). The infrared beam was reflected back to the telescope
by an array of gold-plated corner cube mirrors (retro-reflectors), and directed to a
liquid nitrogen cooled Mercury Cadmium Telluride detector. IR spectroscopy and
a general description of the open path FTIR instrument are given in Chapter 1
Section 1.5.1.
The spectrometer and telescope were placed on top of a tripod, itself placed onto a
trolley (for ease of manoeuvering). The array of retro-reflectors was placed on top
of a 2.5 m high step ladder. The beam crossed the section outside the tunnel at an
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Figure 2.2: The exit section of the CSIRO Pyrotron facility. The red double-ended arrow
indicates the light path of the FTIR instrument. The tip of the green arrow
points to the end of the tube from which the ICOS instrument sampled.
angle of approximately 30°, allowing for the sampling of smoke emerging at different
heights at the exit of the wind tunnel (see Figure 2.2).
Three scans were co-added, producing one spectrum approximately every 20 seconds.
A fire burnt on average between 10 and 40 minutes depending on the fuel load and
the direction of the fire spreading (see Table 2.1), so that between 30 and 90 spectra
were obtained for each fire.
Concentrations of trace gases were retrieved from the spectra using the software
MALT [Griffith 1996; Griffith et al. 2012], which uses quantum mechanical line
strength and shape calculations from HITRAN 2008 [Rothman et al. 2009] to simu-
late reference spectra for each of the species of interest, along with parameters such
as temperature, pressure, path length and initial estimates of gas concentrations
to calculate a spectrum for a given spectral window. MALT then iterates through
the calculations, changing estimated gas concentrations and instrument parame-
ters using a non-linear least-squares fitting algorithm until the best match between
observed and calculated spectra is found.
Parameter files are fed into MALT to indicate which windows to analyse, and which
species to fit in each window. Table 2.2, adapted from Paton-Walsh et al. [2014],
details the spectral region fitted for each species. Figure 2.3 shows an example
of MALT’s fitting of measured absorption features for CO, CO2 (top figure) and
CH4 (bottom figure). The bottom figure illustrates the detail behind MALT’s fit,
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including the main absorbing species (CH4), but also any other interfering species
(H2O).
Table 2.2: Spectral regions used for trace gas retrieval (adapted from Paton-Walsh et al.,
[2014]).
Trace gas(es) of interest Interfering species Spectral region fitted (cm−1)
CO2, CO and N2O H2O 2080-2270
CH4 H2O 2980-3105
C2H4 and NH3 H2O 920-1000
CH2O H2O 2730-2800
CH3OH H2O, NH3 1020-1055
HCOOH H2O, NH3 1060-1150
CH3COOH H2O, NH3, HCOOH 1130-1230
One issue with the experimental set-up was that the relatively short path length
used meant a large fractional uncertainty in the path length. Indeed, the instrument
was wheeled out every single day, along with the retro-reflector on top of the step
ladder; with limited accuracy. For this reason, the data from the open path FTIR
instrument were adjusted using data from the off-axis ICOS instruments to correct
for any error in the assumed path length. Specifically, for each burn, the CO2
abundances measured before the burn by both instruments were compared (then
considered as background abundances). Correction factors (ranging from 0.95 to
1.3) were then applied to the whole FTIR data set of each burn in order to match
the background CO2 abundance measured by the ICOS instrument. The ICOS
instruments were calibrated prior to this study, and this process provided a pseudo
single point calibration to the open-path FTIR.
Other trace gases and aerosols were sampled during the experiment:
 Grab samples were collected over 2 to 4 min periods. Those samples were
then analysed for CO2, CO, CH4 and N2O on an in-situ FTIR spectrometer,
for gaseous mercury on one of two Tekran instruments, and for VOC on a
Selective Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrometer (SIFT-MS) at the University of
Wollongong (250 km away) on the same day.
 The CSIRO sampled aerosols using impactor plates to retrieve the mass con-
centrations of different size bins and a particle counter.
 Macquarie University sampled gaseous mercury in-line upstream and down-
stream of the working station using two Tekran instruments.
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Figure 2.3: Example of measured and MALT fitted line features for the retrieval of CO2
and CO (top) and CH4 (bottom), and residuals.
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The candidate took part in the activities around grab sampling and analysis of
those grab samples on the in-situ FTIR and SIFT-MS. The three members from
the University of Wollongong would relay each day to drive the grab samples to the
university each evening and back to Canberra in the morning.
2.3 Measurements Analysis
2.3.1 Fuel Characteristics
Table 2.3 presents the fuel elemental composition for each of the four loads. These
figures were provided by Dr. N. Surawski and Dr. A. Sullivan (CSIRO) and were
derived from measurements of the elemental composition of all specific fuel elements
(i.e. leaves, twigs, bark, sticks and logs) and the relative fraction by which they were
present in each load. Carbon and Nitrogen composition were measured by Isotope
Ratio Mass Spectrometry (IRMS). Cemit/Cfuel ratios were obtained through mass
difference between starting fuel and residue, and elemental composition measure-
ment of the residue.
The carbon fraction (FC) was used in Equation 1.3 to calculate emission factors
per unit of fuel burnt, and the ratio of nitrogen over carbon (N/C) was used in
Equation 1.9 to derive the emission factor of N2O. Table 2.3 also contains the ratio
of emitted carbon over burnt carbon in the fuel for each load and both fire spreading
modes (heading and backing). The Cemit/Cfuel ratio was used in Equation 1.7 to
calculate emission factors of CO2 and CO per unit of burnt carbon.
Table 2.3: Elemental composition of the fuel for the four loads and Cemit/Cfuel ratios
for all 8 burn configurations.
Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 Load 4
Carbon content (FC) 50.4% 50.2% 49.9% 49.6%
Nitrogen content 0.37% 0.33% 0.29% 0.25%
N/C 0.0072 0.0066 0.0057 0.0050
Cemit/Cfuel heading 95.8% 80.2% 84.8% 85.6%
Cemit/Cfuel backing 95.6% 83.9% 84.9% 88.0%
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2.3.2 Characterising uncertainties
The uncertainties presented in this chapter were derived following the same process
presented by Paton-Walsh et al. [2014], with values adapted to reflect the level of
uncertainty present in this study.
Uncertainties in CO2 and CO measurements
In the case of the open-path FTIR instrument, Paton-Walsh et al. [2014] explain
that the largest source of uncertainty in retrieving the abundance of CO2, CO and
all other species is the temperature. Indeed an assumed temperature for the path
has to be provided to the fitting software MALT in order to obtain accurate spectral
fitting and air density. The temperature was measured at a single point, close to the
spectrometer. Assumption was made that air mixing within the end of the tunnel,
added to the fact that a third of the open-path is not across the tunnel’s exit, would
lead the temperature measured near the instrument to be approximately that of the
average temperature across the path. Therefore, uncertainties in the temperature
estimation range between 10% and 20%. Other sources of uncertainties include
errors in the assumed background mole fraction of all species, spectral fitting errors
in the MALT software and errors in the HITRAN reference spectra used in the fitting
process. Since the same instrument set up and retrieval process were used both in
this study and the one detailed in Paton-Walsh et al. [2014], the same uncertainty
estimates were used here and are presented in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Totals and component values of the uncertainty budget for retrieval of CO2
















CO2 15.3% 2.5% 5% 1% 16.3%
CO 5.1% 2.5% 2% 2% 6.3%
In the case of the off-axis ICOS instruments, the largest source of error was the
dilution process. In order to avoid spectral broadening of the CO absorbance peak,
which is known to prevent accurate quantification of N2O, dilution with zero air
of the sampling line was performed when required. At the end of each burn, the
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instruments sampled ambient air, and the same dilutions made during the burn
were repeated as a reference to aid subsequent data correction. The uncertainties
due to dilutions were estimated to be up to 5%. Other sources of errors include
uncertainty in the background mole fractions (0.5 - 1%), uncertainty in temperature
(1%; here much lower than for the FTIR instrument because sampled gases cooled
in the sampling line), uncertainty in the spectral absorption lines from HITRAN
and the instrument precision (very low). Table 2.5 summarises those values.
Table 2.5: Totals and component values of the uncertainty budget for retrieval of CO2,














CO2 1% 0.5% 5% <0.1% 5.1%
CO 1% 1% 2% <0.1% 2.5%
CH4 1% 1% 5% <0. 1% 5.1%
N2O 1% 0.5% 5% <0.1% 5.2%
The data from the OA-ICOS instruments were only used to calculate emission ratios,
in which case the uncertainties due to dilution cancel out, as dilutions were rigorously
the same for both ICOS instruments, and therefore all species were impacted by the
same factor.
Uncertainties in EFCO2, EFCO, %CCO2 and %CCO
In the case of emission factors per kilogram of fuel burnt, and examining Equa-
tion 1.3 which is used to calculate the emission factors of CO2 and CO, it appears
that the only sources of uncertainty come from the ratio Ci/CT and the carbon
fraction FC . Paton-Walsh et al. [2014] demonstrated that for CO2, the uncertainty
in CCO2/CT , which is the ratio of CO2 over the sum of measured carbon-containing
species, is small (i.e. ≤ 1.5%). This is because CO2 dominates both numerator and
denominator, leading to the uncertainties cancelling out. However, in the case of
CO, the uncertainty in CCO/CT is estimated to be ≤ 15%, because uncertainties in
both CO2 and CO combine.
In this study, the fraction of carbon in the fuel was measured precisely, with an
uncertainty in FC ≤ 0.2%. Table 2.6 shows the two components of errors in the
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calculation of EFCO2 and EFCO per unit of fuel consumed and the total uncertainty
resulting from summing in quadrature.
Table 2.6: Totals and component values of the uncertainty budget for calculating EFCO2









EFCO2 1.5% 0.2% 1.5%
EFCO 15% 0.2% 15%
In the cases of fractions of carbon burnt emitted as gases, Equation 1.7 has only
two components to it: the fraction of carbon in the fuel which was released during
combustion Cemit / Cfuel and the fraction of carbon emitted as either CO2 or CO
in Ci / CT . The uncertainties in Cemit / Cfuel were estimated to be ≤ 0.1% due to
the precise measurement of the fuel composition (see subsection 2.3.1). Table 2.7
presents the two components of errors in the calculation of fractions of carbon con-
sumed and emitted as CO2 and CO, and the total uncertainty obtained by quadratic
summation.
Table 2.7: Totals and component values of the uncertainty budget for calculating frac-









CO2 1.5% 0.1% 1.5%
CO 15% 0.1% 15%
Looking at both Table 2.6 and Table 2.7, it can be seen that the uncertainty in
Ci/CT is much larger than for the other components, and this dictates the total
uncertainties in EFCO2 and EFCO regardless of whether EF is based on per unit of
fuel or carbon burnt.
Uncertainties in the emission ratios
To account for errors in the calculation of emission ratios, uncertainties in the re-
trieval of the target species (CH4 and N2O), reference species (CO and CO2) and
uncertainties in the gradient of the linear fit must be considered. The uncertainty
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due to dilution was mentioned above, but in the case of emission ratios that un-
certainty is cancelled out by the fact that it is present equally for the ratio of both
species. Table 2.8 presents the components and total uncertainty in emission ra-
tios.
Table 2.8: Example of totals and component values of the uncertainty budget for calcu-
lating emission ratios for the species measured by the OA-ICOS. The uncer-









CH4 vs CO 5.1% 2.5% 1.3% 5.8%
N2O vs CO2 5.2% 5.1% 2.7% 7.8%
Uncertainties in calculations of emission ratios from species measured by the OP-
FTIR instrument are quantified in [Paton-Walsh et al. 2014]. They include the
relevant uncertainties in retrieval of the target gases due to estimated temperature
errors of ± 20°C, uncertainties in spectral fitting, uncertainties in the HITRAN
reference lines and similar uncertainties in the reference gases (i.e. CO2 or CO).
Uncertainties in CO2 and CO were calculated using the components in Table 2.4, but
excluding uncertainties in background mole fraction and uncertainties in air density
due to uncertainties in temperature estimates; both are excluded as the background
mole fraction does not contribute to the gradient of the fit, and any uncertainty in
air density is cancelled out as it produces the same uncertainty in the target gas.
Total uncertainties in the emission ratios are calculated by summing in quadrature
uncertainties in the target gases, uncertainties in reference gases and uncertainties
in the gradient of the linear fit. All the components of uncertainties and the total
uncertainties are presented in Table 2.9. All values except the uncertainties in the
gradient were taken from the work by [Paton-Walsh et al. 2014]. The uncertainties
in gradient were taken for the worst acceptable case out of all the burns (acceptable
means with a correlation where R2 ≥ 0.5).
Uncertainties in emission factors
The final step is the calculation of the emission factors of the species other than CO2
and CO. Emission factors per unit of fuel burnt are calculated using the product of
the emission ratio and the relevant emission factor of the reference gas. Therefore,
the uncertainties are calculated by combining in quadrature the uncertainties of the













































Table 2.9: Example of totals and component values of the uncertainty budget for calculating emission ratios for the species measured by the


















CH4 / CO 4.4% 2% 5% 7% 3% 8.7% 12%
C2H4 / CO 12% 5% 5% 14% 3% 12.5% 19%
CH3OH / CO 4.4% 6% 5% 9% 3% 18.8% 21%
CH2O / CO 6.4% 5% 5% 10% 3% 11.1% 15%
HCOOH /CO 8% 16% 5% 19% 3% 9.1% 21%
CH3COOH / CO 10%* 3% 10%* 14% 3% 13.9% 20%
N2O / CO2 5% 4% 5% 8% 10% 18.8% 23%
NH3 / CO 10.8% 2% 5% 12% 3% 13.1% 18%
* Spectral temperature sensitivity and HITRAN uncertainty are not available for CH3COOH. An estimated value of 10% is assigned to both of those
components as was the case in [Paton-Walsh et al. 2014].
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gas. For example, the uncertainty in EFCH4 is obtained by combining the uncertainty
in ERCH4/CO and the uncertainty in EFCO.
The same is true for fractions of element burnt emitted as gas, with the exception of
N2O which also requires the uncertainty of the ratio of nitrogen content over carbon
content of the fuel (see Equation 1.9). The uncertainty in N/C was calculated to be
3% and dominates the uncertainty in EFN2O.
Uncertainties in MCE
MCEs are the ratios of CO2 over the sum of CO2 and CO. As explained in the
section on uncertainties of EFCO2 and EFCO, the uncertainty of such a ratio with
CO2 on the denominator is rather small (i.e. ≤ 1.5%) because the larger source
of uncertainty brought by CO2 is cancelled out. This means uncertainties in MCE
values are estimated to be 1.5%.
2.3.3 Data Processing
Scripts were written by the candidate in the scientific data analysis software Igor Pro
(version: 6.3.4.1) in order to process the measurements and calculate modified com-
bustion efficiencies (MCE), emission ratios to CO2 and CO (ERi/CO and ERi/CO2 ,
obtained by calculating an orthogonal linear regression between the species i and
CO2 or CO concentrations), emission factors (EFi) and fractions of element burnt
emitted as gas (%Ci).
2.4 Results and Discussions
2.4.1 Comparison Between OP FTIR and ICOS
As part of the initial quality control, data from the different instruments were com-
pared. Such comparison requires considering the difference in the sampling methods
and geometries employed. The open path FTIR instrument was located outside and
at an angle that allowed the open path to cover different heights of the exit section of
the tunnel (see Figure 2.2). However, a third of the path is outside the cross-section
of the tunnel’s exit. This is likely to lead to an underestimation in the retrieved gas
concentrations. The ICOS instruments were sampling from a bypass line starting
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from a tube centred in the cross-section of the tunnel (∼1 m from all 4 walls) and
approximately 1 m before the tunnel’s end (see Figure 2.2).
This arrangement meant the ICOS instruments were more sensitive to inhomogene-
ity in the tunnel than the open path FTIR. This sensitivity was partially diminished
by smoothing the time series by averaging each data point (1 second resolution) with
all the data points within ± 15 seconds. It had also been assumed during the design
of the study that the mixing in the tunnel would render the height of sampling
irrelevant, which in this case matters as the ICOS instruments are measuring from
a point located half way up the tunnel and the open path instrument is sampling
across the top half of the tunnel.
It is also essential to note that the comparison can be done for only three species
measured by both the FTIR and the ICOS instruments. These are CO2, CO and
CH4. The open path FTIR instrument also retrieved ethene (C2H4), ammonia
(NH3), formaldehyde (CH2O), methanol (CH3OH), formic acid (HCOOH) and acetic
acid (CH3COOH). The retrieval of N2O by the FTIR instrument was hindered by
interference from the large enhancements of CO - which is not the case with the OA-
ICOS instruments thanks to the dilutions applied to the sampling line. Therefore,
the comparisons in the tables below only include emission factors of CO2, CO and
CH4 and MCE values.
Table 2.1 shows the list of all burns, and whether each instrument recorded them
successfully or not. In the cases of BL3 and BL4 burns, the two techniques did
not measure the same repeats, and therefore can not be compared in those burn
configurations.
Table 2.10 presents the emission factors for CO2, CO and CH4 calculated using
Equation 1.3, and emission factors of CH4 calculated using Equation 1.5, as well
as the emission ratio of CH4 versus CO, and the modified combustion efficiency
averaged across all available burns for the ICOS and open path FTIR instruments
respectively (see Table 2.1).
Averaged across all the burns that both ICOS and FTIR instruments sampled,
all variables in Table 2.10 agree within the standard deviations of the individual
instruments’ results.
However this agreement between the instruments is not found on several of the
individual burns. Figure 2.4 shows times series for CO2, CO, CH4, CO/CO2 and
CH4/CO for two example cases, one illustrating extremely poor agreement (HL1R2)
and one illustrating better agreement (HL3R2). Note that the y axes are the same;
larger divergence between the two instruments in the case of HL1R2 can be seen.
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Table 2.10: Comparison of averaged emission factors, emission ratios and MCE of all
heading burns retrieved from the ICOS and the FTIR instruments respec-
tively.
ICOS FTIR
EFCO2 (g/kg) 1710 ± 20 1720 ± 10
EFCO (g/kg) 70 ± 10 67 ± 6
EFCH4 (g/kg) 2.4 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.2
ERCH4/CO 0.056 ± 0.003 0.049 ± 0.006
MCE 0.936 ± 0.009 0.944 ± 0.008
Although divergence of measured abundances in CO2, CO and CH4 between the in-
struments can be expected due to the difference in sampling geometry (notably the
fact that a third of the open path is not across the tunnel’s exit cross-section), sig-
nificant divergences in the ratios through time were observed. This could be caused
by the stratification of the air flow in the tunnel, in which case each instrument
would be exposed to a different air mix, with the lower sampling point of the ICOS
instrument being exposed to cooler air - characteristic of less intense combustion
(i.e. higher CO/CO2 ratio). This is what is observed here, to a larger extent in
HL1R2, but also in HL3R2.
Table 2.11 shows EFCO2 , EFCO and ERCH4/CO for all the burns during which both
instruments were running. Differences of up to 3% for EFCO2 , 32% for EFCO and
52% for ERCH4/CO are seen between the instruments, resulting from differences in the
sampling geometries described above. It appears that the assumptions about mixing
in the tunnel were not justified and that sampling from a single point introduces
significant additional random uncertainty. This was averaged out when comparing
data from all fires, but not from individual fires.
Taking into account the geometry and the capabilities of the instruments, the deci-
sion was taken to use the EFCO2 and EFCO calculated using the open path FTIR
measurements, because the FTIR instrument samples a more representative fraction
of the smoke exiting the tunnel. In contrast, EFCH4 and EFN2O were derived from
ERCH4/CO and ERN2O/CO2 measured by the ICOS instruments, so as to take advan-
tage of the better sensitivity, precision and calibration of these instruments.
For all the other species that are measured by the FTIR instrument alone, emission
ratios and emission factors were therefore calculated using this instrument.
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In the case of backing loads 3 and 4, where each of the two repeats had only one type
of instrument running, the emission ratios from the ICOS instruments of BL3R2 and
BL4R2 were used to calculate emissions factors in BL3R1 and BL4R1.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of time series of CO2, CO, CH4, CO/CO2 and CH4/CO in the
case of poor (top graph - HL1R2) and good (bottom - HL3R2) agreement
between the OA-ICOS instruments (thick line) and the FTIR instrument
(points).
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Table 2.11: Comparison of EFCO2 , EFCO and ERCH4/CO for all burns during which
both ICOS and the OP FTIR instruments were successfully sampling. In
red are the values exceeding variation of 1.4% for EFCO2 , 20% for EFCO
and 20% for ERCH4/CO.
Repeat
Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 Load 4












1 1711 1693 1678 1712 1680 1708
2 1714 1773 1704 1724 1709 1713 1747 1717
3 1709 1701 1772 1747 1724 1724 1704 1735
4 1726 1742 1711 1721 1721 1715
5 1698 1703 1721 1727











1 74.3 78.4 93.2 68.2 91.6 70.1
2 72.8 31.8 78.2 61.5 74.9 68.1 51.7 64.8
3 75.8 77.8 37.5 48.6 66.3 63.0 77.8 56.1
4 64.7 50.9 74.3 65.2 67.6 68.8
5 81.8 73.6 67.8 60.9









1 0.046 0.042 0.054 0.055 0.072 0.066
2 0.048 0.100 0.050 0.046 0.047 0.044 0.068 0.062
3 0.051 0.039 0.047 0.031 0.056 0.046 0.069 0.072
4 0.050 0.052 0.055 0.046 0.061 0.049
5 0.050 0.037 0.061 0.054
backing 0.044 0.038 0.048 0.035
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2.4.2 Time Series and Loads
Figure 2.5 shows the times series of the mole fractions of CO2, CO, CH4 and N2O
for example burns with the four different loads. Also presented in this figure is the
time series of the cumulative fraction of carbon emitted, which is analogous to the
progress of the burn in terms of total carbon emissions. Load 1 (fine fuel only)
burns produced larger peak mole fractions of most species, and reached maximum
concentrations faster, around 3 minutes after ignition for CO2 and 5 minutes after
lighting for CH4 and CO. On the other extreme, during the load 4 burns CO2 and
N2O peaked at 5 minutes after lighting and CH4 and CO peaked at 9 minutes after
ignition.
From the time series of percent of total carbon emitted, it is clear that load 4 burn
lasts twice as long as the load 1 burn (23.5 minutes vs 11 minutes). The presence
of coarser fuel slows down the spread of the fire, which is why load 1 burn produces
larger concentrations faster. The coarse fuel also burns for longer, even after all of
the fine fuel is fully consumed, which is why loads 2, 3 and 4 last longer with a less
steep progression toward total carbon emission.
2.4.3 Emission Ratios
Emission ratios with respect to CO and CO2 were calculated for all species measured
by the OP FTIR and OA ICOS instruments. As mentioned earlier, ERCH4/CO and
ERN2O/CO2 were derived from the OA ICOS dataset while the remaining ERi/CO
were derived using the OP FTIR data. Reference gases (i.e. CO2 or CO) were
selected for each target gas depending on which showed the strongest correlation.
Figure 2.6 shows correlation plots of species measured by OP FTIR and Figure 2.7
shows correlation plots of species measured by OA ICOS. R2 values for the linear
regressions are also on the plots; any regression with a R2 < 0.5 was rejected from
further analysis, therefore no emission ratios or emission factors were reported in
such cases. A table containing the emission ratios for all burns and figures of all the
correlation plots can be found in Appendix 1.
Table 2.12 shows the averaged emission ratios, calculated from the linear regres-
sions fitted through the correlation plots, for all four loads and two fire spreading
modes. Standard deviations from the repeats and the averaged uncertainties are in
brackets.
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Figure 2.5: Time series of trace gases and cumulative fraction of carbon emitted during
selected burns for Load 1 (no coarse fuel) through Load 4 (12 ton / ha dry
coarse fuel).
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Figure 2.6: Correlation plots for species measured by the OP-FTIR instrument during
HL3R2. The linear fit, 95% confidence lines and R2 values are included.
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Figure 2.7: Correlation plots for species measured by the off-axis ICOS instrument dur-





























Load 1 (no coarse fuel) Load 2 (2 t ha−1 coarse fuel) Load 3 (6 t ha−1 coarse fuel) Load 4 (12 t ha−1 coarse fuel)
CH4 vs CO
a
H 0.0499 ± 0.0020 (0.0002) 0.0487 ± 0.0021 (0.0003) 0.0531 ± 0.0041 (0.0004) 0.0664 ± 0.0051 (0.0004)
B 0.0438 (0.0002) 0.0480 (0.0002) 0.0615 (0.0005) 0.0595 (0.0002)
C2H4 vs CO
H 0.008 ± 0.002 (0.001) 0.012 ± 0.003 (0.002) 0.012 ± 0.002 (0.002) 0.010 ± 0.001 (0.002)
B 0.010 (0.002) 0.010 (0.002) 0.010 (0.002) 0.010 (0.002)
CH3OH vs CO
H 0.009 ± 0.006 (0.002) 0.008 ± 0.002 (0.001) 0.007 ± 0.001 (0.001) 0.007 ± 0.002 (0.001)
B −− −− −− 0.013 (0.002)
CH2O vs CO
H 0.011 (0.001) 0.015 ± 0.005 (0.002) 0.013 ± 0.003 (0.002) 0.013 ± 0.003 (0.002)
B −− −− −− −−
HCOOH vs CO
H 0.0027 ± 0.0024 (0.0006) 0.0020 ± 0.0006 (0.0004) 0.0017 ± 0.0004 (0.0003) 0.0017 ± 0.0002 (0.0003)
B −− −− −− 0.0028 (0.0006)
CH3COOH vs CO
H 0.018 ± 0.016 (0.003) 0.016 ± 0.002 (0.002) 0.011 ± 0.003 (0.002) 0.009 ± 0.002 (0.001)
B 0.011 (0.002) 0.007(0.001) −− 0.016(0.003)
N2O vs CO2
a
H 380E-7 ± 99E-7 (7E-7) 427E-7 ± 63E-7 (5E-7) 407E-7 ± 83E-7 (5E-7) 294E-7 ± 51E-7 (4E-7)
B 351E-7 (3E-7) 438E-7 (3E-7) 348E-7 (2E-7) 300E-7 (2E-7)
NH3 vs CO
H 0.035 ± 0.026 (0.006) 0.030 ± 0.011 (0.004) 0.027 ± 0.014 (0.004) 0.022 ± 0.003 (0.003)
B −− −− −− −−
a ERCH4/CO and ERN2O/CO2 are derived from the off-axis ICOS instruments.
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2.4.4 Emission Factors and MCE values
Emission factors per unit of fuel burnt calculated using equations 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and
1.6, and the modified combustion efficiency calculated using Equation 1.11 were
averaged for each load and are shown in Table 2.13.
For heading fires, CO2 emission factors decrease with increasing coarse fuel load
(i.e. from Load 1 to Load 4), from 1730 to 1710 g kg−1. CO emission factors remain
remarkably consistent across all four loads at 65 ± 1 g kg−1. CH4 emission factors
increase with increasing coarse fuel load, from 1.6 to 2.4 g kg−1. N2O emission
factors are also consistent across all loads at 0.07 ± 0.01 g kg−1.
The intensity of the burns, characterised by the MCE values, are constant across
the four loads at 0.94 ± 0.01.
Backing burns follow the same trends, except for load 2 which stands out with a
lower intensity than other loads. Overall, CO2 emission factors are lower for backing
burns than for heading burns, ranging from 1720 to 1690 g kg−1. CO emission factors
are higher at 73 ± 1 g kg−1. CH4 emission factors are higher too, ranging from 1.8
to 2.5 g kg−1, however the trend here is less obvious as loads 3 and 4 have the same
value. N2O emission factors are slightly lower at 0.06 ± 0.001 g kg−1.
The intensity of backing burns are insignificantly lower, with MCE values consistent
across all loads at 0.94 ± 0.01. This is unexpected as Surawski et al. [2015] reported
a significant difference in burn intensity between heading and backing burns in the
CSIRO Pyrotron, with backing burn characterised with lower MCE values.
Although trends have been shown for CO2 and CH4 across the loads, it should
be noted that the standard deviations of each spread mode/load group are mostly
higher than the standard deviation of the averages across all 4 loads. For example
EFCO2 (load 1) is 1730 ± 50 g kg
−1 but the range of EFCO2 is 1730 to 1710, which is
a difference of 20 g kg−1. It should also be noted that the lack of repeats for backing
burns does not allow us to conclude any trends with confidence.
Fractions of carbon (or nitrogen) burnt and emitted as each gas were calculated
using equations 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9 and averaged for each load in Table 2.14.
Table 2.14 also reports Total C, which is the sum of all fractions of carbon burnt
and emitted as each carbon containing species. Total C values are also equal to the
measured Cemit/Cfuel for each load, which is logical because Cemit/Cfuel values were
used to calculate those emission factors in the first place. Total C also informs us
about the amount of carbon burnt left as residue (e.g. ashes and charcoal), which




























Load 1 (no coarse fuel) Load 2 (2 t ha−1 coarse fuel) Load 3 (6 t ha−1 coarse fuel) Load 4 (12 t ha−1 coarse fuel)
CO2
Heading 1733 ± 47 (26) 1725 ± 28 (26) 1715 ± 5 (26 ) 1706 ± 10 (26)
Backing 1723 ± 26 1668 ± 25 1706 ± 26 1690 ± 25
CO
Heading 66 ± 30 (10) 65 ± 15 (10) 66 ± 2 (10) 64 ± 6 (10)
Backing 72 ± 11 98 ± 15 72 ± 11 74 ± 11
CH4
Heading 1.6 ± 1.0 (0.2) 1.8 ± 0.4 (0.3) 2.0 ± 0.1 (0.3) 2.4 ± 0.3 (0.4)
Backing 1.8 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.4 * 2.5 ± 0.4 *
C2H4
Heading 0.7 ± 0.2 (0.2) 0.7 ± 0.1 (0.2) 0.8 ± 0.1 (0.2) 0.6 ± 0.1 (0.1)
Backing 0.7 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2
CH3OH
Heading 0.56 ± 0.03 (0.12) 0.6 ± 0.2 (0.1) 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.1) 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.1)
Backing −− −− −− 1.1 ± 0.2
CH2O
Heading 1.0 (0.2) 1.0 ± 0.1 (0.2) 1.0 ± 0.2 (0.2) 0.9 ± 0.3 (0.2)
Backing −− −− −− −−
HCOOH
Heading 0.22 ± 0.07 (0.6) 0.20 ± 0.07 (0.05) 0.19 ± 0.05 (0.05) 0.18 ± 0.03 (0.04)
Backing −− −− −− 0.34 ± 0.09
CH3COOH
Heading 1.9 ± 0.6 (0.4) 2.1 ± 0.6 (0.4) 1.5 ± 0.4 (0.3) 1.3 ± 0.3 (0.3)
Backing 1.7 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.3 −− 2.5 ± 0.6
N2O
Heading 0.07 ± 0.02 (0.002) 0.07 ± 0.01 (0.001) 0.07 ± 0.01 (0.001) 0.05 ± 0.01 (0.001)
Backing 0.060 ± 0.001 0.073 ± 0.001 0.059 ± 0.001 * 0.051 ± 0.001 *
NH3
Heading 1.1 ± 0.2 (0.2) 1.0 ± 0.2 (0.2) 1.1 ± 0.6 (0.2) 0.9 ± 0.2 (0.2)
Backing −− −− −− −−
MCE
Heading 0.94 ± 0.03 (0.01) 0.94 ± 0.01 (0.01) 0.94 ± 0.00 (0.01) 0.95 ± 0.01 (0.01)


















































Fraction element burnt emitted as each gas
Load 1 (no coarse fuel) Load 2 (2 t ha−1 coarse fuel) Load 3 (6 t ha−1 coarse fuel) Load 4 (12 t ha−1 coarse fuel)
CO2
Heading 0.90 ± 0.02 (0.01) 0.75 ± 0.01 (0.01) 0.795 ± 0.003 (0.01) 0.803 ± 0.005 (0.01)
Backing 0.89 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01
CO
Heading 0.05 ± 0.02 (0.008) 0.04 ± 0.01 (0.007) 0.048 ± 0.002 (0.007) 0.047 ± 0.004 (0.007)
Backing 0.059 ± 0.009 0.07 ± 0.01 0.053 ± 0.008 0.056 ± 0.008
CH4
Heading 0.002 ± 0.001 (0.0003) 0.0022 ± 0.0005 (0.0003) 0.0025 ± 0.0002 (0.0004) 0.0031 ± 0.0004 (0.0005)
Backing 0.0026 ± 0.0004 0.0034 ± 0.0005 0.0032 ± 0.0005 * 0.0033 ± 0.0005 *
C2H4
Heading 0.0011 ± 0.0003 (0.0003) 0.0010 ± 0.0002 (0.0002) 0.0011 ± 0.0002 (0.0002) 0.0010 ± 0.0002 (0.0002)
Backing 0.0012 ± 0.0003 0.0015 ± 0.0003 0.0011 ± 0.0002 0.0011 ± 0.0003
CH3OH
Heading 0.00040 ± 0.00002 (0.00008) 0.0003 ± 0.0001 (0.00006) 0.00034 ± 0.00007 (0.00006) 0.00033 ± 0.00007 (0.00006)
Backing −− −− −− 0.0007 ± 0.0001
CH2O
Heading 0.0008 (0.0002) 0.0006 ± 0.0001 (0.0001) 0.0006 ± 0.0002 (0.0001) 0.0006 ± 0.0002 (0.0001)
Backing −− −− −− −−
HCOOH
Heading 0.00011 ± 0.00004 (0.00003) 0.00009 ± 0.00002 (0.00002) 0.00008 ± 0.00002 (0.00002) 0.00008 ± 0.00002 (0.00002)
Backing −− −− −− 0.00016 ± 0.00004
CH3COOH
Heading 0.0014 ± 0.0005 (0.0003) 0.0013 ± 0.0004 (0.0003) 0.0011 ± 0.0003 (0.0002) 0.0009 ± 0.0002 (0.0002)
Backing 0.0013 ± 0.0003 0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0018 ± 0.0004
Heading 0.957 ± 0.001 0.801 ± 0.002 0.848 ± 0.002 0.857 ± 0.001
Total C
Backing 0.957 ± 0.002 (0.02) 0.801 ± 0.001 (0.02) 0.848 ± 0.002 (0.02) 0.856 ± 0.000 (0.02)
N2O
Heading 0.010 ± 0.002 (0.0004) 0.010 ± 0.001 (0.0003) 0.011 ± 0.002 (0.0004) 0.009 ± 0.002 (0.0003)
Backing 0.0087 ± 0.0003 0.0101 ± 0.0003 0.0097 ± 0.0003 * 0.0086 ± 0.0003 *
NH3
Heading 0.21 ± 0.03 (0.04) 0.18 ± 0.04 (0.04) 0.23 ± 0.12 (0.05) 0.21 ± 0.04 (0.04)
Backing −− −− −− −−
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Note that the fraction of the fuel’s carbon emitted into the atmosphere is very high
in load 1 burns (∼96%), whereas it is lowest for load 2 burns (∼80%) and increasing
for load 3 burns (∼85%) and load 4 burns (∼86%). The fact that the lowest fraction
of the fuel’s carbon emitted if seen with Load 2, while increasing again in Load 3
and 4, suggests that there is a critical load of coarse fuel which allows for a more
complete combustion. The remaining 4%, 20%, 15% and 16% for loads 1, 2, 3 and
4 respectively is the residue, meaning that the combustion of fine fuel leaves little
residue, whereas the presence of coarse fuel leaves a significant amount of residue,
mostly from the coarse fuel itself.
In this concept resides the most important difference between the two categories of
emission factors. Emission factors per unit of fuel consumed gives the amount of a
species released per kg of fuel burnt - but are to be multiplied by a burning efficiency
to account for the fact that not 100% of the forest is consumed and volatilised by
a bushfire. On the other hand, fractions of element burnt emitted as gas already
include the component of burning efficiency, and it is therefore difficult to study a
trend in the fraction of element burnt emitted as gas between load 1 and the other
loads, as the combustion of coarse fuel appears to leave between 10% and 16% more
residue than in the absence of coarse fuel. This leads to the fraction of element burnt
emitted as gas for load 1 burns to be between 10% and 16% larger than for load 2,
3 and 4 burns. In other words Cemit/Cfuel dictates the variations in the fraction of
element burnt emitted as gas between the loads.
It is worth noting that in the context of forest fires, it is very unlikely to find Load
1, that is no coarse fuel, in the nature. However, the amount of coarse load increases
with time while no controlled or wild fires occur.
2.4.5 Are emission factors and fire intensity influenced by
the coarse fuel loading?
The experimental plan did not test different amounts of fine fuel loading with a
constant coarse fuel loading. Therefore it is not possible to deduce whether it is the
amount of coarse fuel only, or the fraction of coarse fuel relative to the total amount
of fuel which is responsible for any results presented in this section. It is likely that
this fraction controls both the rate of propagation and the Cemit/Cfuel, the later
having an effect on fraction of element consumed and released as gas.
To determine whether or not the presence of coarse fuel has an impact on emission
factors and MCE values, the emission factors of the different species (for heading
burns only) were plotted versus the coarse fuel loading in tonnes of coarse fuel per
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hectare equivalent. Emissions from backing burns are not included since Surawski
et al. [2015] report that the direction in which a fire spreads has a significant impact
on emission factors. Considering that emission factors from backing burns were not
retrieved for all loads (due to poor linear regressions), those values are not included
in the statistical analysis.
Since coarse fuel loading is a continuous variable (as other values than 0, 2, 6 and
12 t ha−1 could have been selected for the study), a simple linear regression and the
resulting p value was used to analyse the statistical significance of emission factors
versus coarse fuel loading (see Figure 2.8 and 2.9).
A statistically significant trend between emission factors and coarse fuel loading was
observed for 3 species: CH4 with 99% confidence, CH3COOH with 95% confidence
and N2O with 99% confidence. All other species did not show a significant rela-
tionship between coarse fuel loading (CFL) and their emission factors above 95%
(commonly used as a threshold). Thus, for most species, models designed to pro-
duce fire emissions inventories do not require adjusting depending on the amount of
coarse fuel present.
CH4 exhibits a positive trend: EFCH4 = 0.06 (± 0.02) * CFL + 1.6 (± 0.2) g kg
−1.
CH3COOH exhibits a negative trend: EFCH3COOH = -0.06 (± 0.03) * CFL + 2.0 (±
0.2) g kg−1. N2O exhibits a small negative trend: EFN2O = -0.0017 (± 0.0005) * CFL
+ 0.073 (± 0.004) g kg−1. However these trends represent approximately a variation
of only 3% for CH4 and N2O, and 10% for CH3COOH in those emission factors per
1 t ha−1 change in the coarse fuel loading. These values are within the uncertainties
for the respective emission factors, and hence the models do not need to simulate
coarse and fine fuels separately, greatly simplifying the model requirements.
Trends associated with the intensity of the burns were investigated, using MCE
values, in the same way as explained above for emission factors (see Figure 2.10).
Again, no statistically significant trend is observed in the data, suggesting coarse
fuel loading does not impact combustion efficiency. However, the data suggests that
coarse fuel, beyond Load 2, dampens the variability in combustion efficiency; most
likely by slowing down the rate of propagation.
2.4.6 Do emissions vary throughout the different stages of
a burn?
Another powerful aspect of studying burns within the controlled environment of
the CSIRO Pyrotron is the possibility to analyse separate stages of the burn. In
this study the following naming conventions are used: the first stage is the flaming
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Figure 2.8: Plots of the emission factors of 5 species (CO2, CO, CH4, C2H4 and CH3OH)
versus coarse fuel loading, with the p value of the linear regression and the
statistical significance of the observed trends.
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Figure 2.9: Plots of the emission factors of 5 species (CH2O, HCOOH, CH3COOH, N2O
and NH3) versus coarse fuel loading, with the p value of the linear regression
and the statistical significance of the observed trends.
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Figure 2.10: Plot of the MCE values (proxy for burns intensity) versus coarse fuel load-
ing, with the p value of the linear regression and the statistical significance
of the observed trend.
propagation stage, during which the flames move through the fuel bed; the second
stage is the flaming stationary stage, during which there is some flaming but the
spread is complete; the last stage is the smouldering phase, during which the fine
fuel is no longer flaming. Under these definitions, the smouldering stage includes
some minor flaming of the coarse fuel. It should be noted that load 1 burns do not
have a third stage as defined above.
Heading burns and emission factors per unit of fuel consumed only are referred to
in this subsection.
As previously shown in the related work by Guérette [2016], emission ratios of the
VOC species measured with respect to CO do not vary between the different stages of
the burns. However the EFCO2 , EFCO and MCE values calculated for each stage of
the burn were found to vary in a consistent manner as the fire progressed. Emission
factors for CO2 decrease, emission factors for CO increase and hence MCE values
decrease through each burn (see Table 2.15). Since ERCH4/CO does not change
through each burn but EFCO does, then EFCH4 follows the same trend as CO,
increasing through the burn. EFN2O does not appear to change throughout the
burns. Figure 2.11 shows the significant difference in MCE values between the 3
stages.
Since the MCE values vary as the burns progress, they can be used as a proxy of
burn progression to plot EFCH4 and EFN2O versus MCE values (see Figure 2.12).
The CH4 emission factors show a strong correlation to MCE values ([CH4] = (-38 ±
2)*MCE + (38 ± 2)), with a p value of 2x10−16 and R2 of 0.85. Trends between CH4
and MCE values were also reported by Meyer et al. [2012] for Australian savanna
fires (trend value not reported) and by Burling et al. [2011] who reported a trend
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between CH4 and MCE of (-96 ± 10)*MCE + (93 ± 10) for conifer forest understory
burns and (-81 ± 5)*MCE + (80 ± 5) for semi-arid burns in the US. N2O does not
exhibit any correlation to MCE values. This lack of trend for N2O was also noted
in previous studies [Burling et al. 2011; Meyer et al. 2012].
The emission factors of a number of other VOC species were studied within the work
of Guérette [2016].
Figure 2.11: Plot of the MCE values (proxy for burn intensity) for the 3 stages of all
Pyrotron burns.
Figure 2.12: Plot of the emission factors versus MCE values of all 3 stages and all Py-
rotron burns.
These findings can be implemented in biomass burning emission inventories for use
in air quality models with the ability to take into account the injection height of






















Table 2.15: Average emission factors in grams per kilograms of fuel burnt, MCE and fraction of total carbon emitted during each burning phase.
Species
Emission factors (g/kg)
Correlation to MCE R2
Flaming propagation Flaming stationary Smouldering
CO2 1790 ± 20 1690 ± 50 1470 ± 90 – –
CO 20 ± 10 80 ± 30 190 ± 40 – –
CH4 0.5 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.7 7.3 ± 1.7 -(38 ± 2)*MCE + (38 ± 2) 0.85
N2O 0.06 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.03 0.06 ± 0.02 – –
MCE 0.98 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.04
Fraction of total
carbon emitted
0.5 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.13 ± 0.05
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were implemented within the CSIRO smoke forecasting model commissioned by
DELWP. During the first stage of the burn where flames progress through the fuel,
the combustion is more intense and emission are lofted by the high temperatures.
During the stationary flaming and smouldering stages of the burn, the temperatures
created by the burn are lower, meaning it is more likely that emissions will remain
within the planetary boundary layer. Thus smouldering emissions are more likely
to cause episodes of poor air quality and impact communities downwind of the
fires. Furthermore, lower MCE combustion correlates with higher emission factors
for VOCs and particulates, which are the main pollutants associated with negative
health impacts [Johnston et al. 2002; Reisen and Brown 2006; Reisen and Brown
2009; Dennekamp and Abramson 2011; Johnston et al. 2012].
2.4.7 Comparison to previous studies
Table 2.16 and Table 2.17 show the average emission factors calculated in the two
different methods for this study alongside relevant emission factors from other stud-
ies performed in South-eastern Australian forests.
Table 2.16: Emission factors (in g/kg) from this study (averaged) presented against re-
sults in relevant literature.




Volkova et al. (2014) Surawski et al.
(2015)
(average) (2014) fine coarse (average)
MCE 0.94 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.02 0.961 ± 0.003 0.83 ± 0.02
CO2 1714 ± 25 1620 ± 30 1730 ± 8 1505 ± 42 1673 ± 69
CO 67 ± 14 118 ± 16 47 ± 5 218 ± 28 121 ± 44
CH4 2.1 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 1.1 1.24 ± 0.16 9.97 ± 2 3.9 ± 0.6
C2H4 0.7 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.3 −− −− −−
CH3OH 0.6 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 1.2 −− −− −−
CH2O 0.9 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.4 −− −− −−
HCOOH 0.21 ± 0.06 0.4 ± 0.2 −− −− −−
CH3COOH 1.7 ± 0.5 3.8 ± 1.3 −− −− −−
N2O 0.06 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.09 0.087 ± 0.005 0.048 ± 0.006 0.09 ± 0.03
NH3 1.0 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.6 −− −− −−
EFCO2 is higher, and EFCO lower, in this lab experiment than the values published
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from field studies by Paton-Walsh et al. [2014]. The current study’s CO2 averaged
emission factors are comparable to the values reported by Volkova et al. [2014] for
fine fuel, and 200 g/kg higher than Volkova et al. [2014] coarse fuel emission factors.
This tendency for higher MCE in the laboratory than in the field has been previously
observed by Yokelson et al. [2013] in their facility at Missoula.
Surawski et al. [2015] averaged emission factors suggest much lower MCE values
(although they do not report those) because of lower CO2 emission factor and sig-
nificantly higher CO and CH4 emission factors than those presented here. It should
also be noted that the heading specific emission factors they present differ even fur-
ther from our results (1594 g/kg, 172 g/kg, 4.2 g/kg and 0.089 g/kg for CO2, CO,
CH4 and N2O respectively). The difference observed between our results and the
published results by Surawski et al. [2015] could originate from the differences in fuel
moisture content or in the relative contribution that each combustion phase brings
to the total emissions. Surawski et al. [2015] report lower fuel moisture content than
reported in this study, and that the smouldering phase lasted longer for heading fires
than backing fires. A recommendation for future work would be a study to quantify
the effect of fuel moisture on emission factors.
Table 2.17: Fraction of element burnt emitted in each species from this study (averaged
of all burns) presented against results in relevant literature.
Fraction of carbon or nitrogen burnt emitted in each species
Species
This study Hurst et al.
(1994)
Volkova et al. (2014)
(average) fine coarse
CO2 0.80 ± 0.05 0.87 ± 0.03 0.954 ± 0.004 0.821 ± 0.02
CO 0.05 ± 0.01 0.078 ± 0.023 0.039 ± 0.004 0.174 ± 0.022
CH4 0.0027 ± 0.0006 0.0035 ± 0.0012 0.0019 ± 0.000 0.0149 ± 0.003
C2H4 0.0011 ± 0.0002 −− −− −−
CH3OH 0.0004 ± 0.0001 −− −− −−
CH2O 0.0006 ± 0.0001 0.0002 ± 0.0001 −− −−
HCOOH 0.00009 ± 0.00003 −− −− −−
CH3COOH 0.0012 ± 0.0004 −− −− −−
N2O 0.010 ± 0.002 −− 0.0109 ± 0.001 0.0076 ± 0.001
NH3 0.21 ± 0.07 0.23 ± 0.13 −− −−
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2.5 Summary and Main Findings
The Smoke Emissions and Transport Project commissioned by the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning, Victoria, funded a series of experimental
burns at the CSIRO Pyrotron. The wind tunnel (especially designed to study fire
behaviours and emissions) was loaded with fuel collected near Blackville, Victoria.
In order to study the impact of the amount of coarse fuel on trace gas emissions,
four different loads were tested, with all loads containing the same amount of dry
fine fuel equivalent to 10 t ha−1. Load 1 had no coarse woody debris added to the
fuel, while load 2 had the equivalent of 2 t ha−1, load 3 the equivalent 6 t ha−1 and
load 4 the equivalent 12 t ha−1.
The open path FTIR instrument measured trace gases including CO2, CO, CH4 and
a number of VOC species. The former three species overlapped with the measure-
ments made by the off-axis ICOS instruments. A divergence between the results
from the two instruments was attributed to the sampling geometry (the FTIR sam-
pling a path averaged concentration and the ICOS instruments measuring from a
point in the tunnel). Consideration of the geometry led to the decision to calculate
EFCO2 and EFCO from the measurements made with the FTIR instrument, while
the emission ratios of CH4 and N2O were calculated using the measurements made
by the ICOS instruments.
Analysis of the emission factors versus coarse fuel load showed no correlation for all
species except CH4, CH3COOH and N2O, which all showed relatively small trends,
compared to uncertainties in mean emission factors. Therefore a single emission
factor can be used for all loads regardless of the proportion of fine and coarse fuel
present.
Furthermore, the CSIRO Pyrotron design allowed for the segmentation of the burns
into three separate stages: flaming propagation, flaming stationary and smoulder-
ing. Those stages were found to have significantly different intensities, decreasing
from beginning (MCE = 0.98 ± 0.01) to end (MCE = 0.82 ± 0.05). All species but
N2O were found to have different emission factors through the different stages, de-
creasing for CO2 and increasing for CO and CH4. The stage specific emission factors
from this study have been implemented in the dynamic air quality model developed
for DELWP. The model is now running in demonstration mode at the Bureau of
Meteorology and it is planned to become an operational tool for fire control in the
near future.
This brings valuable improvement for air quality predictions as the early stage of
a fire, characterised by higher temperatures, leads to the lofting of emissions into
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the free troposphere. The remaining stages of a fire are less intense and therefore
are more likely to lead to the trapping of gases and particulate emissions within
the planetary boundary layer, where their toxic composition can impact on nearby
communities.
The work described in this chapter is included in a draft manuscript, which also
contains the VOC emission factors measured during these experiments. In addition,
a manuscript describing the mercury emissions measured is also in draft. The can-
didate will be a co-author of these two manuscripts. The candidate also conducted
experiments at Victorian hazard reduction burns in 2015 in relation to the Smoke
Emissions and Transport Project; although those measurements fell out of the scope
of this Chapter, they have been included in a manuscript by Guérette et al. [2017]
co-authored by the candidate.
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Chapter 3
New Emission Factors for
Australian Savanna Fires
Australia’s biomass burning emissions predominantly originate from savanna fires
in the top half of the country [Shi et al. 2015]. Previous studies of fire emissions
in this ecosystem focussed on trace gases [Hurst, Griffith, and Cook 1994; Hurst
et al. 1994; Shirai et al. 2003; Meyer et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2014; Meyer and Cook
2015]. However, no emission factors for aerosols had been published until the work
presented here. In order to better characterise emissions from Australian savanna
fires, and the effect of smoke ageing, the largest field campaign on fire emissions to
have taken place in Australia was conducted in the early dry season of 2014.
3.1 The SAFIRED Campaign
The SAFIRED (Savanna Fires in the Early Dry season) experiment took place in
June 2014, in the Northern Territory of Australia, northeast of Darwin, at the
Australian Tropical Atmospheric Research Station (ATARS). The CSIRO fenced
site has two laboratory containers next to a Bureau of Meteorology research radar
site (see Figure 3.1). The site is one and a half hours drive from the city of Darwin,
half of which is on an unsealed road. All the instruments (not already present on
site) were sent by road between two and four weeks prior to the campaign’s starting
date.
The Australian Tropical Atmospheric Research Station is 1 km east and 10 km south
of the Timor sea (see Figure 3.2), and surrounded by savanna vegetation.
The campaign aimed to characterise trace gases and aerosols in new and aged smoke
(coming from savanna fires south/south-west of the site) during the early dry sea-
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Figure 3.1: Picture of the ATARS station, with Savanna burning in the background.
June 2014.
son. CSIRO, UoW, Macquarie University, Queensland University of Technology,
the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), Aerodyne,
Curtin University and the University of Queensland took part in the four week
campaign.
CSIRO measured VOCs, black carbon, cloud condensation nuclei, particulate size
distribution and composition. Macquarie University measured elemental, particu-
late and ionic mercury. Queensland University of Technology measured particulate
volatility and hygroscopicity, and particulate mass distribution and composition.
ANSTO measured radon. Curtin University monitored elemental and ionic metals
in aerosols. Table 3.1 lists all of the instruments deployed as part of the campaign,
and which container they were located in/on.
As part of this PhD study, the candidate travelled to the ATARS station and in-
stalled an in-situ FTIR Spectrometer, a NOX analyser and a multi axis differential
optical absorption spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS) instrument for measurement of am-
bient trace gas concentrations throughout the campaign.
The candidate was also trained in the operation of the CSIRO proton transfer re-
action mass spectrometer by Ms Sarah Lawson (CSIRO) and other CSIRO aerosol-
measuring instruments by Dr Melita Keywood (CSIRO) and Mr Paul Selleck (CSIRO).
The candidate took responsibility for maintaining these instruments (as well as those
mentioned earlier) and running daily checks throughout the campaign.
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Table 3.1: List of all instruments running during the SAFIRED Campaign.
Instruments
Radon detector
Proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer
Nephelometer
VOC tube sequencer
Picarro CO2 and CH4
Beta Atenuation Monitor
Ozone analyser
3 Tekran mercury analysers
NOX analyser
Multi-axis differential optical absorption spectrometer
In-situ FTIR
Cloud Condensation Nuclei analyser
Multi-angle absorption photometer
Nano and standard scanning mobility particle sizers
Aerosols chemical speciation monitor
Neutral cluster and air ion spectrometer
Compact time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer
Volatility and hygroscopicity tandem differential mobility analyser
2 High volume filter samplers (PM10)
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Figure 3.2: Regional satellite photography around the Australian Tropical Atmospheric
Research Station (arrow). The picture is from Google Map.
The meteorological conditions were monitored by the Australian Bureau of Mete-
orology from a 2D anemometer measuring wind speed and wind direction. The
anemometer is permanently mounted on top of a 10 m mast located 20 m east of
the lab containers. Throughout the campaign the wind direction was predominantly
coming from approximately north east to south east (see Figure 3.3). Such wind
directions indicate that most of the air sampled came from land (avoiding the sea
and the city of Darwin). This means that the air sampled was not likely to have
been polluted by urban activity.
Further details of the campaign are given in the campaign overview by Mallet et al.
[2016].
This chapter reports and discusses the results obtained with the in-situ FTIR spec-
trometer, the Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS), the Time-of-Flight Aerosol
Mass Spectrometer (ToF-AMS) and the Tekran analyser. Elevated concentrations
of CO and particulate matter were used to discriminate the impact of significant
fire plumes from the background. Emission factors were then retrieved for selected
smoke events.
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Figure 3.3: Wind rose indicative of the frequency (colour) of the wind direction (angle)
and speed (distance from origin)
3.2 Instrumentation
3.2.1 The in-situ Fourier Transform InfraRed Spectrome-
ter
The spectrometer and processes used to retrieve trace gases concentrations during
this campaign were previously described in detail in Chapter 1 Section 5.
The in-situ FTIR ran through 29 out of 31 days of the campaign. A major power
failure forced the shut down of the instrument between June 4th and 6th, whilst an-
other day of data was removed during quality control checks because the conditions
in the White cell were considered unstable. Moreover, an operating system failure
on two occasions resulted in one major smoke event being missed on June 8th.
Three calibrations were run, before, after and half-way through the campaign, each
using four calibrated gas tanks supplied by Dr Marcel Vanderschoot (CSIRO) (see
Table 3.2). Further to the three calibrations, a tank of air was run daily for 30 min-
utes as a reference tank, in order to correct for any potential drift of the instrument
(no significant drift was seen during this campaign).
The ambient air was sampled at a height of 10 m via approximately 15 m of dekabonr
1/4 inch tubing, attached to a 10 m sampling mast. The in-situ FTIR spectrometer’s
time resolution is 3 minutes.
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Table 3.2: Concentration of trace gases in calibration tanks and minimum and maximum
concentrations measured during the field campaign.
Tank number CO2 (ppm) CH4 (ppb) N2O (ppb) CO (ppb)
13CO2 (ppb)
CA08003 370.64 1747.86 321.28 57.02 -7.19
CA04934 382.73 1751.16 321.24 53.52 -8.26
CA08011 383.90 1751.88 320.91 58.12 -8.26
CA08219 439.76 2049.28 321.99 46.12 -8.11
FieldMin 386.00 1784.73 324.79 59.38 -16.25
FieldMax 513.58 3766.81 334.87 18949.4 -7.32
3.2.2 The Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
The scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) is comprised of a type 3071 long-column
electrostatic classifier, coupled to a type 3772 condensation particle counter (CPC).
The system measured the size distribution of particulates ranging from 14 nm up
to 670 nm diameter. A full size distribution was recorded every 5 minutes, using
butanol as the condensing agent.
The SMPS system was sampling from a dried air line serving several other instru-
ments, keeping the relative humidity below 40%. The sampling was made 5 m above
ground.
3.2.3 The Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor
A compact Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (cToF-AMS - Aerodyne)
monitored the chemical composition and properties of non-refractory sub-micron
particles with a time resolution of 3 minutes. Organic (Org), sulfate (SO 2+4 ), ni-
trate (NO –3 ), ammonium (NH
+
4 ) and chlorinated (Cl
– ) aerosols are the five species
reported in this work.
The cToF-AMS was sampling from the same drying system as the SMPS, from a
height of 5 m above ground.
3.2.4 The Tekran spectrometer
The Tekran trace gas sensor (model 2537X) monitored gaseous elemental mercury
(GEM) from a height of 10 m. The instrument pre-concentrates GEM on a gold
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trap. The trap is then heated, releasing the gaseous elemental mercury into an inert
carrier gas (in this case argon). Finally, GEM is detected by cold vapour atomic
fluorescence spectroscopy [Kopysc et al. 2000]. The system was calibrated every 23
hours using an internal mercury permeation source.
The Tekran spectrometer was sampling from the 10 m mast. About 7 m of teflon
tubing connected the gold trap / oven unit (located on the container’s roof) to the
top of the mast. A further 4 m of teflon tubing connected the gold trap/oven unit
to the spectrometer (located in the container). The Tekran spectrometer has a time
resolution of 5 minutes.
3.3 Uncertainties
This section focuses on the uncertainties for the concentration of species measured
by the instruments of interest in this chapter (in-situ FTIR, SMPS, ToF-AMS and
Tekran). Uncertainties in concentrations were then used to derive uncertainties in
emission ratios and emission factors.
3.3.1 Gas and particle concentrations
Measurements by the in-situ FTIR instrument utilise a temperature and pressure
controlled White-cell. This leads to more robust data retrieval in comparison to
the open-path FTIR instrument (uncertainties described in Chapter 3). Moreover
the instrument was calibrated against 4 gas-tanks (see Table 3.2) and monitored for
drift daily against a ”target” tank of air.
For CO2 and N2O, the maximum values recorded during the campaign did not exceed
the calibration range by more than 3%. Combining the uncertainties described in
Griffith et al. [2012] with the variability of the daily target tank measurements led
to the conclusion that the uncertainties in CO2 and N2O were ± 0.2 ppm and ±
0.2 ppb respectively. As a percentage of background values (maximum uncertainty)
these values correspond to uncertainties of 0.05% for CO2 and 0.06% for N2O.
CO and CH4 maximum recorded values exceeded the top of the calibration range
by 5885% and 925% respectively. In this case, uncertainties in the HITRAN refer-
ence spectra and MALT fitting should also be taken into account (see Chapter 2).
See Table 3.3 for details of uncertainties for species retrieved by the in-situ FTIR
spectrometer.
Mass concentrations of particulate matter derived from SMPS measurements have
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Table 3.3: Components of uncertainty in in-situ FTIR measurements and total uncer-











CO2 NA - within calibration range 0.05% 0.05%
CO 2% 2% 0.6% 2.8%
CH4 5% 2% 0.03% 5.4%
N2O NA - within calibration range 0.06% 0.06%
two major sources of uncertainty: instrumental and volume to mass conversion. The
instrument counts particles in certain size bins. There are therefore errors associated
with the size selection and the counting. Using the study by Wiedensohler et al.
[2012], total instrumental uncertainties were estimated at 10% for the Aitken mode
concentration and 15% for accumulation mode concentration. Uncertainties in the
conversion from volume to mass concentration arose from the assumed particulate
density. Using data from different instruments, during smoke events, the composi-
tion of aerosols was found to be 84% organic, 8% inorganic and 8% elemental carbon.
Schkolnik et al. [2007] reported a density of 1.1 g.cm−3 for organic aerosols and 1.8
g.cm−3 for elemental carbon and inorganic aerosols. Combining the composition
ratio and densities led to an average of 1.2 g.cm−3 ± 10% for all particles measured
by the SMPS instrument.
Table 3.4: Components of uncertainty in SMPS measurements and total uncertainty








Aitken mode 10% 10% 14%
Accumulation mode 15% 10% 18%
Uncertainties in the retrieval of speciated aerosols by the ToF-AMS were estimated
at 20%, as explained by Drewnick et al. [2005].
Uncertainties in measurements of GEM by the Tekran spectrometer were estimated




Uncertainties in emission ratios were calculated by combining in quadrature the
uncertainty in the reference gas (CO2 or CO), uncertainty in the target species and
the uncertainty in the gradient of the relevant correlation plot. See Table 3.5 for a
detailed uncertainty propagation in emission ratios.












CH4 vs CO 5.4% 2.8% 2% 6%
N2O vs CO2 0.06% 0.05% 6% 6%
Aitken vs CO 14% 2.8% 5% 15%
Acc vs CO 18% 2.8% 6% 19%
Org vs CO 20% 2.8% 5% 21%
SO 2+4 vs CO 20% 2.8% 7% 21%
NO –3 vs CO 20% 2.8% 8% 22%
NH +4 vs CO 20% 2.8% 6% 21%
Cl– vs CO 20% 2.8% 8% 22%
GEM vs CO 8.5% 2.8% 5% 10%
3.3.3 Emission Factors
Emission factors for CO2 and CO were calculated using Equation 1.3. The carbon
fraction in the fuel was estimated at 0.47 with an uncertainty of 10%.
The fraction of carbon emitted as species X is usually calculated as ratio of excess
X over the sum of all excess carbonated species.
The excess concentration of a species is the difference between the concentration in
the smoke and the background concentration. During the SAFIRED campaign it
was not possible to define a background concentration of CO2 and CO because the
air was constantly influenced, to a certain extent, by fires which were further away,
and which could not be isolated as smoke events.
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The fraction of carbon emitted as CO2 and CO was calculated using Equation 3.1







where N Cj is the number of carbon in species j [Wooster et al. 2011]. Table 3.6
presents estimates of uncertainties in EFCO2 and EFCO, and their different compo-
nents combined in quadrature.
Table 3.6: Estimates of components of uncertainties and total uncertainty estimates in
emission factors of reference gases CO2 and CO during smoke events.









EFCO2 10% 0.4% 10%
EFCO 10% 4% 11%
Emission factors of other species are calculated using the product of the emission
ratio of the species versus a reference gas (CO2 or CO), the emission factor of the
reference gas, and the ratio of molecular weights as detailed in Chapter 1 Section
2. The uncertainty is the combination in quadrature of the errors in emission ratios
and emission factors of reference gases (see Table 3.7).
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Table 3.7: Estimates of components of uncertainties and total uncertainty estimates in
emission factors during smoke events.







CH4 CO 11% 6% 13%
N2O CO2 10% 6% 12%
Aitken CO 11% 15% 19%
Acc CO 11% 19% 22%
Org CO 11% 21% 24%
SO 2+4 CO 11% 21% 24%
NO –3 CO 11% 22% 25%
NH +4 CO 11% 21% 24%
Cl– CO 11% 22% 25%
GEM CO 11% 10% 15%
3.4 Results and Discussions
3.4.1 Time series
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the time series of trace gas mixing ratios, Aitken and Accu-
mulation modes, speciated submicron non-refractory aerosols and gaseous elemental
mercury mass concentrations recorded during the campaign. Those figures also in-
dicate the four biomass burning periods (BBP) observed during the campaign, as
defined by Mallet et al. [2016], and the nine smoke events described and analysed
later in this section.
Figure 3.4 shows diurnal cycles of wind speed, wind direction, CO2 and CH4 mixing
ratios.
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Figure 3.4: Diurnal cycles of wind speed (top left), wind direction (top right), CO2
(bottom left) and CH4 (bottom right). Shading is standard deviation of the
diurnal variation.
The CO2 time series shows a clear diurnal cycle, with highest CO2 mixing ratio
observed at night (when the boundary layer is lower and atmosphere mixing is
reduced), and lowest mixing ration in the early afternoon (when mixing and photo-
synthetic drawdown of CO2 is at its maximum). The CO2 time series also exhibits
several enhancements.
In contrast, the CO time series has a less pronounced, sometimes non-existent,
diurnal cycle with higher concentrations at night due to the lower boundary layer,
but exhibits a number of large enhancements above the background.
Background concentrations of both CO2 and CO were variable, due to significant
biogenic influence around ATARS (leading to the strong diurnal cycle in CO2), and
the influence of diffuse plumes from multiple fires, some over 100 km away, (leading
to the variable CO).
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Figure 3.5: Time series of CO2, CO, CH4, N2O and aerosols within the Aitken and
accumulation modes during the SAFIRED campaign. Note the breaks in the
y-axis to better represent the range of values recorded during the campaign.
BBP1-4 represent the burning periods 1 to 4 as introduced by Mallet et al.
[2016], and nine events are identified A to I.
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Figure 3.6: Time series of speciated submicron non-refractory aerosols and elemental
mercury during the SAFIRED campaign. Note the breaks in the y-axis to
better represent the range of values recorded during the campaign. BBP1-4
represent the burning periods 1 to 4 as introduced by Mallet et al. [2016].
The CH4 time series also shows a somewhat diurnal cycle, however the intensity of
this cycle appears to change across the 4-week campaign. Figure 3.4 illustrates that
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the CH4 diurnal cycle is characterised by a low mixing ratio during the day and
higher mixing ratio at night, also due to boundary layer movements, with a peak,
around 7 am. The CH4 time series also exhibits several significant enhancements,
matching large CO and CO2 enhancements.
The N2O time series shows very little variations except for several enhancements
which match the peaks in CO, suggesting a biomass burning source.
The particle size distributions measured by the SMPS were converted to particle
mass distributions by assuming a constant density of 1.2 g cm−3 across all submicron
particles. This value for density was calculated based on the average contributions
to the submicron mass of organic carbon (84%, 1.1 g cm−3), inorganics (8%, 1.8
g cm−3) and elemental carbon (8%, 1.8 g cm−3), as measured by the cTOF-AMS and
filter measurements [Mallet et al. 2017; Schkolnik et al. 2007]. Those distributions
of mass concentrations were then summed into two size modes: the Aitken mode,
for particles ranging from 15 to 100 nm, and the accumulation mode, for particles
ranging from 100 to 670 nm.
The SMPS instrument was not operating until June 4th, as can be seen on the
SMPS time series. For the rest of the campaign, time series of the SMPS Aitken
and accumulation modes follow closely those of CO, as do the speciated aerosols
components, with simultaneous enhancements during smoke events. More visible
than with CO is the variability in background levels of those species, which can also
be attributed to diffuse plumes from distant fires.
GEM data are scarce, with measurements only starting on June 15th, during the
BBP3, and covering the second half of the campaign. Background levels of GEM
show some degree of variability, but significant enhancements coincide with peaks
in CO and all other species, recorded in the final days of the campaign.
3.4.2 Sources attribution
The large enhancements in CO, with coinciding enhancements in most other species,
are characteristic of smoke events. Some of these were also confirmed by visual
sightings on site, and on one occasion by a layer of ash found in the morning after
an overnight nearby bushfire.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show bivariate polar plots of the data collected at the ATARS
station. Such plots represent the average mixing ratio or mass concentration mea-
sured (colour) of a species versus wind direction (angle) and wind speed (distance
from the origin). In bivariate polar plots temporal information is lost, along with the
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Figure 3.7: Polar plots of trace gases and particulates size modes. Wind speeds are in
m/s.(AW; page 83)
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Figure 3.8: Polar plots of chemically speciated sub-micron particulate matter and
gaseous elemental mercury. Wind speeds are in m/s.
frequencies of some combination of wind direction/speed experienced, however it is
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easy to visualise the general direction of key sources of the species measured.
As the largest CO enhancements are known to originate from smoke events from
fires, the pattern seen in the CO bivariate polar plot can be used as a fingerprint for
fire emissions. On the CO bivariate polar plot, the fingerprint appears for southerly
winds between 1 and 2 km/h. Comparing other species’ bivariate polar plots to CO’s
can be helpful in examining other sources observed during the campaign.
For example, the CH4 polar bivariate plot displays the fingerprint of CO, indicating
an influence from fires, but there is a more persistent source to the east, when
wind speeds are around 2 m s−1. For the time series of CH4, emissions from this
unknown source were observed during mornings, between 5 and 8 am, giving CH4
its characteristic diurnal cycle with the morning peak. The source of the additional
methane to the east could not be identified with absolute certainty. Considering
the ecosystem, it could result from termite activity or wetlands (still present in the
early dry season).
The fire emission fingerprint also appears on the bivariate polar plots for CO2, N2O,
SMPS Aitken and accumulation modes, organic, nitrate, ammonium and chloride
sub-micron aerosols and gaseous elemental mercury.
The CO2 polar bivariate plot displays a more complicated pattern, due to its diurnal
cycle (see Figure 3.4). It presents the pattern of fires seen in CO, but exhibits broader
enhancement with lower wind speeds characteristic of night time conditions (when
higher CO2 levels are observed because of the lower boundary layer heights, causing
less ventilation).
In the case of N2O, enhancements observable in the time series coincide with smoke
related CO enhancements. This reinforces the hypothesis of a bushfire emission
source. However, the ratio of N2O to CO enhancements is quite variable, suggesting
variability in the emissions either from different fires (perhaps as a result of differ-
ences in the fuel nitrogen content) or from different phases of the fires sampled.
Sub-micron nitrate aerosols have a large variation in background concentrations
compared to enhancements due to smoke related events, possibly suggesting another
source. This also leads to the CO fingerprint on the NO –3 bivariate polar plot
appearing faintly against the background. The possible extra source of nitrates
seems to have been sampled during conditions with north-easterly winds of speeds
above 7 km/h. This suggests an ocean related source.
The sulphate sub-micron aerosols bivariate polar plot shows large enhancement for
westerly winds, most likely originating from sea salt aerosols. This overwhelms the
area of the plot where the fingerprint for fire emissions is expected. Nevertheless,
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the coincidence in sulphates and CO enhancement suggests a source of sulphates
from bushfires.
The chlorine sub-micron aerosols, unlike other species, appears to experience en-
hancements for south westerly winds (see Figure 3.8). This is possibly highlighting
a marine source, with chloride emissions at sea/land boundaries (beaches and es-
tuaries). The lack of chloride enhancements directly West / North West of Gunn
Point is a potential sign of aerosol ageing, by chemical removal of chloride.
3.4.3 Smoke Events
Smoke events were initially identified using data from the FTIR spectrometer. Large
enhancements in CO concentrations (peaking above 500 ppb) were used to identify
biomass burning events. In order to avoid events with smoke from multiple fires,
only events with strong correlations between enhanced CO and simultaneously en-
hanced CH4 were retained (R
2 > 0.95). Limiting the events to those that showed
very strong enhancement above the background and strong correlation in emitted
species (emission ratios that do not vary in time), and the use of the gradient of
best line fit, avoids the potential biases that can result if emissions are mixed with
other air-masses before being sampled down wind, as outlined by Yokelson, An-
dreae, and Akagi [2013]. Later, when the aerosol data were processed, the list of
events was modified, adding in event D (which was missed because the FTIR was
not operational), and event E (which had been excluded because the CH4 to CO
correlation was too low; R2 = 0.75). These two events were added because they
included the largest enhancements in Aitken and accumulation mode particulates
observed prior to event G. Later analysis showed that the derived emission factor
for CH4 from event E was in the middle of a wide range of values observed in the
campaign, justifying the event being retained in the analysis.
Figure 3.9 shows time series of all species during a selected event. The figure clearly
shows how all species increase together during a smoke event, confirming that these
species are co-emitted.
Nine events were extracted using the selection process explained above. Those events
are listed in Table 3.8 in chronological order from A to I. Events A, B and C were
short in duration and occurred at a very early stage of the campaign, and were
missed by some instruments which were not yet running at that time. It is possible
that events A and B actually originated from the same fire, as they were sampled
from a similar wind direction and within a short period of time (see Table 3.8).
However, a combined analysis of those events showed poor correlation, suggesting a
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Figure 3.9: Time series of trace gases and aerosols during smoke event G.
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Table 3.8: List of smoke events selected, including the start and end dates and times,
the duration of the events, the wind direction, the distance from site and the
estimated time of flight between source and site.






A 30/05/2014 18:34 30/05/2014 19:25 51 min NE 2 km 10 min
B 30/05/2014 21:21 30/05/2014 21:57 36 min NE 2 km 10 min
C 30/05/2014 23:41 31/05/2014 00:59 1 h 18 min SE 11 km 20 min
D 08/06/2014 19:10 08/06/2014 20:15 1 h 05 min SE unknown
E 09/06/2014 19:45 10/06/2014 00:32 4 h 47 min SE 5 km 10 min
F 25/06/2014 12:28 25/06/2014 16:59 4 h 31 min E 2 km 10 min
G 25/06/2014 21:40 26/06/2014 3:59 6 h 19 min SE 500 m 1 min
H 26/06/2014 21:52 26/06/2014 23:57 2 h 05 min SE local
I 27/06/2014 00:00 27/06/2014 2:20 2 h 20 min SE local
Distance from site was estimated using MODIS hotspot locations and HYSPLIT back trajectories. See Mallet et al.
[2016] and Milic et al. [2016] for more details.
different fire, or at least a different phase of the same fire.
Event D occurred during an operating system failure of the in-situ FTIR computer
and therefore no CO2 and CO concentrations were measured, so that no emission
factors could be derived for this event. Event E occurred the following day, when
the in-situ FTIR was operating again. Finally, events F, G, H and I took place
at the end of the campaign, originating from fires very close to the site and were
therefore recorded as the strongest events.
The locations of the fires sampled at each event were determined (where possible)
by looking at hotspot maps from the MODIS satellite sensor or from actual sighting
of fires close-by [Mallet et al. 2017; Milic et al. 2017]. Since many fires are missed
by satellite-based sensors, locations determined using a combination of hotspot map
and actual sightings are always only best estimates. All but events D, H and I
were identified. Events H, I and G probably came from similar areas of fire activity,
however it was not possible to determine the exact location of those fires, because
no direct visual sighting, or satellite hotspot matching of the characteristics of those
events, could be made.
Table 3.9 shows which instruments were sampling during each of the smoke events
selected. The SMPS instrument did not sample the 3 first smoke plumes (A, B and
C), which were recorded on May 30th and 31st, as it was being calibrated at the
time. The Tekran instrument was not installed until later in the campaign and only
started sampling on June 15th. This means no mercury measurements are available
for events A to E. Several instrumental failures with the AMS instruments means
there are no measurements of speciated sub-micron aerosols during events B, E, H
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and I.
Table 3.9: List of instruments sampling during each smoke events.
Smoke event FTIR SMPS AMS TEKRAN
A X x X x
B X x x x
C X x X x
D x X X x
E X X x x
F X X X X
G X X X X
H X X x X
I X X x X
3.4.4 Emission Ratios
Emission ratios with respect to CO or CO2 were retrieved for all other species of
interest in this study. As introduced in Chapter 1 Section 2 on calculating emis-
sion factors emission ratios were retrieved by fitting a linear regression through
correlation plots, using the Levenberg-Marquardt least orthogonal distance method
[Levenberg 1944; Marquardt 1963] within Igor Pro version 7. Figure 3.10 shows such
correlation plots for smoke event F, and the quality of the linear fit through the
coefficient of determination (R2).
For the gradient of the best fit to the correlation plot to represent an emission ratio,
the units of concentration have to be the same. Measurements from the in-situ
FTIR and the NOx analyser both have molar fraction units, whilst measurements of
aerosols and mercury from the SMPS, AMS and Tekran all have mass concentration
type units.
For convenience in calculating emission factors (in g per kg of dry fuel burnt), the
reference gas (CO for aerosols and mercury) was converted from molar ratio to mass
concentration (using the ideal gas law and the pressure and temperature recorded
by the weather station) before plotting relevant correlation plots.
Note that any correlations with a coefficient of determination < 0.5 were disregarded
from further analysis, resulting in eleven emission ratios being rejected, particularly
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for speciated aerosols during events B and E. Table 3.10 summarises the emission
ratios for all species during all 8 sampled smoke events.
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Figure 3.10: Correlation plots of measured trace gases and particulates against a refer-






















Table 3.10: Emission ratios (± standard deviation) of traces gases and particulate matter during all 8 sampled smoke plumes, and R2 value of the
linear regression.
Smoke event A B C D E F G H I
CO vs CO2
0.034 ± 0.002 * 0.021 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.005 0.078 ± 0.003 0.117 ± 0.007 0.16 ± 0.01 0.125 ± 0.005
(R2 = 0.95) (R2 = 0.78) (R2 = 0.84) (R2 = 0.95) (R2 = 0.75) (R2 = 0.81) (R2 = 0.95)
CH4 vs CO
0.057 ± 0.004 0.060 ± 0.004 0.064 ± 0.004 −− 0.039 ± 0.003 0.059 ± 0.004 0.100 ± 0.006 0.112 ± 0.007 0.103 ± 0.006
(R2 = 0.967) (R2 = 0.984) (R2 = 0.97) (R2 = 0.75) (R2 = 0.97) (R2 = 0.98) (R2 = 0.99) (R2 = 0.99)
N2O vs CO2
* * (1.8 ± 0.2) E-5 −− (11.8 ± 0.4) E-5 (4.9 ± 0.3) E-5 (9.8 ± 0.2) E-5 (8.6 ± 0.7) E-5 (3.3 ± 0.4) E-5
(R2 = 0.80) (R2 = 0.92) (R2 = 0.73) (R2 = 0.95) (R2 = 0.81) (R2 = 0.58)
Aitken vs CO
−− −− −− −− (2.6 ± 0.4) E-3 (5.5 ± 0.8) E-3 (11 ± 2) E-3 (3.0 ± 0.5) E-3 (2.7 ± 0.4) E-3
(R2 = 0.93) (R2 = 0.92) (R2 = 0.81) (R2 = 0.91) (R2 = 0.96)
Accumulation vs CO
−− −− −− −− 0.11 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.01 0.040 ± 0.008
(R2 = 0.87) (R2 = 0.88) (R2 = 0.81) (R2 = 0.96) (R2 = 0.94)
Org vs CO
0.07 ± 0.03 −− 0.09 ± 0.02 −− −− 0.032 ± 0.007 0.06 ± 0.01 −− −−
(R2 = 0.77) (R2 = 0.94) (R2 = 0.90) (R2 = 0.78)
SO 2–4 vs CO
(3 ± 1) E-4 −− (7 ± 1) E-4 −− −− (1.4 ± 0.3) E-4 (2.2 ± 0.5) E-4 −− −−
(R2 = 0.71) (R2 = 0.79) (R2 = 0.81) (R2 = 0.61)
NO –3 vs CO
(8 ± 3) E-4 −− (6 ± 1) E-4 −− −− (1.8 ± 0.4) E-4 (2.8 ± 0.7) E-4 −− −−
(R2 = 0.72) (R2 = 0.93) (R2 = 0.79) (R2 = 0.58)
NH +4 vs CO
(1.6 ± 0.7) E-3 −− (2.5 ± 0.5) E-3 −− −− (1.0 ± 0.2) E-3 (1.9 ± 0.4) E-3 −− −−
(R2 = 0.69) (R2 = 0.96) (R2 = 0.87) (R2 = 0.78)
Cl– vs CO
(3 ± 1) E-3 −− (2.6 ± 0.5) E-3 −− −− (2.5 ± 0.5) E-3 (6 ± 1) E-3 −− −−
(R2 = 0.76) (R2 = 0.95) (R2 = 0.80) (R2 = 0.56)
GEM vs CO
−− −− −− −− −− (4.1 ± 0.4) E-4 (9 ± 1) E-5 (3.0 ± 0.3) E-5 (2.9 ± 0.3) E-5
(R2 = 0.91) (R2 = 0.78) (R2 = 0.93) (R2 = 0.90)
−− corresponds to instrument not running
* corresponds to low R2 correlation
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3.4.5 Emission Factors and MCE
Table 3.11 provides MCE values and emission factors for the smoke events listed
in Table 3.8. Included are emission factors for trace gases (CO2, CO, CH4, N2O
and GEM); particulate matter from the SMPS instrument, separated into differ-
ent size modes (the Aitken mode and the accumulation mode); and non-refractive
sub-micron particles separated by chemical composition (organics, sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium and chloride).
MCE and EFs were calculated with the method and equation introduced in Chapter
1 Section 2.
However, in the case of this campaign, and as mentioned earlier, background concen-
trations of both CO2 and CO were variable. There is a significant biogenic influence
leading to a strong diurnal cycle in CO2 around Gunn Point, and CO varies due
to the influence of diffuse plumes from multiple fires. Without reliable background
values, it is difficult to calculate the enhanced CO2 and CO concentrations (∆CO2
and ∆CO) with confidence. However, MCE can also be expressed in terms of emis-
sion ratios of CO and CO2, without reference to background concentrations. Using





Similarly, and since CO2, CO and CH4 together account for the vast majority of
carbon emissions (> 98%), EFCO2 and EFCO were calculated using the emission
ratios of CO and CH4 against CO2 as follows:




1 + ERCO/CO2 + ERCH4/CO2
(3.3)





1 + ERCO/CO2 + ERCH4/CO2
(3.4)
MCE values range from 0.86 to 0.99, suggesting that different stages of the fires
were sampled, with fires A to C (MCE 0.97 - 0.99) typical of pure flaming emissions
and other fires typical of smoke incorporating a greater amount of smouldering
emissions. The MCE range measured here is similar to that described by Smith
et al. [2014] from measurements made at the fire-front at Australian savanna fires.
One major difficulty in determining emission factors from fires is capturing smoke






















Table 3.11: Modified combustion efficiency and emission factors (g kg−1) of all 8 sampled smoke plumes.
Smoke Event A B C D E F G H I
MCE 0.97 ± 0.06 0.99 ± 0.32 0.98 ± 0.11 −− 0.91 ± 0.05 0.93 ± 0.04 0.89 ± 0.06 0.86 ± 0.08 0.89 ± 0.05
CO2 (g kg
−1) 1663 ± 166 1698 ± 170 1686 ± 169 −− 1566 ± 157 1592 ± 159 1527 ± 153 1466 ± 148 1514 ± 152
CO 36 ± 4 15 ± 5 22 ± 3 −− 96 ± 11 79 ± 8 114 ± 13 147 ± 19 121 ± 13
CH4 (g kg
−1) 1.2 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 −− 2.1 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.3 6.5 ± 0.9 9 ± 1 7.1 ± 0.9
N2O (g kg
−1) −− −− 0.030 ± 0.004 −− 0.19 ± 0.02 0.078 ± 0.009 0.15 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.02 0.051 ± 0.008
Aitken (g kg−1) −− −− −− −− 0.25 ± 0.05 0.45 ± 0.08 1.2 ± 0.2 0.43 ± 0.09 0.32 ± 0.06
Acca (g kg−1) −− −− −− −− 10 ± 2 7 ± 1 14 ± 3 8 ± 2 5 ± 1
Org (g kg−1) 2.5 ± 1.0 −− 1.9 ± 0.5 −− −− 2.5 ± 0.6 6.2 ± 1.5 −− −−
SO 2–4 (g kg
−1) 0.012 ± 0.005 −− 0.015 ± 0.004 −− −− 0.012 ± 0.003 0.025 ± 0.006 −− −−
NO –3 (g kg
−1) 0.03 ± 0.01 −− 0.014 ± 0.004 −− −− 0.015 ± 0.004 0.032 ± 0.008 −− −−
NH +4 (g kg
−1) 0.06 ± 0.03 −− 0.05 ± 0.01 −− −− 0.08 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.05 −− −−
Cl– (g kg−1) 0.12 ± 0.05 −− 0.06 ± 0.01 −− −− 0.21 ± 0.05 0.6 ± 0.2 −− −−
GEM (mg kg−1) −− −− −− −− −− 0.032 ± 0.005 0.010 ± 0.002 0.0044 ± 0.0007 0.0035 ± 0.0005
−− corresponds to instrument not running or rejected because of low correlation of the emission ratio.
Acca: Accumulation.
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as a whole. This is difficult when measuring close to the fire and is potentially a
more significant problem when situated at a distance as in this study. The fact that
flaming emissions (MCE = 0.99) have been sampled at ground level at a significant
distance lends credence to the measurement of emission factors at a distance from
the fire, in this study and in previous similar studies [Lawson et al. 2015; Rea et al.
2016].
Emission factors of CO2 and CO are related to the MCE. Consequently CO2 emis-
sion factors (ranging from 1466 to 1698 g kg−1) decrease from early to late events
and CO emission factors (ranging from 15 to 147 g kg−1) increase through the cam-
paign.
Emission factors of CH4 range across a full order of magnitude, from 0.5 g kg
−1 in
the early stage of the campaign to 9 g kg−1 in the late stage of the campaign. EFCH4
is expected to follow the trend of EFCO. However, whilst values for EFCO are not
unexpected, EFCH4 values calculated for smoke events during the late stage of the
campaign are unusually high (see comparison with other studies in following section).
Although the timing of the smoke events does not overlap with occurrences of the
other unknown source of CH4 discussed earlier, the possibility of a cross interference
from another CH4 source cannot be discounted.
N2O emission factors do not exhibit clear trends with MCE, with high and low
values present during both early and late events. It is therefore assumed that the
amount of nitrogen in the fuel was partially responsible for the differences in emission
factors.
Plots of emission factors, for all species, against MCE are shown in Figure 3.11. A
linear fit was applied to all plots, but only CO2, CO, CH4 and GEM for the gases
and organic, sulfate, ammonium and chloride sub-micron particles show a significant
trend (R2 > 0.50) against MCE. Considering all species are co-emitted to CO or
CO2, it is not clear why several species do not show a clear trend against MCE. As
suggested in the case of N2O, it might be related to the fuel composition. The lack
of trend might be due to a lack of data during the high MCE smoke events, which
may be more likely with the particulate data.
Aerosol characteristics can change rapidly in smoke plumes [Vakkari et al. 2014],
however back-trajectories suggest a travel time of less than half an hour from all fires
to the observation site at ATARS [Milic et al. 2017]. The largest emission factors for
particle size modes are related to event G, which was observed burning very close to
ATARS (∼ 500 m distance) [Mallet et al. 2017]. Low amounts of oxygenated organic
aerosol, CO +2 ions and ozone in the aerosol characterization of event G, confirms
that there has been minimal chemical processing of the aerosol in the plume [Milic
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Figure 3.11: Plots of emission factors against MCE for all species of interest in this
study. Slope of the linear regression, and R2 values are noted over each
plot for indication.
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et al. 2017]. Levels of particles best correlate with CO, and it is expected that those
emission factors follow a similar trend to the trend for CO. The close proximity of this
fire may have resulted in a greater proportion of smoke from the smouldering phase
of the fire reaching the site (as the flaming phase emissions may have been lofted
above ground level). A bias towards smouldering would manifest as larger emission
factors for particulates; however, the MCE of 0.89 observed is similar or higher than
the MCE for events H and I that show lower particulate emission factors. Thus
there is no clear evidence for any such bias towards smouldering emissions causing
the high particulate EFs in event G.
During events F and G, when data were available from both the SMPS and AMS
instruments, there is a discrepancy between the sum of all emission factors for spe-
ciated aerosols and the emission factor for the accumulation mode. Both are ex-
pected to contain similar size distribution (sub-micron particles over 100 nm), yet
the summed emission factors of speciated aerosols accounts for only 40 to 50% of
the accumulation mode emission factors. At least 8% of this discrepancy may be
explained by the AMS only measuring non-refractory particles e.g. not measuring
elemental carbon or soil components [Schmale et al. 2013]. A fraction of the dis-
crepancy may also be due to uncertainties in the conversion from the particle size
distribution to particle mass distribution, particularly the particle’s density factor.
Taking into account the uncertainty in the measurements, the discrepancy can be
reduced to between 20 and 40%. Finally, it is also possible for those fires to have
generated more elemental carbon such as black carbon. Unfortunately, data from
the instrument measuring black carbon (MAAP) was not backed up due to a human
error when programming the instrument.
Since the campaign was conducted from a remote station (instead of ”chasing”
biomass burning events as previously performed during other campaigns [Hurst,
Griffith, and Cook 1994; Hurst et al. 1994; Meyer et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2014]),
it is not possible to categorise with certainty the type of vegetation burning in each
of the smoke events. However, for reference, events A, B and C are short events
with very high MCEs (i.e. high CO2 emission factors and low CO emission factors).
These events also have very low CH4 emission factors. Those smoke events are
characteristic of grass fires reported in Smith et al. [2014], which have a tendency
to be short and intense.
Events G, H and I are longer events, with high total carbon enhancements. They
also have relatively low MCEs (i.e. low CO2 emission factors and high CO emission
factors). These events have similar emission factors to those reported by Smith et al.
[2014] during a late dry season shrub fire.
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3.4.6 Comparison of EFs to other campaigns and reviews
The ensemble of smoke events recorded during this four-week campaign was used to
calculate an average emission factor for each species for savanna fires in this region.
Each event was weighted by its respective contribution to the combined total excess
CO observed during all fire events. These weighted emission factors provide the
best estimate for Australian savanna fires, and are presented in Table 3.12, alongside
results from previous campaigns in the Australian savanna and from reviews of other
savanna fires’ emissions elsewhere in the world.
Compared with other studies of the Australian savanna, this study’s weighted aver-
ages suggest lower combustion efficiency of Australian savanna fires, with 5 to 10%
lower CO2 emission factors and 20 to 50% higher CO emission factors than were
found in previous studies. This could be an artefact of this study having sampled
from a fixed location, meaning that more smouldering and less flaming combustion
were captured than is truly representative of the fire as a whole, due to the flaming
plume being lofted by convection. Note, however, that high MCE smoke events
characteristic of flaming grass fire were successfully sampled in the early stage of
the campaign. This confirms the ability to sample at ground level, downwind of a
fire, to capture a representative sample from a fire under favourable meteorological
conditions. Another possible reason for the discrepancies with the literature is that
the composition of the smoke has undergone chemical processing in the time that
it takes for the smoke plume to reach the site. However, chemical processing will
be limited because back-trajectory analyses estimate that air masses took less than
half an hour to travel from the fires to ATARS [Milic et al. 2017]. Event G, for
which emission factors deviate the most from that established by the rest of the lit-
erature, and weighted with the largest proportion of CO emission (therefore having
the largest influence on the weighted averages), occurred only 500 metres from the
site and during night time, suggesting that chemical processing is unlikely to be a
major source of differences with the literature.
This study’s CH4 emission factors are also 60% higher than those reported previously
for Australian savanna biomass burning, leading to concerns about cross interference
with an additional unknown source of CH4. However, the very high correlations in
the emission ratios of CH4 against CO suggest a single source without interference
in the background concentrations. Additionally, only event F was sampled during
easterly winds (the direction of the additional CH4 source) and this event did not
have one of the larger emission factors for CH4.
The averaged N2O emission factors are approximately twice the value given by













































Table 3.12: Modified combustion efficiency and emission factors (± uncertainties) of this study against previous studies in Australian savanna and
the savanna section of global review literature.
This study Australian savanna All savanna
Weighted Average Hu1994a Hu1994b Sh2003 Me2012 Sm2014 AM2001 Ak2011
MCE 0.90 ± 0.06 0.92 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.94
CO2 (g kg
−1) 1536 ± 154 1595 ± 121 1646 ± 106 1613 ± 86 1587 ± 5 1674 ± 56 1613 ± 95 1686 ± 38
CO (g kg−1) 110 ± 13 91 ± 27 59 ± 20 88 ± 7 53 ± 3 87 ± 33 65 ± 20 63 ± 17
CH4 (g kg
−1) 5.6 ± 0.7 2 ± 1 2.3 ± 0.8 2.2 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.12 2 ± 1 2.3 ± 0.9 1.9 ± 0.9
N2O (g kg
−1) 0.14 ± 0.02 n.r. 0.07 ± 0.03 n.r. 0.048 ± 0.003 n.r. 0.2 ± 0.1 n.r.
PM2.5 (g kg
−1) n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 5.4 ± 1.5 7.2 ± 3.4
Aitken† (g kg−1) 0.8 ± 0.2 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.
Acc† (g kg−1) 11 ± 3 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.
Org (g kg−1) 5.7 ± 1.4 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 3.4 ± 1.4 2.6 ± 1.2
SO 2–4 (g kg
−1) 0.024 ± 0.006 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 0.018 ± 0.009
NO –3 (g kg
−1) 0.030 ± 0.008 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 0.02 ± 0.01
NH +4 (g kg
−1) 0.20 ± 0.05 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 0.004 ± 0.004
Cl– (g kg−1) 0.6 ± 0.1 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 0.23 ± 0.06
GEM† (mg kg−1) 0.010 ± 0.002 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 0.0001 n.r.
Listed field campaigns are either in-situ near the fire or aircraft based measurements: Hu1994a [Hurst, Griffith, and Cook 1994], Hu1994b [Hurst et al. 1994],
Sh2003 [Shirai et al. 2003], Me2012 [Meyer et al. 2012], Sm2014 [Smith et al. 2014], AM2001 [Andreae and Merlet 2001] and Ak2011 [Akagi et al. 2011].
† Weighted averages of emission factors for Aitken and Accumulation modes and GEM are most likely to be bias high due to the lack of measurements of those
species at the early stage of the campaign.
n.r. corresponds to species not measured or values not reported.
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Kapalga research station in Kakadu National Park (within 40 km of the coast).
N2O emission factors are more likely to be influenced by the vegetation type, and
specifically the nitrogen content of the fuel than by the combustion efficiency of
the burn. Comparing these results to the previous study could indicate that Hurst,
Griffith, and Cook [1994] measured predominantly low nitrogen content fuel, and
that this study captured smoke from fires with high nitrogen content fuel.
The emission factors for Aitken and accumulation mode aerosols reported here are
the first to be reported for savanna fires, providing a useful constraint for these
emissions within both climate and chemical transport models. Although the speci-
ated emission factors only sum to 55% of the accumulation mode emission factor (as
measured by the SMPS), this is expected because the AMS misses some chemical
species [Schmale et al. 2013]. Furthermore, limitations exist in comparing SMPS
with AMS derived emission factors, due to the assumption made that the density
of sub-micron particles is constant across the whole size distribution covered by the
SMPS.
In this study, both emission factors for the organic fraction (5.7 ± 1.4 g kg−1) and
the total aerosol from the SMPS (12 ± 3 g kg−1) are larger than the average values of
2.62 g kg−1 and 7.17 g kg−1 respectively reported in Akagi et al. [2011], by a similar
factor of 2. However, there is large variability in the actual emission factors of total
aerosols used to calculate the average in the review papers: from 3.86 g kg−1 reported
by Ferek et al. [1998] for South American savanna, to 10.0 g kg−1 reported by Sinha
et al. [2003] for south African savanna. Emission factors presented here compare
well with the latter, within errors, suggesting a possible similarity in emissions of
total aerosols between African and Australian savanna burning. Unlike the case
for total aerosols, there is little variability in emission factors of sub-micron organic
aerosols in the literature (2.3 - 2.94 g kg−1 [Ferek et al. 1998; Sinha et al. 2003]),
meaning that this study’s emission factor is genuinely higher than those found in
previous studies in African and South-American savanna fires. Considering that
the highest EROrg/CO and EFOrg occurred during event G, which was the closest
event to the site and happened at night, secondary organic aerosol production can
be dismissed as the cause of the higher emissions observed here. Only Ferek et al.
[1998] reported emission factors for other speciated sub-micron aerosols, which are
the values reported in Akagi et al. [2011], and were found to be a factor of 1.5 to
2.5 times lower than the emission factors presented here. There is one exception in
the case of sub-micron ammonium aerosols, where the emission factor in this study
is 50 times the value reported by [Ferek et al. 1998]. No explanation can be found
for such discrepancy.
Finally, emission factors for gaseous elemental mercury from Australian savannas
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were found to be two orders of magnitude higher than the value in Andreae and
Merlet [2001]. This could have a significant effect on regional and global mercury
modelling. As with the SMPS instrument, the Tekran analyser was not running
during the early stage of the campaign (missing all three high MCE smoke events).
Thus, if differences exist between GEM emission factors from high and low MCE
fires, as suggested by the trend observed in Figure 3.11, then this will not be rep-
resented by the averaged emission factors reported in this study, and it is therefore
likely that EFGEM is underestimated in this study.
Despite the deployment of numerous instruments as part of the largest field cam-
paign that has taken place in the Australian savanna, many questions targeted in
this study remain unanswered. Further studies into the possible trend in combus-
tion efficiency, and consequently emission factors, through the progression of the
dry season could bring further light to a hypothesised difference between Australia
and Africa raised by Meyer et al. [2012]. Similarly, further work to characterise the
size distribution of aerosol emissions from savanna fires elsewhere in the world is
needed to confirm that the measurements reported here are representative of global
savanna emissions.
3.5 Summary and Conclusions
The Savanna Fires in the Early Dry Season (SAFIRED) campaign was a 4-week
study at the Australian Tropical Atmospheric Research Station (ATARS). The mea-
surement site was built with two research containers and is located in a remote part
of the Northern Territory of Australia, and was equipped with numerous instruments
for the purpose of this study.
Gaseous species and submicron particles were sampled over a month at the ATARS
site during the early stage of the dry season. Eight of the nine smoke events im-
pacting the site were analysed in this chapter. Although large variability in MCE
values and emission factors were observed, possibly due to the sampling set up and
the presence of different types of vegetation, emission factors of greenhouse gases,
apart from CH4, were in broad agreement with previous studies.
These results are the first set of emission factors for Aitken mode and accumulation
mode aerosols from savanna fires and hence provide a useful constraint for modelling
the climate impact and atmospheric fate of these emissions. In addition, the first spe-
ciated emission factors for aerosol emissions were reported from Australian savanna
fires, with ammonium sub-micron aerosol emission factors fifty times higher than
measured in South-American savanna fires and chloride sub-micron aerosol emission
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factors three times higher. The Australian savanna fire emission factors were also
approximately 30% higher for the organic, nitrate and sulphate fractions.
As a final result of this study the following emission factors are recommended for
Australian savanna fires: EFCO2 = 1536 ± 154 g kg
−1; EFCO = 110 ± 110 g kg−1;
EFCH4 = 5.6 ± 0.7 g kg
−1; EFN2O = 0.14 ± 0.02 g kg
−1; EFAitken = 0.8 ± 0.2 g kg−1;
EFAccumulation = 11 ± 3 g kg−1; EFOrg = 5.8 ± 1.4 g kg−1; EFSO42+ = 0.024 ± 0.006
g kg−1; EFNO −3 = 0.030 ± 0.008 g kg
−1; EFNH +4 = 0.20 ± 0.05 g kg
−1; EFCL− = 0.6
± 0.1 g kg−1 and EFGEM = 0.010 ± 0.002 mg kg−1.
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Chapter 4
Evaluating Global Biomass
Burning Inventories for the
Australian Region.
4.1 Introduction
Emissions from biomass burning have a relatively large influence in the southern
hemisphere (SH), where slash and burn practices, pasture maintenance and acci-
dental fires are more common, and emissions from fossil fuels are much lower than
in the northern hemisphere (NH) [Wai et al. 2014]. Australia contributes approx-
imately between 5% and 10% to global biomass burning carbon emissions, mostly
from savanna type fires [Shi et al. 2015]. This estimate comes from global biomass
burning inventories that use emission factors derived from field campaigns performed
outside Australia [Akagi et al. 2011]. The relevance of these emission factors to the
Australian environment has not previously been evaluated and therefore needs to
be tested.
Australia’s ecosystem is characterised by a high fraction of eucalyptus vegetation
unlike anywhere else in the world [Gill 1975]. Considering that vegetation type
partly dictates the composition of the smoke emitted during a fire, it is reasonable
to expect Australian vegetation fires to have different emission factors compared
to other ecosystems. This was confirmed by the study at Gunn Point presented in
Chapter 3.
In order to test global biomass burning inventories’ fitness in estimating Australian
emissions, two global models, GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA, were run with
several of these inventories (introduced in Chapter 1 sections 1.3 and 1.4). The
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Global Fire Emissions Dataset version 4s (GFED4s) was tested in both models
while the Fire INventory from NCAR version 1.5 (FINN1.5) and the Quick Fire
Emissions Dataset (QFED) were tested with GEOS-Chem only.
As there is overlap in the use of GFED4s, a comparison between the two global
models in terms of various atmospheric tracer concentrations was carried out in this
chapter. This allowed the evaluation of the variability between models compared to
the variability derived from the inventories. Such model comparison does not intend
to compare the atmospheric dynamic and chemistry scheme between the models,
as this would require for all inputs (meteorology and emissions inventories) to be
identical. Instead, this study provides comparison of the models in their standard
set-up.
In order to specifically study Australian emissions from biomass burning, years with
high biomass burning activity were sought. 2009 was such a year, and was therefore
the original focus for this study. A specific event which relates to that year is
Australia’s all-time worst bushfire disaster, known as ’Black Saturday’. This event
took place around Saturday the 7th of February 2009 and burnt through 4500 km2
of the state of Victoria’s forest, claiming 173 lives, and destroying 3500+ buildings
[Cruz et al. 2012]. This major biomass burning event is expected to have left a clear
fingerprint on both measurements and biomass burning emission inventories. The
years before and after, that is 2008 and 2010, were also added to the study to allow
for a more robust comparison: three years is a good compromise between a sufficient
number of data points and lengthy supercomputer processing time.
Fitness of the inventories to replicate Australian biomass burning emissions was
investigated by comparison of the model predictions of surface mixing ratios and
total columns of several trace gases (CO, C2H6 and CH2O) with the available ob-
servations. As stated earlier, fossil fuel emissions are significantly lower in the SH
than they are in the NH, biomass burning therefore constitutes a large proportion
of CO and C2H6 emissions in the SH. Biomass burning is also a significant source of
CH2O, but the species’ relatively short atmospheric lifetime (∼ 4 hours) is likely to
reduce the influence of biomass burning emissions from regions other than Australia.
The surface data were from in-situ FTIR instruments or from flask samples. Total
column data was obtained from high resolution solar FTS instruments, as part of
the NDACC and TCCON networks, as well as the MOPITT instrument onboard
NASA’s Earth Observing System Terra spacecraft.
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4.2 Model Set-up, Instruments and Analysis
4.2.1 GEOS-Chem
GEOS-Chem version 10-01 was run at the highest global resolution of 2◦ latitude
by 2.5◦ longitude and 47 vertical levels. The historical meteorological fields used
by the model are NASA’s Global Modelling and Assimilation Office Goddard Earth
Observing System Model, Version 5 (GEOS-5) reanalysis data product. The original
GEOS-5 product has a resolution of 0.5◦ latitude by 0.666◦ longitude and 72 vertical
levels, but is reprocessed to the GEOS-Chem resolution by the GEOS-Chem support
team for computational efficiency (only stratospheric levels are lumped in order to
reach the 47 vertical levels).
The model was run one month at a time on the University of Wollongong High
Performance Computing cluster, with each monthly run creating a restart file as
the start point for the next month. A six-month spin up, from July to December
2007 was performed to let the model reach a stable state. Three years, 2008 to 2010
inclusive, were then run for the purpose of this study.
The emission inventories used, other than for biomass burning, included AERO-
COM (Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and Models [Koffi et al. 2016])
for volcanic emissions; EDGAR (Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Re-
search [Olivier et al. 2002]) and RETRO (REanalysis of the TROposhperic chemical
composition [Reinhart and Millet 2011]) for anthropogenic emissions; and informa-
tion from AEIC (Aviation Emissions Inventory Code [Simone, Stettler, and Barrett
2013]), ARCTAS (Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Air-
craft and Satellites [Eyring et al. 2005]), ICOADS (International Comprehensive
Ocean Atmosphere Data Set [Woodruff et al. 2011]) and EMEP (The Co-operative
Programme for Monitoring and Evaluation of the Long-range Transmission of Air
Pollutants in Europe) for aircraft and ship emissions.
The Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) [Guenther
et al. 2012] calculates biogenic emissions online; that is within GEOS-Chem itself.
It uses realtime parameters such as temperature and radiation to calculate those
emissions.
GEOS-Chem is also set up to choose from a selection of biomass burning emission
inventories: GFED3, GFED4s, FINN1.5 and QFED2.4. As mentioned earlier, three
simulations were performed using GFED4s, FINN1.5 and QFED2.4 respectively,
while all other inventories and variables were kept unchanged.
The model was configured to produce monthly averaged mixing ratios for all grid
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boxes, as well as species monthly emission rates for each surface grid box. An
optional ’Stations’ output diagnostic was selected. This option was set for hourly
data output of all 47 levels above measurement locations for CO, C2H6 and CH2O.
This allowed for a considerably improved time resolution of some biomass burning
events.
4.2.2 ACCESS-UKCA
An ACCESS-UKCA (at UM version 8.4) simulation was run by Dr. A. Luhar
(CSIRO) on the National Computational Infrastructure (NCI) at the resolution of
1.25◦ latitude by 1.875◦ longitude and 85 vertical levels. The simulation covered the
period 1997 to 2012, therefore including the three years of interest. The meteoro-
logical fields were modelled by the United Kingdom Meteorological Office Unified
Model (MetUM) version 8.4, but nudged with the ERA-Interim reanalysis to best
keep track of real historical transport. The model produced monthly averages of
the gases’ mixing ratios. The biomass burning emissions came from the GFED4s
inventory.
Other emissions originated from two major projects:
 The Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (AC-
CMIP) [Lamarque et al. 2013], for the period before 2000.
 The Emissions of atmospheric Compounds and Compilation of Ancillary project
Data (ECCAD) [Sabine et al. 2010], for the period beyond 2000. A specific
inventory with ECCAD, MEGAN-MACC [Sindelarova et al. 2014], was used
for biogenic emissions across the whole period.
Woodhouse et al. [2015] presented in detail the set-up of a similar simulation of
ACCESS-UKCA.
4.2.3 Instrumental Data and Sites
Figure 4.1 shows the locations of the 5 sites where ground-based data were available:
Wollongong (NSW, Australia), Darwin (NT, Australia), Cape Grim (TAS, Aus-
tralia), Cape Ferguson (QLD, Australia) and Lauder (New Zealand). The surface
CO datasets at Wollongong and Darwin belong to the Centre for Atmospheric Chem-
istry at the University of Wollongong; the Cape Ferguson dataset and surface ethane
at Cape Grim datasets are available from the World Data Centre for Greenhouse
Gases (WDCGG), which itself is part of the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW)
program of the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO). Surface CO datasets
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at Cape Grim and Lauder were provided to the author by Dr. Paul Krummel
(CSIRO) and Dan Smale (National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research,
New Zealand - NIWA), respectively. Column CO, C2H6 and CH2O at Wollongong
and Lauder were acquired from the NDACC network, while Column CO at Darwin
was obtained from the TCCON network.
Figure 4.1: Location of the measurements sites: Darwin (12.5◦ S, 130.8◦ E), Cape Fer-
guson (19.3◦ S, 147.1◦ E), Wollongong (34.4◦ S, 150.9◦ E), Cape Grim (40.7◦
S, 144.7◦ E) and Lauder (45.1◦ S, 169.7◦ E)
Cape Grim. Located on the north-west coast of Tasmania, the Cape Grim base-
line air pollution station is one of the three original baseline air monitoring stations
in the Global Atmospheric Watch network. Inaugurated in 1976, it now samples a
large range of greenhouse and trace gases, and aerosols. While aerosol filters only
run in baseline conditions, defined by a range of variables such as wind direction and
condensation nuclei concentration, continuous measurements of gases and aerosols
are later flagged for baseline conditions using more rigorous variables such as radon
concentration. Nonetheless the original data exists and can, in rare occasions, con-
tain biomass burning events from both Victoria and Tasmania. The predominant
wind direction at Cape Grim is westerly which can also bring transported emissions
from African and South American biomass burning events. Evaluation of the mod-
els against Cape Grim measurements can therefore inform the influence of biomass
burning emissions from other regions of the world.
Cape Ferguson. This site is located on the north east coast of mainland Australia
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near the city of Townsville in the state of Queensland. Flask samples are collected by
the Australian Institute of Marine Science, on behalf of the CSIRO, approximately
fortnightly, and are sent to the CSIRO for analysis. The samples are collected in
baseline conditions, which at this site rely only on wind direction. Data from Cape
Ferguson can therefore be used to evaluate models for long range transport and
evaluate inventories for large scale emissions (i.e. Australia, Africa and possibly
South America).
Lauder. Located on the south island of New Zealand, inland, the Lauder atmo-
spheric research station managed by the New Zealand National Institute of Water
and Atmospheric Research (NIWA), is the final site to be predominantly exposed
to baseline air. The station monitors a wide range of trace gases, using techniques
such as ozone sondes, LIDAR, in-situ FTIR and high resolution FTS. Located to the
east of Australia, it is possible for Lauder to sample down wind fire emissions from
Australia. The site would also, as are Cape Grim and Cape Ferguson, be sensitive
to large scale fire emissions from Africa and South America and can therefore be
used to evaluate the fitness of the inventories for those regions.
Wollongong. This site is located in the coastal city of Wollongong, approximately
80 km south of Sydney, in the state of New South Wales. The Centre for Atmo-
spheric Chemistry at the University of Wollongong operates a high resolution FTS
instrument, which collects the sunlight from a sun tracker on top of the chemistry
building at the university. The city of Wollongong is influenced by multiple systems:
ocean to the east, forests directly to the north and east, the large urban centre of
Sydney further to the north, and a steel works industry to the south. The column
above Wollongong is sometimes exposed to local and regional forest fires’ smoke
plumes. Therefore, this site is expected to offer the best comparison for Australian
forest fire emissions.
Darwin. Located on the grounds of Darwin’s international airport, on the north
coast of Australia, the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Climate Research Fa-
cility (operated by the U.S. Department of Energy) incorporated a container from
the University of Wollongong housing a high resolution FTS instrument and an
in-situ FTIR spectrometer. The site is susceptible to local aircraft and airport
emissions from both the airport and a major road running alongside it; it is also in-
fluenced by regional smoke events from biomass burning during the dry season (May
- September). Due to the frequency and consistency of biomass burning events in
the Australian savanna, as seen in the previous Chapter, Darwin is expected to be
the site most exposed to savanna fire emissions.
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Surface Mixing Ratio Data
In-situ FTIR instruments, described in Chapter 3, sampled CO at Darwin, Lauder
and intermittently at Wollongong. The Wollongong data ensemble, which came
from a series of in-situ FTIR instruments between 2008 and 2010, was too sparse
to offer a basis for analysis here. The dataset from Lauder was shared by Mr. Dan
Smale (NIWA), and included daily values for background air only. Darwin’s dataset,
which had a 3 minute original time resolution, was averaged to an hourly resolution
for comparison with the GEOS-Chem hourly output. Comparison was only made
for hours with available measurement data.
CO at Cape Grim was sampled in-situ by gas chromatography with mercuric oxide
reduction detectors every 40 minutes. The data were shared by Dr. Paul Krummel
(CSIRO), but are not freely available at this time.
C2H6 from Cape Grim and CO from Cape Ferguson were sampled in flasks weekly,
if baseline conditions permitted, and analysed by gas chromatography with flame
ionisation detection for C2H6 and with mercuric oxide reduction detectors for CO.
Only a couple of samples were taken monthly. The dataset is freely available on The
World Data Centre for Greenhouse Gases.
Solar FTS Total Column Data
Total column data were collected from high resolution solar FTS measurements at
three sites: Wollongong and Lauder are part of the Network for the Detection of
Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC), and the Total Carbon Column Ob-
serving Network (TCCON); while Darwin is only part of TCCON. Those networks
require the scientific teams to measure several species, but with regards to this study,
CO, C2H6 and CH2O total column are retrieved at NDACC sites, while only CO is
retrieved at TCCON sites. That is why CO only is compared at Darwin.
The time resolution of the high resolution FTS instrument is approximately 1
minute, however, the instrument samples only during the day when the path be-
tween the instrument and the sun is clear of any clouds. This means the instrument
can have several days in a row without a single measurement. To match GEOS-
Chem output, the FTS datasets were averaged to an hourly time resolution, and
comparison made only for hours with available measurement data.
All NDACC and TCCON datasets are freely available from the networks’ respective
websites (see http://www.ndsc.ncep.noaa.gov/ and http://www.tccon.caltech.edu/).
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MOPITT Data
The Measurements Of Pollution In The Troposphere (MOPITT) instrument on-
board NASA’s Earth Observing System Terra spacecraft was specifically designed
to monitor changes in CO in Earth’s lower atmosphere. While the instrument was
launched on December 18, 1999, the first measurements of CO began in March 2000
[Drummond 1992; Drummond and Mand 1996; Deeter et al. 2003; Bowman 2006;
Emmons et al. 2009].
The nadir sounding instrument (scanning directly vertically downward) has a 22
km by 22 km horizontal resolution and gives 1-2 independent pieces of information
in the vertical, with coarse vertical resolution of 5̃ km. It gives global coverage in
approximately 3 days. MOPITT uses correlation infrared radiometry, a technique
which, unlike FTIR, uses a cell on-board the instrument containing CO as reference.
The internal pressure of this cell is modulated to gain spectral information. Buchholz
et al. [2017] used data from the NDACC network, including that from Wollongong
and Lauder, to validate MOPITT CO. They found MOPITT to slightly overestimate
CO compared to FTS (< 10%) but did not find any significant latitude dependent
bias. MOPITT was also found to perform equally over land and water.
MOPITT Version 7 level 3 data products were obtained from the NASA data archive
ftp servers (ftp://l5eil01.larc.nasa.gov/MOPITT/MOP03JM.007).
4.2.4 Data Processing and Analysis
GEOS-Chem V10-01 produces data in the ’binary punch’ format (bpch). The
GEOS-Chem community has developed bpch scripts and routines in Interactive
Data Language (IDL). For example the GAMAP package, a useful tool to quickly
plot data of interest, was used to convert output files to the netcdf file format (using
the bpch2coards command).
ACCESS-UKCA and TCCON files were already in the netcdf file format. NDACC
data were in Hierarchical Data Format (hdf), while surface in-situ and flask data
were in the Comma-Separated Values (csv) format.
Surface measurements were averaged hourly and monthly, in order to match the time
resolution of model outputs, using a package in the software environment R called
Openair. This tool has powerful time averaging commands and a ’merge by date’
command which helps to combine several datasets into a single spreadsheet.
Handling of the model outputs and time averaged measurement outputs was done
with Python programming language. In the case of hourly GEOS-Chem outputs at
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our 5 station sites, the Python scripts were written so that they would select only
the model data points that would match available time of measurement. This is
particularly relevant for FTS measurements which only occur during the day and in
clear sky conditions.
In the case of monthly model outputs, the scripts were written to select the grid box
within which each station is located (see Figure 4.1 for stations coordinates).
Accounting for Instrumental Sensitivity - FTS and MOPITT.
The Python scripts also applied averaging kernels and a priori values to the model
outputs while calculating total columns. This must be done to reflect the vertical
sensitivity of the instruments to the real concentration of gases at different alti-
tudes.
Figure 4.2 shows the steps involved in the conversion of a GEOS-Chem CO mixing
ratio profile to a CO total column comparable to that available on the NDACC data
library for January 2009 at Wollongong.
First the GEOS-Chem mixing ratio vertical profile is interpolated from GEOS-Chem
47 vertical levels to fit the FTS instrument 48 levels. Then those mixing ratios
are converted to partial column, and instrumental averaging kernels and a priori
profiles are applied to calculate smoothed GEOS-Chem partial columns following
Equation 4.1:
Pcolsmooth,z = Pcolap,z + Az × (PcolGC,z − Pcolap,z) (4.1)
where Pcolsmooth,z is the GEOS-Chem partial column at level z corrected for instru-
mental sensitivity, Pcolap,z is the instrumental a priori at level z used to retrieve the
measured total column, Az is the averaging kernel used to retrieve the measured
total column, and PcolGC,z is the GEOS-Chem partial column at level z before cor-
rection. Level z is one of the instrument’s levels, not one of the GEOS-Chem levels.
Figure 4.2 also shows a GEOS-Chem CO partial column profile without applica-
tion of instrumental averaging kernels and a priori profiles, as well as the measured
partial column profile for comparison.
It can be seen how accounting for the instrument lack of sensitivity at higher alti-
tudes (particularly beyond 60km) pushes the GEOS-Chem smoothed partial column
profile closer to the a priori profile. In a similar manner, the instrument’s partial
column profile (NDACC Pcol) is close to the a priori profile at levels where the









































Figure 4.2: Example of volume mixing ratio profiles (left), NDACC averaging kernels profile (centre) and partial column profiles (right) involved
in the conversion of GEOS-Chem CO mixing ratio profile to GEOS-Chem CO total column while applying the Wollongong FTS
averaging kernels and a priori profiles for the month of January 2009.
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Statistical analysis was performed by calculating mean bias (MB : Equation 4.2),
root mean square error (RMSE : Equation 4.3) and correlation coefficient (r : Equa-



















where N is the number of data points and M and O are the model and observation
vectors respectively.
The mean bias is the average difference between the model output and observation.
The root mean square error (RMSE) is the standard deviation of the list of biases
between model output and observation. RMSE is a measure of the spread of the
data around the linear fit, is always positive and the minimum value of RMSE is
the value of the mean bias. The correlation coefficient measures the strength of
the linearity between model outputs and observation; it is a number between 1 and
-1. The closer r is to 0, the poorer the linearity and a negative r value reflects
anti-correlation (negative slope of linear fit).
4.3 Biomass Burning Emission Estimates
In this section biomass burning emission estimates of CO, C2H6 and CH2O over Aus-
tralia are compared, and CO emissions estimates are also compared at continental
and global scales.
GEOS-Chem outputs contain all three species’ emissions estimates over the world,
at GEOS-Chem’s 2◦ x 2.5◦ resolution.
4.3.1 Australian Estimates
Figure 4.3 shows GFED (centre) emission estimates for CO (top), C2H6 (middle) and
CH2O over Australia for the year 2009 at GEOS-Chem resolution. The difference in
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emission estimates between FINN and GFED (left) and between QFED and GFED
(right) are also presented.
The emission maps clearly show emissions from savanna fires in the north of the
continent and forest fires in the southeast. FINN emission estimates are lower than
GFED for all three species across the whole continent. QFED emissions estimates
are higher than GFED over the savanna regions for CO and C2H6, but lower over
the forest regions. QFED emission estimates of CH2O are lower than GFED across
the continent.
Table 4.1 presents emission estimates over Australia, North Australia and South
Australia for 2008, 2009 and 2010. The 25◦ S latitude was chosen as separation
between the North and South Australia regions for several reasons. First, rainfall
and fire hotspot distributions change drastically around this latitude [Russell-Smith
et al. 2007a]. Secondly, this latitude lies just below the Tropic of Capricorn (23.4◦
S), which divides tropical from temperate regions. Finally, most of Australia’s pop-
ulation (about 85%) lives below 25◦ S.
FINN estimates Australian annual CO emissions from bush fires to be between 1.6
Tg and 3.9 Tg, GFED estimates between 10 Tg and 16 Tg and QFED estimates
between 11 Tg and 25 Tg. These are very significant differences between the inven-
tories; over an order of magnitude between FINN and QFED in 2008. Moreover,
FINN estimates 2008 as having the lowest emissions from biomass burning, while
GFED and QFED agree on 2010 as having the lowest emissions.
The issue appears to reside within the North Australia region, and therefore in
the estimates of savanna fire emissions. FINN estimates are very low, between 0.7
Tg and 2.1 Tg of CO (28% to 75% of FINN’s total Australian emissions); GFED
estimates of North Australia are 4.8 Tg to 13 Tg of CO (76% to 89% of GFED’s
total Australian emissions); QFED estimates are highest, between 8.7 Tg and 22 Tg





























Figure 4.3: GFED 4s Emission maps (middle) for CO (top), C2H6 (centre) and CH2O (bottom) over Australasia in 2009. Maps showing emission








































Table 4.1: FINN, GFED and QFED emission estimates of CO, C2H6 and CH2O over North Australia, South Australia and Australia during 2008,
2009 and 2010.
CO emissions (Tg) C2H6 emissions (Gg) CH2O emissions (Gg)
Region Year FINN GFED QFED FINN GFED QFED FINN GFED QFED
North Australia
2008 1.2 8.9 16 6.0 54 77 10 121 64
2009 2.1 13 22 10 84 114 18 190 98
2010 0.7 4.8 8.7 4.3 29 41 6.4 65 34
South Australia
2008 0.5 0.8 1.7 2.9 5.8 8.7 6.9 16 14
2009 1.8 3.0 3.0 11 19 16 27 58 30
2010 1.8 1.2 2.4 11 8.5 12 27 21 17
Australia
2008 1.6 10 18 8.9 60 86 17 137 78
2009 3.9 16 25 22 103 129 45 247 127
2010 2.5 6.0 11 16 38 53 33 86 51
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Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 below show monthly time series emissions of CO, C2H6 and
CH2O estimated by GFED, FINN and QFED over North Australia (top), South
Australia (middle) and Australia (bottom) regions.
For Australia, the time series show a seasonal cycle for all three species. The largest
peaks of CO emissions happen in the second half of the calendar year [Edwards
et al. 2006], although only QFED shows a distinct peak in the latter half of 2010.
FINN does not show any seasonal CO increase in 2008 and 2010 while very little
enhancement is visible in 2009. This is probably due to both the scale of the graph
and to FINN estimates being very small for those years. The large peaks in emission
of CO originate in the northern half of Australia, as suggested by the middle plot.
This is consistent with estimates that about 83% of Australian biomass burning
emissions originate from savanna fires [Shi et al. 2015]. CO emissions from the
South Australia region peak during the southern hemisphere summer (Dec, Jan and
Feb).
GFED, and QFED to a much lesser extent, show a peak in South Australia CO
emissions in February 2009, which matches the timing of the Black Saturday disaster
mentioned previously. FINN shows significant peaks in October 2009 and March
2010 which are not reproduced by the other inventories.
Figure 4.4: North Australian, South Australian and total Australian CO emission from
biomass burning as estimated by GFED (blue), FINN (green) and QFED
(red) from January 2008 to December 2010. Note the difference in scale in
the South Australian region axis.
The seasonal variation of C2H6 emissions from all three inventories looks nearly
identical to CO emissions (see Figure 4.5), except for being two orders of magnitude
lower. This is consistent with C2H6 being co-emitted with CO.
At the continental scale, QFED again gives the largest predictions, although the
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Figure 4.5: Australian C2H6 emission from biomass burning as estimated by GFED
(blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) from January 2008 to December 2010.
difference with the other inventories is comparatively lower than that seen with CO.
This is due to QFED using lower C2H6 emission factors than the other inventories.
In the case of savanna biomass burning QFED’s EFC2H6 = 0.32 g/kg, while FINN’s
EFC2H6 = 0.37 g/kg.
Finally, Figure 4.6 shows emissions estimates time series of CH2O. These have
similar features (seasonal cycles and other events) as the ones seen for CO and C2H6,
but they appear in different ratios. Notably, QFED estimates of CH2O emissions
are lower than those of GFED.
This is consistent with Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1 which show that QFED estimates
lower CH2O emissions than GFED in northern Australia. This is again due to QFED
EFCH2O being lower than those used in other inventories. For instance, FINN uses
EFCH2O = 0.41 g/kg against QFED’s EFCH2O = 0.26 g/kg for savanna biomass
burning.
4.3.2 Continental, Hemispheric and Global Estimates
Table 4.2 presents CO emissions estimates over Australia, Africa and South America
(both south of the equator), the southern hemisphere and total global CO emis-
sions.
The variability seen over Australia is not seen over the other regions. FINN estimates
similar emissions for Africa and South America. It even estimates South American
CO emissions to be larger than African emissions in 2010. The other two inventories
disagree, estimating South American emissions to range between 17% and 50% of
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Figure 4.6: Australian CH2O emission from biomass burning as estimated by GFED
(blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) from January 2008 to December 2010.
African emissions in 2008 and 2009. They also both agree that 2010 saw a steep
increase in South American CO emissions, but these did not become higher than in
Africa. FINN estimates for South America are also significantly higher than GFED
and QFED for 2008 and 2009.
Figure 4.7 shows the time series of CO emissions estimates from Australia, Africa,
South America (south of the equator), the southern hemisphere and global emission
estimates.
For the African region, all three inventories agree reasonably well with one another
(in comparison with the up to 1 order of magnitude difference observed for Aus-
tralia). FINN seems to have a delay of up to a month in the start of the burning
season. FINN also appears to predict lower emissions from Africa in 2010 compared
to the other two inventories.
Over the South America region, QFED and GFED emissions estimates follow each
other closely. FINN again appears to have a delay in the fire season and predicts
20 to 50% higher emissions than GFED and QFED for 2008 and 2009, as seen in
Table 4.1. A feature of those time series is the August/September 2010 Bolivian
fires [Lewis et al. 2011]. GFED estimates 30% higher emissions than QFED during
this event (GFED predicting higher emissions in August and QFED in September).
It is not clear that FINN captured this event fully, although it does show a peak of
emissions in October.
African and South American emissions add up to give the southern hemisphere
emissions time series, with the exception of a peak in September 2009 in GFED
estimates (which is likely to have come from south east Asia). All three inventories
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Table 4.2: CO emissions estimates over Australia, Africa and South America (south of




2008 1.6 10 18
2009 3.9 16 25
2010 2.5 6.0 11
Africa
2008 79 96 107
2009 66 95 101
2010 56 103 117
South America
2008 70 33 51
2009 51 17 35
2010 67 102 81
Southern Hemisphere
2008 141 154 181
2009 178 138 170
2010 213 130 214
Global
2008 327 298 365
2009 297 318 335
2010 299 353 369
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Figure 4.7: CO emission from biomass burning from (top to bottom) Australia, Africa,
South America, southern hemisphere and global, as estimated by GFED
(blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) from January 2008 to December 2010.
Note scale differences between Australia and all other regions.
follow each other closely, with a noticeable 1 month delay at the start of the fire
season for FINN. A heat and dry spell in central America in 2010 led to increase
biomass burning, particularly across Bolivia and Brazil. It was accompanied by
a social and economic context in Brazil which favoured the agricultural activities
(deforestation) and illegal forest burnings [Lewis et al. 2011]. These events explain
the peak of emissions and variability between inventories for that year.
On a global scale, the influence of the southern hemisphere can be seen; it accounts
for close to 100% of fire emissions between July and November. Also worth noting
is the difference in scales between emissions from Australia, and those from other
regions in Figure 4.7. Considering the scale for Australia is an order of magnitude
smaller than all other regions, it is understandable that not many of the features
observed in Australian emissions are large enough to be observable on the southern
hemisphere time series of CO emissions estimates.
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4.4 Relative Impact of Other Regions in the South-
ern Hemisphere
In the previous section, Table 4.2 showed that, even though there is relatively large
variability in CO emissions between the three inventories over Australia (1.6 Tg to
18 Tg in 2008), the smaller relative differences in emissions over Africa (79 Tg to 107
Tg in 2008) and South America (33 Tg to 70 Tg in 2008) between the inventories
completely outweigh Australian emissions.
This is a variability of 28 Tg for African emissions and 19 Tg for South American
emissions. Those figures are larger than the largest estimate of Australian emis-
sions of 18 Tg predicted by QFED. Considering CO is a long lived species, those
differences from fires upwind of Australia can be expected to have a significant effect
when comparing simulations to measurements, particularly at the three remote sites
evaluated here.
The type of GEOS-Chem simulation run in this study (TROPChem) does not give
detailed information for the purpose of checking the breakdown of sources from
which the observed CO concentration has originated. Dr. Jenny Fisher ran, as part
of another study, what is known as a Tagged CO GEOS-Chem simulation for the year
2009/10 [Fisher et al. 2017]. In a Tagged CO simulation, the mixing ratio of CO is
given as a total, but also broken down into the different sources and locations that led
to the calculation of the CO mixing ratio for a specific longitude/latitude/altitude
grid box. For instance, a CO mixing ratio of 100 ppb could be broken down as
40 ppb originating from biomass burning, of which 15 ppb might have come from
Australian fires, another 15 ppb from African fires and the remaining 10 ppb from
South American fires. The remaining 60 ppb would have come from a combination
of anthropogenic sources and volatile organic compound oxidation.
In her simulation, Dr Fisher used GEOS-Chem v9, an older version, and the biomass
burning inventory used was GFED version 3 [Fisher et al. 2017]. The analysis of
this simulation is therefore only meant as contextual, and cannot be used as a quan-
titative means to interpret the simulations carried out in this study. Nonetheless,
relevant data were extracted from the Tagged CO simulation to judge the relative im-
pact from biomass burning from different regions of the southern hemisphere.
Figure 4.8 shows the resulting monthly CO surface mixing ratios at Cape Grim,
Cape Ferguson, Lauder and Darwin; Figure 4.9 shows simulated monthly CO total
column time series over Lauder, Wollongong and Darwin; Figure 4.10 shows simu-
lated monthly CO total column averaged over the North Australia, South Australia
and whole Australian regions. The different source contributions are included in
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those figures. The first 3 months (October, November and December 2008) were
intended as spin up, to get the model to equilibrium, but are included since this is
purely contextual and the period overlaps with this study.
Most obvious in these figures is that the production of CO from volatile organic
compound oxidation, including methane is the largest source of CO in the Australian
regions. It represents between 70 and 90% of the CO surface mixing ratio and total
column. However, CO production from biomass burning, regardless of source region,
is responsible for the observed annual cycle, peaking around October.
Figure 4.10 shows how little influence the Australian biomass burning source has
on the Australian regions, especially in 2010. The major burning events in South
America saturate the annual peak in CO for that year [Lewis et al. 2011].
Darwin appears to be the best location of the five studied to provide constraints









































Figure 4.8: GEOS-Chem surface CO mixing ratio source attribution at Cape Grim, Cape Ferguson, Lauder and Darwin. Sources include biomass
burning emissions from Australia (red), Africa (green), South America (blue), other regions (grey), anthropogenic emissions (brown),
non methane VOCs oxidation (light green), methane oxidation (orange) and production of CO (light yellow). The black line represents


























































































Figure 4.10: GEOS-Chem CO total column source attribution averaged over Australia, North Australia and South Australia. Sources are the
same as in Figure 4.8.
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4.5 Model Evaluation
In order to analyse model outputs against measurements, two tools were made for
each set of sampling methods (surface, column or satellite) / trace gas (CO, C2H6,
CH2O) / location:
 A figure as visual aid presenting monthly modelled versus measured variables
at the top (with one to one correlation line and value of the slope: m), monthly
time series of modelled (colours) and measured (black) variables, hourly time
series of modelled and measured variables and finally monthly time series of
modelled variables with the mean bias removed.
 A table for reporting statistical information. The mean value of the measured
variable is reported in the top left corner of the table. Then the mean bias
of the model output against measurements is reported in the first two rows
(monthly and hourly). Root mean square error (monthly or hourly) is reported
on the next row, while the correlation (monthly and hourly) between model
and measurements is reported in the last two rows of the table.
4.5.1 Surface Mixing Ratios
Surface mixing ratios provide a picture of local activity. Most emissions, including
some low intensity biomass burning, are released within the planetary boundary
layer where point measurements, such as those using the in-situ FTIR instruments,
are taken. Evaluating the models and the inventories’ ability to reproduce the
surface mixing ratio can provide information about whether specific events are being
reproduced.
However, there are significant limitations: global model grid boxes have large surface
areas (e.g., GEOS-Chem grid boxes’ areas over Australia range from 44,524 km2 to
60,543 km2). This means the models attempt to represent large areas that are not
necessarily comparable to point source measurements. The ACCESS-UKCA output
included monthly averaged mixing ratios over the whole globe and all vertical lev-
els. Although GEOS-Chem’s base calculation time step is 15 minutes, in order to
minimise storage resources and to compare GEOS-Chem with ACCESS-UKCA, a
monthly averaged output was chosen for the whole globe and vertical levels. How-
ever, a feature within the set-up of the GEOS-Chem simulation, known as ”Station”,
was selected. This feature allows the user to output specific tracers at high time
resolution and at specific grid cells and vertical levels. Hourly mixing ratios of CO,
C2H6 and CH2O at all 47 vertical levels and over the 5 selected sites were therefore
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generated in order to perform a more accurate comparison with observations. On
the measurement side, grab samples collected a few times a month are likely to be
influenced by short-term events. Finally, intense bushfires create convection strong
enough to carry the emissions into the free troposphere. Those emissions can then
be missed by ground based instruments measuring surface mixing ratios.
Nonetheless, it is possible that under certain conditions, in-situ measurements could
represent a large area. This is most likely to happen in remote locations, away
from nearby sources. In this section, ground measurements from three remote sites:
Cape Grim, Cape Ferguson and Lauder; and from one urban site, Darwin, are
presented.
Despite being located between an airport and a major road, the Darwin instrument
offers the location most likely to sample nearby Australia fires, due to the high
frequency, the large number of savanna fires and the proximity to the fires.
Carbon Monoxide
Cape Grim
As introduced earlier, Figure 4.11 and Table 4.3 present the visual and statistical
information for the comparison of modelled and measured surface CO mixing ratios
at Cape Grim.
The Cape Grim surface CO measurement dataset is dense which leads to very sim-
ilar mean biases for hourly and monthly model outputs against measurements (see
Table 4.3). Variables calculated from the monthly data are referred to in the analysis
to allow for all four model outputs to be compared.
The top row of Figure 4.11 clearly shows that the models are over-predicting surface
CO mixing ratios (dots above the 1:1 agreement line). This is supported by the
monthly and hourly time series as well as the mean bias (12 - 26 ppb) presented in
Table 4.3.
The hourly time series of measured CO shows the background CO annual cycle,
with lower levels around February and higher levels around September. GEOS-
Chem hourly output reproduces this cycle. This cycle is less evident in the monthly
time series.
Considering the known underlying high bias in modelled CO, mean bias is not an
ideal measure of performance for the models. However, it can be used to evaluate
the relative impact of the different inventories and chemical transport models.
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Figure 4.11: Modelled versus measured surface CO mixing ratios (monthly, with correla-
tion coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CO mixing ra-
tios (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at Cape Grim
from in-situ measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates with GFED
(dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and ACCESS-
UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008 to December
2010.
With respect to GEOS-Chem, the mean bias is lowest with FINN (18.2 ppb) and
highest with QFED (26.2 ppb). ACCESS-UKCA with GFED has the lowest mean
bias of all four simulations at 12 ppb.
In the case of GEOS-Chem, there is an increase in mean bias of 8 ppb when changing
the biomass burning inventory from FINN to QFED. This is significant, equalling
about 13% of the average surface CO mixing ratio at Cape Grim (55.8 ppb). Since
Cape Grim is a remote site, less likely to be impacted by Australian biomass burning,
the difference in the bias can most likely be attributed to the difference in emission
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Table 4.3: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured surface CO mixing ratio at Cape Grim.
Observed mean mixing GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
ratio: 55.8 ppb FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB (monthly data - ppb) 18.2 26.2 18.6 12.0
MB (hourly data - ppb) 18.3 26.3 18.6
RMSE (ppb) 20.7 26.9 20.0 15.4
Correlation (monthly data) 0.22 0.72 0.51 0.35
Correlation (hourly data) 0.39 0.66 0.48
estimates for Africa and South America.
Similarly, there is an increase in mean bias of 6.6 ppb when going from ACCESS-
UKCA to GEOS-Chem outputs, both using the same biomass burning inventory,
GFED. This is also significant, representing about 10% of the local average surface
CO levels. This difference can be attributed to differences in transport and/or
chemistry schemes between the two models, or other emissions (e.g. biogenic).
Correlation between measured and modelled surface CO at Cape Grim is highest
for GEOS-Chem with QFED (0.72) and lowest for GEOS-Chem with FINN (0.22).
GEOS-Chem with GFED correlates better with measurements than ACCESS-UKCA
with GFED (0.51 and 0.35, respectively).
The difference between RMSE and MB values is relatively similar across all simula-
tions (0 - 3 ppb).
It is worth highlighting that there is a larger difference in mean bias and correlation
coefficients between two GEOS-Chem runs with different biomass burning emissions
inventories (FINN and QFED), than between GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA
with GFED. This significant finding shows the importance of the biomass burning
inventory chosen, in this case, over the choice of model itself.
Cape Ferguson
Figure 4.12 and Table 4.4 present the visual and statistical information for the com-
parison of modelled and measured surface CO mixing ratios at Cape Ferguson.
The hourly dataset is scanty as the Cape Ferguson CO data come from flask samples
which are only taken occasionally, sometimes as infrequently as once per month.
This is reflected by a slight difference between monthly and hourly based mean
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biases. The hourly mean biases are more reflective of the GEOS-Chem actual per-
formance, but for consistency across both models monthly values are referred to in
the analysis.
All simulations appear to have a 1-month lag in the CO peak during the year 2008
(as seen on Figure 4.12). Because of the lack of measurement in parts of 2009, it is
difficult to judge whether this phenomenon happens consistently.
Figure 4.12: Modelled versus measured surface CO mixing ratios (monthly, with corre-
lation coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CO mix-
ing ratios (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at
Cape Ferguson from in-situ measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates
with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008 to
December 2010.
As seen at Cape Grim above, there is a general high bias in the model outputs which
can be observed on the figure as well as in the table. Looking specifically at GEOS-
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Table 4.4: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured surface CO mixing ratio at Cape Ferguson.
Observed mean mixing GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
ratio: 62.8 ppb FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB (monthly data - ppb) 12.3 24.0 14.6 16.1
MB (hourly data - ppb) 10.6 24.1 12.9
RMSE (ppb) 15.6 25.3 16.7 22.3
Correlation (monthly data) 0.62 0.79 0.76 0.31
Correlation (hourly data) 0.67 0.70 0.73
Chem, FINN leads again to the lowest bias with measured CO (12.3 ppb) while
QFED also leads to the highest bias (24.0 ppb). This means there is an increase
in mean bias of 11.7 ppb (13.5 ppb with the hourly dataset), when replacing FINN
with QFED. This represents approximately 20% of averaged CO measured at Cape
Ferguson. This difference, because of the location of Cape Ferguson, could be caused
by differences in emission estimates in Australia and in other regions of the Southern
Hemisphere. The relative difference of 20% is an increase from the 13% seen at Cape
Grim, indicating an added variability when emissions from Australian fires are likely
to impact a site.
A comparison of the models shows that GEOS-Chem has a slightly smaller mean
bias than ACCESS-UKCA with GFED. This is almost an order of magnitude smaller
than the change observed when using different inventories within GEOS-Chem.
Modelled versus measured surface CO plots and correlation coefficients in the table
reveal that GEOS-Chem (r : 0.62 - 0.79; m: 0.35 - 0.78) performs better than
ACCESS-UKCA (r : 0.31; m: 0.35) on this front. Within GEOS-Chem, FINN
performs the worst, with the lowest correlation to measurements of 0.62 and with
the slope of the linear fit furthest from m = 1. GFED and QFED perform similarly
with respect to correlation coefficients (r = 0.76 and 0.79 respectively), but QFED
appears to better capture the amplitude of the CO cycle with a slope of linear fit
closest to m = 1.
RMSE values suggest more variability in ACCESS-UKCA simulations compared
to observations than GEOS-Chem, with a larger difference between RMSE and
MB.
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Lauder
Figure 4.13 and Table 4.5 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of modelled and measured surface CO mixing ratios at Lauder.
Figure 4.13: Modelled versus measured surface CO mixing ratios (monthly, with correla-
tion coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CO mixing ra-
tios (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at Lauder from
in-situ measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates with GFED (dark
blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and ACCESS-UKCA with
GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008 to December 2010.
Surface CO is overestimated by the models, as was observed for the other remote
sites at Cape Grim and Cape Ferguson. The baseline-only nature of the measure-
ments explains the small reduction of mean bias (between 0.6 ppb and 1.5 ppb)
between monthly and hourly datasets, as baseline conditions might only represent
a fraction of the monthly averages. However, the significant decrease in correlation
between monthly and hourly outputs between QFED and measurements suggests
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this inventory captures the annual cycle trends but not short term events.
For GEOS-Chem, the runs with the FINN and QFED inventories lead to the smallest
and largest mean biases (13.3 ppb and 25.8 ppb respectively). This difference of 12.5
ppb in mean bias is equivalent to 23% of the average surface CO measured at Lauder.
However, there is only a small difference of 1.2 ppb between the mean biases in the
runs using FINN and GFED. Considering Lauder is also a remote site, and at a
similar latitude to Cape Grim, it is difficult to explain the 10% increase in the
relative difference in mean bias, from the 13% seen at Cape Grim. Both sites have
a similar averaged CO surface mixing ratio of approximately 55 ppb. The model
might be transporting Australian fire emissions to Lauder which could account for
the increased relative difference seen with different inventories.
Table 4.5: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured surface CO mixing ratios at Lauder.
Observed mean mixing GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
ratio: 55.0 ppb FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB (monthly data - ppb) 13.3 25.8 14.5 8.7
MB (hourly data - ppb) 12.7 24.3 13.9
RMSE (ppb) 14.3 26.6 14.8 10.8
Correlation (monthly data) 0.89 0.77 0.95 0.82
Correlation (hourly data) 0.80 0.54 0.94
As observed at Cape Grim, there is a decrease of mean bias when changing the
model from GEOS-Chem to ACCESS-UKCA, while keeping the GFED inventory.
The reduction of 5.8 ppb is half the difference observed between GEOS-Chem with
FINN and QFED.
Modelled versus measured surface CO plots suggest good correlation across all model
runs. This is confirmed by the correlation coefficients ranging from 0.77, for GEOS-
Chem with QFED, to 0.95 for GEOS-Chem with GFED. The poorer value observed
for the QFED run is most likely due to higher variability, which can be seen in the
time series. However, the slope of the linear fit is best for GEOS-Chem with QFED
and GFED (m = 0.83 and 0.75 respectively), while poorest for GEOS-Chem with
FINN and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (m = 0.49 and 0.35, respectively). This
observation stresses the influence of both biomass burning inventories and model
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choice in producing, or not, a near one-to-one agreement with observations. In this
case, GFED of the three inventories and GEOS-Chem of the two models lead to
better performances.
Differences between RMSE and MB are similar between all simulations (1 - 2
ppb).
All statistical variables point to a greater variability between FINN and QFED with
GEOS-Chem than between GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED. The
same conclusions, as with Cape Grim and Cape Ferguson, can be drawn: there
is a larger impact from the change in inventory than the change in atmospheric
model.
Darwin
Figure 4.14 and Table 4.6 present the visual and statistical information for the com-
parison of modelled and measured surface CO mixing ratios at Darwin. The hourly
measurement dataset is very dense leading to an insignificant difference between
hourly and monthly derived mean biases. However, hourly derived correlation co-
efficients are half that of those derived monthly for QFED and GFED, down to r
= 0.00 for FINN. This shows the models perform better in capturing annual cycle
trends rather than events against small scale observations.
At this site, exposed to both anthropogenic sources and biomass burning emissions,
the picture is very different from the remote sites: measured CO mixing ratios are
higher than predicted by models. Nonetheless it is clear from both the time series
and the mean biases that ACCESS-UKCA with GFED leads to the best agreement
with observations.
With respect to GEOS-Chem, the model underestimates surface CO at Darwin, with
the smallest mean bias observed in the combination of GEOS-Chem and QFED (-
36.8 ppb) and the largest mean bias observed when using FINN (-69.4 ppb). This
large difference of approximately 33 ppb is the largest yet observed in this study, but
represents only 20% of averaged surface CO at Darwin. The difference between the
two models with GFED is greater (67 ppb), equivalent to 42% of averaged surface
CO at this site.
Modelled versus measured surface CO plots show the poor correlation for GEOS-
Chem runs, particularly in the case of FINN which leads to a seemingly constant
surface CO output of just under 100 ppb. This is confirmed by a correlation coeffi-
cient of -0.09, while QFED and GFED stand at 0.44 and 0.53 respectively, with very
low linear fit slope values (-0.01 - 0.24). Despite the scatter in the modelled ver-
sus measured surface CO, ACCESS-UKCA with GFED leads to a near one-to-one
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Figure 4.14: Modelled versus measured surface CO mixing ratios (monthly, with correla-
tion coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CO mixing ra-
tios (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at Darwin from
in-situ measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates with GFED (dark
blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and ACCESS-UKCA with
GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008 to December 2010.
agreement between model and measurements (m = 0.86) and a higher correlation
coefficient of 0.8.
Differences between RMSE and MB values are an order of magnitude higher than
seen at the remote sites, ranging from 15 to 29 ppb. The difference is highest
for ACCESS-UKCA, suggesting the low bias is due to variability around the mea-
surements (negative and positive biases cancel out when calculating MB, but add
together in the calculation of RMSE).
A difference in the transport or the definition of the grid boxes is likely to be the
cause of such significant differences between GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA in
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reproducing the features captured in the measurements. Darwin is on the coast,
and the ratio of land versus sea in the grid box in which Darwin is located could
lead to very different transport, meteorology and chemistry for each model. This is
explored further in section 4.5.1.
Table 4.6: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured surface CO mixing ratios at Darwin.
Observed mean mixing GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
ratio: 157.6 ppb FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB (monthly data - ppb) -69.4 -36.8 -50.0 -2.5
MB (hourly data - ppb) -69.6 -36.9 -50.4
RMSE (ppb) 84.5 56.2 64.7 31.2
Correlation (monthly data) -0.09 0.44 0.53 0.80
Correlation (hourly data) 0.00 0.25 0.22
Ethane
Cape Grim
Figure 4.15 and Table 4.7 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of modelled and measured surface C2H6 mixing ratios at Cape Grim.
ACCESS-UKCA output is not presented here because the model lumps all C2 hy-
drocarbons under C2H6.
Cape Grim flask sampling is only performed under baseline conditions. The baseline
nature of the measurements and the scarcity of the samples lead to the significant
differences in the calculated mean bias (55 to 67%) between modelled and measured
C2H6 mixing ratios in monthly and hourly datasets. Since the ACCESS-UKCA
dataset is disregarded in the case of ethane, hourly derived statistical variables are
referred to in this section (and the following sections on ethane).
As was observed with surface CO at Cape Grim, GEOS-Chem also overestimates
C2H6 (see time series and mean biases). FINN derived model outputs also have the
lowest mean bias (0.15 ppb) and QFED the highest (0.22 ppb).
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Figure 4.15: Modelled versus measured surface C2H6 mixing ratios (monthly, with cor-
relation coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of C2H6
mixing ratios (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at
Cape Grim from in-situ measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates with
GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories from Jan-
uary 2008 to December 2010.
QFED derived modelled outputs are approximately twice as high as mean measured
C2H6 mixing ratios. The difference in mean biases between the FINN and QFED
derived datasets is equivalent to 30% of the average measured surface C2H6 mixing
ratio; the difference was 13% in the case of surface CO at the same location. This
is significant, showing again the relative impact that the choice of biomass burning
inventory has on the model outputs. In this instance, it is because of differences in
emissions estimates in other regions such as Africa or South America.
With respect to the correlation between measured and modelled datasets, not much
distinction can be drawn from the figure. The correlation coefficients for GEOS-
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Table 4.7: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured surface C2H6 mixing ratio at Cape Grim.
Observed mean mixing GEOS-Chem
ratio: 0.23 ppb FINN QFED GFED
MB (monthly data - ppb) 0.27 0.33 0.28
MB (hourly data - ppb) 0.15 0.22 0.18
RMSE (ppb) 0.17 0.24 0.20
Correlation (monthly data) 0.23 0.56 0.50
Correlation (hourly data) 0.12 0.14 0.12
Chem are very low, with FINN and GFED performing the poorest (r = 0.12) and
QFED performing marginally better (r = 0.14). This is likely to be due to scarcity
of the dataset and the background only nature of this dataset, which is not always
captured by the model (as can be seen in the hourly time series along with the pres-
ence of several high mixing ratio values in the models’ outputs). It is worth noting,
however, the improved performance of the model when comparing monthly averaged
output against measurements. In this instance, QFED and GFED perform similarly,
and twice as good as FINN. This again stresses the improved performance of the
models at reproducing annual cycles against capturing specific local events.
RMSE values are relatively high compared to the mean mixing ratio, with QFED’s
RMSE even higher at 0.24 ppb. FINN and GFED derived RMSE values equal 74%
and 87% of the mean C2H6 mixing ratio at Cape Grim.
All three statistical variables demonstrate GEOS-Chem’s limitation in reproducing
the limited and selective (background only) dataset available for surface C2H6 at
Cape Grim.
Summary for surface evaluation
A conclusion to this sub-section is that surface CO and C2H6 are over-predicted at
the remote sites (Cape Grim, Cape Ferguson and Lauder), and under-predicted at
Darwin - a site likely to be influenced by local biomass burning and urban activities.
At the remote sites there appears to be larger variability across emission inventories
within GEOS-Chem than between both GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA with
GFED; and this variability is partly driven by differences in emissions from other
regions than Australia. However, at Darwin, a significant difference between GEOS-
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Chem and ACCESS-UKCA output leads to the opposite conclusion; this probably
hints at a difference in transport, chemistry or location of the grid box within which
the measurement lies.
FINN within GEOS-Chem shows the lowest biases on average; however, considering
the overall high biases across all remote sites, it is possible that the low emission
estimates in FINN make up for high emission estimates from other source types or
for a low bias in CO removal - which would lead to an increase in the CO atmospheric
lifetime.
Correlation between model outputs and measurements is very variable across the
locations and species. Within GEOS-Chem, GFED and QFED appear to perform
better than FINN. Comparing both models using GFED, GEOS-Chem performs bet-
ter at the remote sites while ACCESS-UKCA performs better at Darwin. Ethane
raises an issue with ACCESS-UKCA where it is not modelled as itself only but as
the lumping of all C2 hydrocarbons, and GEOS-Chem has a limited ability to re-
produce the scarce and selective dataset that is available at Cape Grim. Correlation
coefficients tend to decrease from monthly to hourly averaged outputs, indicating
that GEOS-Chem performs better at capturing annual cycles than short-term events
against small scale measurements.
With respect to GEOS-Chem only, QFED leads to the highest RMSE values at the
remote sites and the lowest RMSE value at Darwin; the opposite is true of FINN.
However, ACCESS-UKCA on average leads to lower RMSE values.
4.5.2 Ground Based Total Columns
Comparing global models with relatively coarse resolution (such as the ones used in
this study) to total column measurements can be more meaningful than comparisons
to surface measurements. This is because variations in total column data are less
sensitive to local emissions and to variations in the boundary layer mixing height
than measurements made at the surface. Total column measurements are more
responsive to regional and global variability [Deutscher et al. 2010a; Zeng et al.
2015].
One major limitation of this measurement method is that it is limited to day-
time with clear skies. This can lead to a reduced number of measurements dur-
ing cloudy/rainy seasons. For short lived species, such as formaldehyde (several
hours), missing night-time observations can lead to a discrepancy with simulated
monthly averaged outputs; and so hourly measurements are generally more repre-
sentative.
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Carbon Monoxide
Lauder
Figure 4.16 and Table 4.8 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of the modelled and measured CO total columns at Lauder.
Figure 4.16: Modelled versus measured CO total columns (monthly, with correla-
tion coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CO total
columns (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at Lauder
from ground based FTS measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates
with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008 to
December 2010.
The time series show modelled CO total columns at Lauder have a high bias com-
pared to measurements. This is confirmed by the statistical analysis, which also
shows little difference in the mean biases calculated from monthly and hourly datasets.
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This is interesting as the dataset is not very dense. This means that the existing
hourly dataset is representative of monthly trends, the remote nature of the site
probably engendering low variability in the hourly dataset.
Table 4.8: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured ground based CO total columns at Lauder.
Mean total column GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
10.4x1017 molecules/cm2 FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB† (molecules/cm2) 2.93x1017 4.61x1017 3.17x1017 1.86x1017
MB‡ (molecules/cm2) 2.93x1017 4.58x1017 3.15x1017
RMSE† (molecules/cm2) 3.07x1017 4.65x1017 3.21x1017 2.17x1017
Correlation† 0.81 0.93 0.95 0.69
Correlation‡ 0.82 0.94 0.94
†calculated using monthly datasets
‡calculated using hourly datasets
With respect to GEOS-Chem, using the FINN inventory leads to the lowest mean
bias (2.93x1017 molecules/cm2). GFED derived estimates appear to overlap with
FINN’s across most of the 3-year period. However, FINN misses the annual peak
in 2010, bringing it closer to the observations. This explains why GFED derived
estimates have a slightly higher mean bias. As with surface datasets, QFED leads to
the highest estimates and therefore the highest mean bias (4.61x1017 molecules/cm2).
The gap in mean biases between FINN and QFED datasets is equivalent to 16% of
the average CO total column at Lauder.
ACCESS-UKCA shows a similar high bias to GEOS-Chem in the summer months,
but appears to underestimate the annual cycle. This appears as lower modelled
CO total column during the peak months around October, and thus, lower mean
biases.
Comparing both models using GFED, ACCESS-UKCA has a lower mean bias than
GEOS-Chem by 1.07x1017 molecules/cm2. This is significant and represents 10%
of average measured CO total columns. Although ACCESS-UKCA has the lowest
mean bias, this is likely to be the result of an underestimation of the annual cycle
amplitude and differences in OH oxidation.
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GEOS-Chem with FINN and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED misrepresenting the am-
plitude of CO’s annual cycle lead to lower correlation coefficients (0.81 and 0.69
respectively) and poorer linear fit (m = 0.58 and 0.65, respectively). QFED and
GFED, with GEOS-Chem, however, are highly correlated with measurements (r =
0.93 and 0.95, respectively) and have a close to one-to-one linear fit (m = 0.92 and
0.88).
Differences between RMSE and MB are relatively small for GEOS-Chem simula-
tions, and are only comparatively higher for ACCESS-UKCA because of the low
bias (similar case as surface CO at Darwin).
As is the case for surface CO, there is a larger variability in mean biases between
GEOS-Chem simulations with different inventories than between GEOS-Chem and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED.
Wollongong
Figure 4.17 and Table 4.9 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of the modelled and measured CO total columns at Wollongong. The
dense measurement dataset means there is only a small difference of 2 to 5% between
mean biases derived from hourly and monthly datasets.
The measured CO total columns at Wollongong represent the only clear signals
from the February 2009 severe fires. All three inventories captured the event, with
GFED predicting the strongest spike, but this was still smaller than that for mea-
surement’s.
Comparing the two models with GFED, GEOS-Chem leads to an over six times
higher mean bias than ACCESS-UKCA. However, those MB are lower than those
calculated at Lauder. This is likely due to measurements at Wollongong being im-
pacted by local activity. Such activity, like traffic and industry, increases CO mixing
ratio locally. The models calculate CO levels for a large area experiencing lower lev-
els on average than Wollongong which leads to this decrease in MB compared to
Lauder.
GEOS-Chem with QFED has a mean bias twice that of GEOS-Chem with FINN
or GFED (3.14x1017, 1.34x1017 and 1.64x1017 molecules/cm2 respectively). The
difference of 1.80x1017 molecules/cm2 between the two FINN and QFED derived
mean biases represents 13% of the average CO total column at Wollongong.
This is larger than the difference of 1.39x1017 molecules/cm2 between GEOS-Chem
and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED, which is equivalent to 10% of the mean CO total
column. This once again echoes the larger variability arising from the choice of
biomass burning inventory compared to the choice of the model.
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Figure 4.17: Modelled versus measured CO total columns (monthly, with correlation
coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CO total columns
(monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at Wollongong
from ground based FTS measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates
with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008 to
December 2010.
Despite the low mean bias between ACCESS-UKCA output and measurements,
ACCESS-UKCA has the lowest correlation (r = 0.70) to measurements. This is due
to a larger variability, observable in the greater scatter in the model estimates versus
measurement plots. A similar situation can be seen for GEOS-Chem with FINN (r
= 0.78), while QFED and GFED perform better (r = 0.86 and 0.90, respectively).
QFED and GFED with GEOS-Chem linear fits compared against observations are
very close to one-to-one agreement, with slope value of 0.92 and 0.88.
It is still worth noting the significant decrease in correlation coefficients from monthly
to hourly outputs. This suggests again that global models perform better at cap-
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Table 4.9: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured ground based CO total columns at Wollongong.
Mean total column GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
13.6x1017 molecules/cm2 FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB† (molecules/cm2) 1.34x1017 3.14x1017 1.64x1017 0.25x1017
MB‡ (molecules/cm2) 1.28x1017 3.07x1017 1.59x1017
RMSE† (molecules/cm2) 1.77x1017 3.30x1017 1.84x1017 1.40x1017
Correlation† 0.78 0.86 0.90 0.70
Correlation‡ 0.58 0.65 0.66
†calculated using monthly datasets
‡calculated using hourly datasets
turing annual trends than short-term events against mid-scale measurements.
Mean biases again point to a larger variability in models outputs due to the choice
of biomass burning inventory than the choice of chemical transport model.
Darwin
Figure 4.18 and Table 4.10 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of modelled and measured CO total columns at Darwin.
Table 4.10: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured ground based CO total columns at Darwin.
Mean total column GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
15.2x1017 molecules/cm2 FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB† (molecules/cm2) 0.57x1017 2.47x1017 1.33x1017 2.48x1017
MB‡ (molecules/cm2) 0.79x1017 2.69x1017 1.53x1017
RMSE† (molecules/cm2) 1.69x1017 2.71x1017 1.63x1017 2.91x1017
Correlation† 0.50 0.80 0.86 0.77
Correlation‡ 0.56 0.80 0.82
†calculated using monthly datasets
‡calculated using hourly datasets
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Interestingly, there is a significant increase (10% to 30%) in mean bias from monthly
to hourly datasets. This could be because GEOS-Chem’s bias is larger during the
day than it is at night. However, this is counter-intuitive with local industry, traffic
and aircraft activity leading to daytime emissions. This cannot be explained with
the limited availability of contextual information.
Figure 4.18: Modelled versus measured CO total columns (monthly, with correla-
tion coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CO total
columns (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at Dar-
win from ground based FTS measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates
with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008 to
December 2010.
Also worth noting is that where surface CO was under predicted by the models,
total column is over predicted. This shows the relatively large contribution that the
remainder of the column (other than surface) has on the total column, despite the
exponential decrease of atmospheric pressure.
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Comparing between the inventories, GEOS-Chem with FINN and with QFED lead
to the lowest and highest predictions, respectively, with a difference in mean biases
equivalent to 13% of the averaged CO total column at Darwin.
Between the two models with GFED, ACCESS-UKCA leads to a higher mean bias
than GEOS-Chem with the same inventory, with a difference in MB representing 8%
of the averaged CO total column at Darwin. A similar conclusion about the greater
variability from biomass burning inventories over CTM can be drawn again.
In terms of correlation, both the model versus measurement plots and correlation
coefficients point to GEOS-Chem with FINN performing the worst (r = 0.50, m =
0.29), and GEOS-Chem with GFED performing the best (r = 0.86, m = 0.77). The
latter’s linear fit is again very close to 1:1 agreement. GEOS-Chem with QFED and
ACCESS-UKCA have similar correlation coefficients of 0.80 and 0.77, respectively,
but ACCESS-UKCA has a near one-to-one fit against observations (m = 1.01).
Ethane
Lauder
Figure 4.19 and Table 4.11 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of modelled and measured C2H6 total columns at Lauder. There is
a small decrease in mean biases (4 to 6%) moving from the monthly to the hourly
dataset. As mentioned above in the section on surface C2H6 at Cape Grim, variables
from the hourly datasets are referred to in this section.
Time series of C2H6 total columns at Lauder are very similar to those found for
CO. This is consistent with those species being co-emitted in biomass burning.
Modelled C2H6 total columns overestimate measurements by 35 to 68%. FINN
leads to the lowest mean bias (1.51x1015 molecules/cm2) while QFED leads to the
highest (2.82x1015 molecules/cm2). The difference is equivalent to 31% of averaged
measured C2H6 total column at Lauder.
Visually, it can be deduced that some of the reason FINN leads to the lowest mean
bias is due to the fact the inventory misses the annual increase in C2H6 in 2010,
which is well captured by both other inventories. FINN even leads to a low bias in
October 2010. During the rest of the 3-year period, FINN and GFED based outputs
mostly overlap.
The 2010 peak in both measurements and model outputs is most likely to be the
result of long range transport from the 2010 Bolivian fires [Lewis et al. 2011].
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Table 4.11: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured ground based C2H6 total columns at Lauder.
Mean total column GEOS-Chem
4.17x1015 molecules/cm2 FINN QFED GFED
MB† (molecules/cm2) 1.61x1015 2.94x1015 2.00x1015
MB‡ (molecules/cm2) 1.51x1015 2.82x1015 1.90x1015
RMSE‡ (molecules/cm2) 1.71x1015 2.88x1015 1.99x1015
Correlation† 0.79 0.88 0.91
Correlation‡ 0.72 0.83 0.84
†calculated using monthly datasets
‡calculated using hourly datasets
This event in 2010 therefore leads to GEOS-Chem with FINN correlating the worst
with measurements (r = 0.72 and m = 0.62). This is slightly visible in the model ver-
sus measurement outputs plots, with a greater scatter, and the 2010 event data point
standing alone below the one-to-one agreement line. GFED leads to a marginally
better correlation than QFED (r = 0.84 and 0.83, m = 1.07 and 1.1, respec-
tively).
Differences between RMSE and MB also suggest greater variability with FINN than
with QFED or GFED.
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Figure 4.19: Modelled versus measured C2H6 total columns (monthly, with correla-
tion coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of C2H6 to-
tal columns (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at
Lauder from ground based FTS measurements (black), GEOS-Chem esti-
mates with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories
from January 2008 to December 2010.
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Wollongong
Figure 4.20 and Table 4.12 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of modelled and measured C2H6 total columns at Wollongong. The
analysis refers to variables derived from the hourly datasets, which because of the
dense measurement record have very slightly lower (2 to 4%) mean biases than
monthly datasets.
Figure 4.20: Modelled versus measured C2H6 total column (monthly, with correlation
coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of C2H6 total columns
(monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at Wollongong
from ground based FTS measurements (black), GEOS-Chem estimates with
GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories from Jan-
uary 2008 to December 2010.
The C2H6 total column time series at Wollongong resembles a smoothed version of
the CO total column time series, with the notable attenuation of the February 2009
peak. GFED, again, predicts the strongest increase during this event.
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Mean bias between FINN derived dataset and measurements is lowest, at 1.32x1015
molecules/cm2, closely followed by GFED, at 1.61x1015 molecules/cm2. QFED again
demonstrates the largest mean bias, at 2.41x1015 molecules/cm2. The difference
between FINN and QFED derived mean biases is equivalent to 22% of the averaged
C2H6 total column at Wollongong.
Table 4.12: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured ground based C2H6 total columns at Wollongong.
Mean total column GEOS-Chem
5.01x1015 molecules/cm2 FINN QFED GFED
MB† (molecules/cm2) 1.37x1015 2.46x1015 1.65x1015
MB‡ (molecules/cm2) 1.32x1015 2.41x1015 1.61x1015
RMSE‡ (molecules/cm2) 1.52x1015 2.53x1015 1.73x1015
Correlation† 0.78 0.88 0.89
Correlation‡ 0.75 0.83 0.83
†calculated using monthly datasets
‡calculated using hourly datasets
As seen in the Lauder case, most of the difference between FINN and GFED derived
mean biases lies with FINN underestimating the 2010 peak, again leading to a low
bias in October 2010. For the rest of the study period, FINN and GFED derived
outputs overlap.
This also means the FINN derived dataset has again the lowest correlation (r = 0.75
and m = 0.56). This is slightly perceivable on the measured versus model output
plot, with a data point above the one to one agreement line. QFED and GFED lead
to very similar agreements between the model outputs and the measurements, with




Figure 4.21 and Table 4.13 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of modelled and measured CH2O total columns at Lauder.
As seen in the case of the CO total columns at Darwin, mean biases derived from
the hourly dataset are slightly larger (5 to 8%) than those derived from monthly
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datasets. The likely reason for this is the short CH2O lifetime (hours), meaning the
site is likely to be influenced by local and short-term activity, which global CTMs
would struggle to replicate due to the coarse grid cells.
Figure 4.21: Modelled versus measured CH2O total column (monthly, with correla-
tion coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CH2O to-
tal columns (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at
Lauder from ground based FTS measurements (black), GEOS-Chem esti-
mates with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories
and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008
to December 2010.
Modelled CH2O total columns have a low bias compared to measurements. This
agrees with Zeng et al. [2015] who found a significant low bias in the models’ pre-
diction of CH2O in remote regions and hypothesized missing sources and missing
chemical processes in several models to be the cause. Furthermore, ground based
FTS measurements are day-time only, when formaldehyde concentration peaks due
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to temperature driven biogenic emissions from vegetation and chemical production
from VOC oxidation by OH.
Unlike with the other species, GEOS-Chem with FINN leads to the highest esti-
mates, and therefore the smallest mean bias (-0.76x1015 molecules/cm2), whereas
GEOS-Chem with QFED leads to lower estimates, and therefore a larger mean
bias (-0.82x1015 molecules/cm2). The difference of 0.06x1015 molecules/cm2 between
mean biases represents only 2% of the averaged CH2O total column at Lauder.
Table 4.13: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured ground based CH2O total columns at Lauder.
Mean total column GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
2.67x1015 molecules/cm2 FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB† (molecules/cm2) -0.76x1015 -0.82x1015 -0.77x1015 -1.04x1015
MB‡ (molecules/cm2) -0.80x1015 -0.89x1015 -0.81x1015
RMSE† (molecules/cm2) 1.08x1015 1.11x1015 1.09x1015 2.26x1015
Correlation† 0.69 0.72 0.70 0.72
Correlation‡ 0.61 0.62 0.62
†calculated using monthly datasets
‡calculated using hourly datasets
The fact that QFED leads to lower estimates than the other inventories is consistent
with findings from section 4.3.1 noting that QFED emission estimates of CH2O are
lower than in the other inventories.
Over the whole period, the two models show a more significant divergence; GEOS-
Chem with GFED has a mean bias of -0.77x1015 molecules/cm2 compared to the
measurements while ACCESS-UKCA with GFED leads to a larger mean bias of -
1.04x1015 molecules/cm2. This difference in mean biases equals 10% of the averaged
CH2O total column at Lauder.
Another clear feature within the time series is the models’ underestimation of the
amplitude of the CH2O annual cycle. The models also fail to reproduce the March
2009 peak. This is captured by the model versus measurement linear fits with low
slope values, ranging from 0.30 to 0.41.
While the models do not reproduce the full amplitude of the annual cycles, they
still capture the general trend. This leads to correlation coefficients ranging from
0.69 for GEOS-Chem with FINN to 0.72 for both GEOS-Chem with QFED and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED.
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In the case of CH2O total columns at Lauder, little variability is introduced by
changing inventories. However, the choice of model appears to make a more signifi-
cant difference. This suggests that formaldehyde at Lauder is not greatly influenced
by biomass burning. This is most likely to be due to transport and chemistry, with
most of the formaldehyde from biomass burning undergoing reaction before reaching
New Zealand.
Wollongong
Figure 4.22 and Table 4.14 present the visual and statistical information for the
comparison of modelled and measured CH2O total columns at Wollongong.
Table 4.14: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured ground based CH2O total columns at Wollongong.
Mean total column GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA
7.58x1015 molecules/cm2 FINN QFED GFED GFED
MB† (molecules/cm2) 2.07x1015 2.06x1015 2.08x1015 -1.3x10215
MB‡ (molecules/cm2) 0.34x1015 0.28x1015 0.34x1015
RMSE† (molecules/cm2) 3.49x1015 3.53x1015 3.49x1015 2.76x1015
Correlation† 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.88
Correlation‡ 0.85 0.85 0.85
†calculated using monthly datasets
‡calculated using hourly datasets
There is a very large decrease of mean biases between GEOS-Chem outputs and
measurements when moving from monthly to hourly time resolution (about 85%).
This is incoherent with the fact that CH2O is produced during the day (from biogenic
emissions and oxidation of VOCs), and that FTS measurements are also only made
during the day; GEOS-Chem’s monthly CH2O data, which include the lower CH2O
concentration estimates, should lead to a lower bias than hourly model output.
This paradox was not further investigated but, interestingly, correlation coefficients
derived from the monthly and hourly dataset are identical.
To allow for comparison between GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA, the analysis
refers to variables derived from the monthly datasets.
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Figure 4.22: Modelled versus measured CH2O total columns (monthly, with correla-
tion coefficient m, and 1:1 agreement line) and time series of CH2O total
columns (monthly, hourly and monthly with mean bias removed) at Wol-
longong from ground based FTS measurements (black), GEOS-Chem esti-
mates with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories
and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008
to December 2010.
From the time series, it is only possible to distinguish the ACCESS-UKCA run from
the GEOS-Chem runs, but it is not possible to distinguish the separate GEOS-
Chem runs from one-another. GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA both follow very
closely the measurement time series of CH2O at Wollongong. GEOS-Chem outputs
appear to slightly overestimate CH2O total columns, which is confirmed by mean
biases, ranging from 2.06x1015 to 2.08x1015 molecules/cm2. This represents just
under 30% of averaged measured CH2O total column (only 3% when comparing
hourly datasets). ACCESS-UKCA, on the other side, appears to slightly underes-
timate CH2O total columns, which is also confirmed by its mean bias of -1.3x10
15
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molecules/cm2.
The correlation coefficients support this finding, with all GEOS-Chem runs hav-
ing the same correlation coefficient of 0.85 against measurements and very similar
linear fit slope values (m = 0.93 - 0.96). ACCESS-UKCA leads to a small improve-
ment in correlation coefficient (r = 0.88) but a considerable divergence from the 1:1
agreement (m = 0.59).
This is different from observations made by Zeng et al. [2015] who described models
predicting as little as 50% of column CH2O at Wollongong. Two models used in the
relevant section of the study were GEOS-Chem and NIWA’s version of UKCA, and
therefore this improvement on Zeng et al. [2015] findings could be the result of the
updated versions of the models used here performing better and/or use of improved
emissions inventories.
The difference between RMSE and MB is similar for all four simulations.
As is the case at Lauder, the different biomass burning inventories make an insignif-
icant difference to the modelled CH2O total columns, while the two models lead
to more notable differences in CH2O total columns at Wollongong. This suggests
again that the models predict most of the CH2O at Wollongong to originate from
sources other than biomass burning. The strong difference in mean biases between
monthly and hourly datasets points to major biogenic influence at Wollongong. This
is consistent with literature [Emmerson et al. 2016; Paton-Walsh et al. 2017].
4.5.3 MOPITT Carbon Monoxide Total Columns
The final type of measurements for the CTM and inventories to be evaluated against
are satellite total columns. In this study, GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA sim-
ulations were analysed against CO total columns from version 7 of the MOPITT
data product.
The Australian region was separated in two subregions, North (above 25◦S) and
South (below 25◦S). Measurements were averaged for those two subregions, and for
the whole continent, for the purposes of comparison. Total columns were averaged
over the three regions for each month of the three year period of this study. Because
the whole Australia region is an average of the North and South sub-regions, the
analysis will focus on the sub-regions.
Figure 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 and Table 4.15 present the visual and statistical informa-
tion for the comparison of modelled and MOPITT CO total columns averaged over
Australia, North Australian and South Australian regions.
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Table 4.15: Mean bias (MB), RMSE and correlation coefficients between modelled and
measured satellite based CO total columns over Australia, and North Aus-
tralian and South Australian regions.
Mean total column
Aus. 13.9x1017 molecules/cm2
N. Aus. 14.5x1017 molecules/cm2 GEOS-Chem ACCESS-UKCA












Australia 0.84x1017 2.20x1017 1.09x1017 0.67x10217
North Australia 1.02x1017 2.36x1017 1.26x1017 1.38x1017














Australia 1.34x1017 2.25x1017 1.23x1017 1.56x1017
North Australia 1.51x1017 2.43x1017 1.44x1017 1.99x1017








Australia 0.85 0.96 0.95 0.63
North Australia 0.80 0.94 0.91 0.70
South Australia 0.86 0.98 0.97 0.64
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Figure 4.23: Model estimates from GEOS-Chem with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green)
and QFED (red) inventories and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue)
inventory versus MOPITT measurements of CO total columns over Aus-
tralia, North Australian and South Australiann regions from January 2008
to December 2010. Correlation coefficient m and 1:1 agreement line are
included.
Annual cycles are visible for both satellite measurements and model predictions, for
all three regions. A high bias in the model predictions compared to the satellite
measurements can be seen in the time series and the measured versus modelled
CO total column plots. The bias is particularly visible in the January to April
period for all three years analysed. This bias is also more pronounced in the North
Australian region. GEOS-Chem with FINN similarly fails to reproduce the extent
of the CO peak in September and October 2010. GEOS-Chem with QFED stands
out as having the highest bias against measurements of all models tested here.
This is confirmed by GEOS-Chem with QFED leading to a mean bias more than
twice that of GEOS-Chem with FINN. The difference represents approximately
10% of the averaged CO total column measured by MOPITT over both regions.
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED leads to a similar mean bias as GEOS-Chem with
GFED over North Australia (1.38x1017 and 1.26x1017 molecules/cm2, respectively).
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Figure 4.24: Time series of CO total columns over Australia, North Australian and
South Australian regions from MOPITT (black), GEOS-Chem estimates
with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory from January 2008 to
December 2010.
Figure 4.25: Time series, with mean biases removed, of CO total columns over Australia,
North Australian and South Australian regions from MOPITT (black),
GEOS-Chem estimates with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED
(red) inventories and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue) inventory
from January 2008 to December 2010.
However, ACCESS-UKCA with GFED underestimates the CO total column from
June to October over South Australia, resulting in a low mean bias of 0.06x1017
molecules/cm2 over this region. Nonetheless, there is still a greater difference be-
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tween GEOS-Chem with FINN and QFED than there is between GEOS-Chem and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED.
Modelled versus CO total columns and time series with mean biases removed sug-
gest that GEOS-Chem with FINN and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED perform less
well than the other two GEOS-Chem runs, with both leading to greater amount of
scatter, and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED clearly deviating from the measurements
once the mean biases are removed. This is confirmed by the correlation coefficients
ranging from 0.91 to 0.98 for GEOS-Chem with GFED and QFED and from 0.64 to
0.86 for GEOS-Chem with FINN and ACCESS-UKCA with GFED. GEOS-Chem
simulations are better correlated with MOPITT over Southern Australia than over
Northern Australia, while the reverse is true for ACCESS-UKCA.
Comparison between model simulations and satellite measurements points to a
greater variability in MB between the simulations with GEOS-Chem and the dif-
ferent inventories than between GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA. However, all
GEOS-Chem simulations correlate better with MOPITT than ACCESS-UKCA, and
do so consistently across all three inventories.
4.5.4 Summary
To summarise the data, the statistical variables presented in all the tables above were
entered into a Taylor diagram (see Figure 4.26), coloured by simulation: GEOS-
Chem with GFED (dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED (light blue), and coded by measurement type: surface
mixing ratio (dot), ground-based total column (plus) and MOPITT total column
(stars). All variables were normalised to allow a comparison of all the measurement
types on a single figure. The normalised standard deviation, calculated as the stan-
dard deviation of a model dataset over the standard deviation of the corresponding
measurement dataset, is proportional to the radial distance from the solid black
curve running from the observation point ’Obs’ on the x-axis; the normalised RMSE
(labelled RMSD on the figure), calculated as the model RMSE over the measurement
RMSE, is proportional to the distance from the ’Obs’ point on the x-axis; correla-
tion is quantified by the azimuth angle (blue contours). The nearer the marker is to
the ’Obs’ point on the x-axis, the better the performance of the model simulation
at replicating the measurements.
A general trend can be seen for the quality of the model simulations against mea-
surement types: The data points on the Taylor diagram are closest to the ’Obs’ point
for comparisons against MOPITT satellite-based total columns, followed by ground-
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Figure 4.26: Taylor diagram summarising the evaluation of GEOS-Chem with GFED
(dark blue), FINN (green) and QFED (red) inventories and ACCESS-
UKCA with GFED (light blue) against surface (dot), ground-based FTS
(plus) and MOPITT satellite (stars) measurements.
based FTS total columns; the furthest points are those of comparisons against sur-
face mixing ratios. This confirms the theory that models with such coarse resolution
would compare better with large scale measurements or measurements representative
of a larger area (i.e. ground based total columns versus surface mixing ratios).
Another clear feature of the Taylor diagram is the distinction of GEOS-Chem with
GFED and QFED simulations from GEOS-Chem with FINN and ACCESS-UKCA
with GFED simulations. All ten data points present within the nearest concentric
circle to the ’Obs’ point (RMSE =0.5) are from simulations of GEOS-Chem with
GFED and QFED only. On the subject of biomass burning inventories, this shows
a greater performance in GFED and QFED, than in FINN, at matching observed
trends and leading to better correlation with measurements. On the subject of
global atmospheric models, the diagram clearly suggests a greater performance in
GEOS-Chem than in ACCESS-UKCA; this was partly expected considering the
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more comprehensive chemistry scheme and the use of full reanalysis meteorology
data within GEOS-Chem.
With respect to the Taylor diagram, the GEOS-Chem with GFED appears to be
the best performing combination of chemical transport model and biomass burning
inventory tested here.
A variable not shown in the Taylor diagram, but much discussed throughout the
evaluation of the model simulations, is the bias between model estimates and mea-
surements. This is the one variable where FINN, amongst inventories, and ACCESS-
UKCA, amongst models, led to better performance. While it might be a real per-
formance by ACCESS-UKCA over GEOS-Chem, the low bias seen in GEOS-Chem
with FINN (compared to GFED and QFED) is likely to be the result of compen-
sation between an underlying high bias in GEOS-Chem and the lower emissions
estimates in FINN for Australia and Africa.
4.6 Limitations
This section approaches a few aspects which were not evaluated within the scope
of this work and how they may limit the conclusions that can be drawn from this
study.
4.6.1 Limited Data availability
Available data are limited to the Australia / New Zealand region. That is why
only five locations are used in this study, four of which are on the eastern side
of the Australian region. Considering the size of the Australian continent, this
provides limited comparison to the whole region. Furthermore, three of these sites
(Cape Grim, Cape Ferguson and Lauder) can be considered to be exposed to mostly
background air, although only Cape Grim is operating and recognised as a baseline
air monitoring station.
The surface CO at Lauder and surface C2H6 at Cape Grim datasets were made
available as ’background-only’ datasets, as the teams behind the two instruments
filter out any data not qualifying as baseline or set the instruments to only sample in
baseline conditions. These limitations restrict the capacity to assess the Australian
fire emissions aspect of the study; however, the datasets were the key to evaluating
the impact that the variability between inventories in other regions of the world are
having on Australian background air.
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4.6.2 Suitability of Models’ Grid-box to the Locations
Four of the five measurement locations are coastal, and all sites fall within model
grid-boxes that contain ocean. Depending on the ratio of land-to-ocean within those
grid-boxes, the models are likely to behave very differently; if the ocean occupies
more than 50% of a grid-cell, species and chemistry relevant to that environment
(i.e. halogens) will become predominant. This is especially evident at Darwin, par-
ticularly for surface CO where the agreement was very good for ACCESS-UKCA but
very poor for all GEOS-Chem runs. Figure 4.27 shows the location of Darwin within
both models’ grid-boxes. The proportion of ocean is clearly over 75% in GEOS-
Chem’s grid box containing Darwin but less than 50% for ACCESS-UKCA.
Figure 4.27: Darwin location with ACCESS-UKCA (grey) and GEOS-Chem (red) grid
boxes. Adapted from Buchholz [2014].
Figure 4.28 shows the time series of measured and modelled surface CO by GEOS-
Chem with GFED in the grid box containing Darwin and the three grid boxes
east, south-east and south of Darwin and modelled CO by ACCESS-UKCA with
GFED for comparison. It appears the discrepancy between GEOS-Chem and surface
measurements is not resolved by selecting a more terrestrial grid box. The grid box
to the south of that containing Darwin seems to result in marginally reduced bias,
but the results do demonstrate the degree of sensitivity the modelled CO has to the
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grid box resolution near the coast. Nonetheless, none of GEOS-Chem grid boxes
matches ACCESS-UKCA’s ability to reproduce the annual cycle; in particular the
May to September CO increase. This is surprising since both models use identical
biomass burning emission inventories, and that seasonal peaks should be caused by
biomass burning.
Figure 4.28: Time series of surface CO mixing ratios from measurements at Darwin
(black), GEOS-Chem estimates with GFED in Darwin’s grid box (blue)
and in the grid boxes south (pink), south east (orange) and east (green)
of Darwin. ACCESS-UKCA estimates with GFED in Darwin’s grid box
(light blue) is included for comparison.
This suggests the difference between GEOS-Chem and ACCESS-UKCA on this is-
sue might reside within meteorology, mixing, transport and smoke plume injection
heights. Figure 4.29 presents the vertical distribution of mixing ratios over the same
four grid cells in GEOS-Chem, and in ACCESS-UKCA as reference during May,
June and July 2009 (when the observed surface CO peak is the strongest). In May,
the grid cell south of Darwin compares the best with ACESS-UKCA, but GEOS-
Chem appears to be injecting more of the emissions above the surface (throughout
the planetary boundary layer,up to 2 km). This would result in lower surface CO
mixing ratios for GEOS-Chem. However, nothing comparable can be seen for the
other two months. In June and July, Darwin’s grid cell has an overall larger level
than the other three adjacent grid cells. During the month of June, where the peak
is highest, there is a clear discrepancy which cannot be explained by vertical mixing
either. Biomass burning emissions for both models were checked and found to be
indeed identical, and do include this May/June/July spike. Further investigation is
needed on this issue to explain the difference.
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Figure 4.29: Vertical profiles of CO volume mixing ratio from GEOS-Chem estimates
with GFED in Darwin’s grid box (blue) and in the grid boxes south (pink),
south east (orange) and east (green) of Darwin. ACCESS-UKCA estimates
with GFED in Darwin’s grid box (light blue) is included for comparison.
4.6.3 Influence from the Variability in Other Regions
Another more substantial issue with this study, which was raised in section 4.4, is
the impact that the inventories’ variability in emission estimates in other regions,
especially Africa and South America, might have on the air column above Australia.
The Tagged CO simulations, run by Dr Fisher as part of a separate study, were
accessed late within this study in order to account for the relatively high variability
seen between the simulations with different inventories at the remote sites. They
showed that the remote sites are sensitive to large emissions outside Australia.
The tagged CO simulations presented here originate from earlier versions of GEOS-
Chem and GFED, so did not allow for further quantitative analysis. Furthermore,
a targeted analysis and validation across the whole of the Southern Hemisphere is
required to refine emission inventories, particularly in Africa and South America.
However, long term observations are also lacking in those regions limiting evaluation
of models and inventories. A dedicated Southern Hemisphere program of observation
and modelling is needed to improve modelling performance and emission estimates
in this region.
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4.7 Summary and Conclusions
A three year period, spanning January 2008 to December 2010, was studied in order
to evaluate the fitness of three biomass burning inventories simulating atmospheric
composition for the Australian region. The inventories, the Fire INventory from
NCAR (FINN) version 1.5, the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) version
4s and the Quick Fire Emissions Dataset (QFED) version 2.4 were incorporated
into three GEOS-Chem version 10.1 TROPChem runs. An ACCESS-UKCA run,
also incorporating the GFED 4s inventory, was included in this analysis to allow for
comparison between two chemical transport models.
Large differences were found between the three inventories’ emissions over Australia,
reaching over an order of magnitude between FINN and QFED for CO. Such high
variability was not observed in other SH regions, such as Africa and South Amer-
ica, areas which experience much larger biomass burning and therefore much larger
emissions.
The performance of the chemical transport models and biomass burning inventories
was evaluated by comparing model output against surface mixing ratio, and ground-
and satellite-based total column measurements. Specifically, the measurements in-
cluded: surface mixing ratio of carbon monoxide at Cape Grim, Cape Ferguson,
Lauder and Darwin and of ethane at Cape Grim; ground based total columns of
carbon monoxide, ethane and formaldehyde at Lauder and Wollongong and of car-
bon monoxide only at Darwin; and satellite total column measurements of carbon
monoxide over Australia from the MOPITT instrument.
Modelled total columns were calculated from the model vertical profiles of volume
mixing ratios after applying the averaging kernels and a priori profiles used in in-
strumental retrieval to account for instrumental sensitivity.
The comparison was made qualitatively, via the use of correlation plots and time
series, and quantitatively through the calculation of mean biases, correlation coef-
ficients, linear regressions and root mean square errors between model outputs and
measurements.
Between the three inventories used with GEOS-Chem, FINN consistently resulted
in the lowest mean biases while QFED resulted in the largest bias. However, con-
sidering an underlying high bias in GEOS-Chem, FINN’s performance in this sector
is likely to be due to lower emission estimates and might not be truly capturing real
emissions from Australia and other regions. QFED and GFED performed equally
well at capturing observed variability, with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.44
to 0.98, while FINN performs less well (-0.09 < r < 0.89).
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Comparing GEOS-Chem to ACCESS-UKCA showed that ACCESS-UKCA suffers
a less significant underlying bias, meaning it performed significantly better than
GEOS-Chem with respect to mean biases (averages of 14% versus 30% of observa-
tions) and root mean square errors (averages of 25% versus 35% of observations).
However, ACCESS-UKCA did not capture the observed annual trends as well as
GEOS-Chem did, leading to lower correlation coefficients (average of 0.67 versus
0.74).
Limited information was extracted from the study of ethane and formaldehyde:
the former is not properly accounted for in ACCESS-UKCA (for computational
economy) while the latter does not appear to be influenced by bushfire emissions
at the only two locations (Wollongong and Lauder) in Australasia with on-going
formaldehyde measurements. Retrieving those two species at Darwin, the site most
influenced by Australian vegetation fire emissions, would be very valuable. Planned
equipment upgrade at Darwin will allow the retrieval of those species in the future,
and integration of this site within the NDACC network.
Given the coarseness of the model resolution, it was found that the models agreed
best with satellite-derived total columns, and worst with surface measurements.
Several limitations to the study were identified. Transport and the relative impor-
tance of emissions from Africa and South America were the largest hindrance to
drawing conclusions about fitness of the inventories to replicate Australian emis-
sions.
Nevertheless, all aspects considered, GFED led to the best correlation with obser-
vations, and kept mean biases and root mean square errors reasonable. The latter
two measures should be used cautiously since there appeared to be an underlying
high bias in the simulation of carbon monoxide, probably due to non-biomass burn-
ing sources or model chemistry. ACCESS-UKCA had an underlying bias half that
of GEOS-Chem, but performed slightly less well at capturing annual variability.
The best simulation tested here was of GEOS-Chem with GFED. FINN, however,
should not be used for Australian studies at this stage as the inventory appeared to
be missing much of the North Australian emissions.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Overview of Main Conclusions
The overarching aim of this work was to provide updated or new emission factors
from Australian vegetation fires, for both temperate forest and savanna ecosystems
and to evaluate global biomass burning emission inventories in the Australian re-
gion. The work described a set of experiments performed at the CSIRO Pyrotron
which yielded additional insights into emissions from Australian temperate forest
fires, particularly with respect to burning phases. The work also presented new
trace gases emission factors and the first emission factors of aerosols obtained from
SAFIRED, the largest field campaign in the Australian savanna targeted at studying
vegetation fire emissions. Finally, global atmospheric modelling with GEOS-Chem
and ACCESS-UKCA, paired with a set of biomass burning inventories (GFED4s,
QFED2.4 and FINN1.5) revealed large discrepancies between the inventories.
5.2 Outcomes for Specific Objectives of the The-
sis
This thesis presented a set of three objectives for investigation. These are re-
introduced below along with specific outcomes.
1. The first objective of this work was to better characterise emission factors from
Australian temperate forest fires. A set of controlled fires were performed and sam-
pled at the CSIRO Pyrotron, a wind tunnel specifically designed to study fires. Two
key variables of interest were: the amount of coarse fuel, and the different phases of
fire spreading, and their respective impact on emission factors of trace gases. The
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retrieval of trace gas mixing ratios was achieved with the use of the open-path FTIR
instrument described earlier.
Burn experiments were successfully conducted at the CSIRO Pyrotron wind tun-
nel. The study of four different coarse fuel loads, ranging from 0 to 12 tonnes per
hectare, with a constant fine fuel loading of 10 tonnes per hectares, did not demon-
strate any significant variability in emission factors with varying coarse fuel loading.
However, the segmentation of each burn into three stages during the data analysis
led to significant findings. The flaming propagation stage, the flaming stationary
stage and the smouldering phase have consecutively decreasing modified combustion
efficiencies, with MCE = 0.98 for propagation to MCE = 0.82 for smouldering. This
trend also impacted emission factors as follows: EFCO2 and EFN2O decreased and
EFCO, EFCH4 and emission factors of other VOC species increased, through the
consecutive stages of the burn.
The stage dependent emission factors have been implemented into the dynamic air
quality model developed by the CSIRO for the Victorian Department of Environ-
ment, Land, Water and Planning. This model is currently running in demonstra-
tion mode at the Bureau of Meteorology for further testing and is to be used in the
planning of controlled burns (to reduce the impact of fire emissions on communi-
ties).
Two manuscripts are being drafted with respect to this work:
D. Howard, K. Macsween, G. Edwards, M. Desservettaz, E.-A. Guérette, C.
Paton-Walsh, N. C. Surawski, A. L. Sullivan, C. J. Weston, L. Volkova, F. Reisen,
C. P. Meyer; Investigation of biomass burning emissions of mercury from Australian
eucalypt forest surface fuels using a combustion wind tunnel; Submitted to Atmo-
spheric Environment in June 2018.
É-A Guérette, M. Desservettaz, C. Paton-Walsh, S. Burden, M. Meyer, D. Howard,
G. Edwards, N. Surawski, A. Sullivan, L. Volkova, C. J. Weston, F. Reisen and M.
Cope; Impact of coarse fuel and fire phase on trace gas emissions from eucalypt
litter fires in the CSIRO Pyrotron; Draft; Intended submission to Atmospheric En-
vironment by end of 2018.
2. The second objective of this thesis was to add to the scarce amount of available
emission factors for Australian savanna fires. Noticeably, the lack in the literature of
emission factors for aerosols from Australian savanna bushfires was to be addressed.
Sampling of smoke was performed during the SAFIRED campaign (Savanna Fires
in the Early Dry season), with, amongst numerous other instruments, the in-situ
FTIR instrument introduced earlier.
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The SAFIRED campaign, which took place in the early dry season of 2014 near Dar-
win, Australia, was the largest field campaign of the sort to take place in Australia.
It brought together seven institutions from around Australia and a large suite of in-
strumentation. The small fraction of dataset analysed as part of this thesis from the
eight smoke events listed in chapter 3 has led to the first emission factors of aerosols
for Australian savanna fires. Furthermore, these were the first emission factors of
Aitken and accumulation aerosols size modes to be presented from vegetation fires
worldwide.
A comprehensive description of the field campaign was presented in the following
overview:
M. D Mallet, M. J. Desservettaz, B. Miljevic, A. Milic, Z. D. Ristovski, J. Al-
roe, L. T. Cravigan, E. R. Jayaratne, C. Paton-Walsh, D. W. T. Griffith and oth-
ers; Biomass burning emissions in north Australia during the early dry season: an
overview of the 2014 SAFIRED campaign; Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics;
2017.
The work undertaken within this thesis has also led to a primary authorship, and
contributed to co-authorship on the following publications:
M. J. Desservettaz, C. Paton-Walsh, D. W. T. Griffith, G. Kettlewell, M. Key-
wood, M. Van Der Schoot, J. Ward, M. D. Mallet, A. Milic, B. Miljevic, Z. D.
Ristovski, D. Howard, G. Edwards, B. Atkinson; Emission factors of trace gases and
particles from tropical savanna fires in Australia; Journal of Geophysical Research
Atmospheres; 2017.
The CO and CO2 time series generated as part of this work have also been presented
in numerous related published studies. Here are the publications directly resulting
from this work:
X. Wang, P. Thai, M. D. Mallet, M. J. Desservettaz, D. Hawker, M. Keywood, B.
Miljevic, C. Paton-Walsh, M. Gallen, J. Mueller; Emissions of Selected Semivolatile
Organic Chemicals from Forest and Savannah Fires; Environmental Science & Tech-
nology; 2017.
A. Milic, M. D. Mallet, L. T. Cravigan, J. Alroe, Z. D. Ristovski, P. Selleck, S. J.
Lawson, J. Ward, M. J. Desservettaz, C. Paton-Walsh, L. R. Williams, M. D.
Keywood, B. Miljevic; Biomass burning and biogenic aerosols in northern Australia
during the SAFIRED campaign; Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics; 2017.
V. H. L. Winton, R. Edwards, A. R. Bowie, M. Keywood, A. G. Williams, S.
Chambers, P. W. Selleck, M. Desservettaz, M. Mallet and C. Paton-Walsh; Dry
season aerosol iron solubility in tropical northern Australia; Atmospheric Chemistry
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and Physics; 2016.
3. The third and final objective of this work was to use global atmospheric mod-
els to evaluate biomass burning inventories within the Australian region. Four
model/inventory combinations were run: ACCESS-UKCA with GFED4s, GEOS-
Chem with GFED4s, GEOS-Chem with FINN1.5 and GEOS-Chem with QFED2.4.
A three year period, spanning from 2008 to 2010, was analysed and model out-
puts were compared to either or both ground and satellite based measurements of
three trace gases: carbon monoxide (CO), ethane (C2H6) and formaldehyde (H2CO).
Some of the ground based measurements were retrieved with in-situ FTIR and solar
FTS instruments.
GEOS-Chem version 10 was run for a period of three years, ranging from 2008 to
2010, with three separate biomass burning emission inventories: FINN1.5, QFED2.4
and GFED4s; ACCESS-UKCA had been run at CSIRO, with GFED4s, for an ex-
tended period including those three years of interest. Those four simulations were
compared to a combination of surface mixing ratio, ground-based FTS total col-
umn and satellite-based CO (MOPITT) total column at 5 sites (Cape Grim, Cape
Ferguson, Lauder, Wollongong and Darwin) within three regions (North Australia,
South Australia and Australia). CO, C2H6 and CH2O were the species studied as
they have different atmospheric lifetimes. The already documented high bias in CO
levels was found in both models, although this was slightly higher in GEOS-Chem.
The three inventories were found to have up to an order of magnitude differences in
their estimates of Australian biomass burning emissions, with a low bias found for
FINN and high bias for QFED. Bias aside, GEOS-Chem with GFED and QFED
led to better correlation against measurements than GEOS-Chem with FINN and
ACCESS-UKCA with GFED. This study demonstrated that GFED performs the
best over the Australasian region and should therefore be used for this region. It
also highlighted that the current observational network is ill-suited to constrain Aus-
tralian biomass burning emissions. Finally, results on the poor performance of the
FINN inventory were shared with Dr. Christine Wiedinmyer (who developed the
inventory). She is currently using the data to improve FINN’s emission estimates
over Northern Australia.
If time permits, a manuscript summarising the findings from the model and inven-
tories intercomparison will be written after completion of the PhD.
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5.3 Recommendations for Future Work
This work has yielded significant new and original knowledge within the field of
Australian vegetation fire emissions. Further research could, nonetheless, answer
some questions left unanswered:
Considering the first objective and the study of emissions from forest fires at the
CSIRO pyrotron, time limitations meant experiments were terminated as soon as all
flaming combustion had finished. However, significant emissions could have contin-
ued to occur from the smouldering of fuel, particularly with the higher fuel loadings.
Studying burns to completion could yield more information about fuel loading. An-
other variable which was closely controlled was the fuel moisture content for optimal
replication of the conditions of hazard reduction burns. The fuel moisture content
could have a significant impact on burning efficiency and emission factors. It would
be an interesting variable to understand as accurate estimation by atmospheric mod-
els could be useful in future.
An unexpected setback to the second objective and the SAFIRED campaign was the
lack of a late dry season campaign. Original plans had to be scaled back following
funding cuts at the CSIRO. This meant we were not able to bring more understand-
ing into the seasonal variability of emission factors. Further work would include
a follow up campaign in the months of September/October, but this is still very
unlikely at this stage. Realistic further work however includes calculating emission
factors for more of the species sampled during SAFIRED, such as VOCs and cloud
condensation nuclei.
The last objective is probably where most further work could be achieved. This
is because of the large amount of information each model simulation encompasses
and all of the variables that came into play when analysing the datasets. For in-
stance, several of the stations analysed were located on the border between grid
boxes. Further investigation is needed to identify the best suited grid box for each
station. Another significant unresolved issue was the difference between the two
models with surface CO comparisons at Darwin; ACCESS-UKCA reproduced the
variability very well while GEOS-Chem appeared to miss it. A model intercompar-
ison using identical meteorology and emissions inputs could bring a light on those
issues; it would then become clearer whether the differences observed in this study
are due to other emission sources or the atmospheric dynamic and chemistry of the
models.
A project which would naturally follow the overall work of this thesis would be
a collaboration with biomass burning inventory developers, to integrate emission
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factors measured as part of Chapters 2 and 3; this would be followed by a comparison
between old and updated inventories, as was done in Chapter 4, to quantify the likely
improvements.
5.4 Concluding Remarks
The work presented in this thesis, through the three separate studies, has con-
tributed to improving our knowledge of Australian vegetation fire emissions. New
emission factors have been published for Australian savanna and temperate forest
fires. Fire intensity dependent emission factors presented in this work have been in-
corporated into an air quality forecasting model used by Victorian services to plan
prescribed fires to minimise air quality impacts. The contribution to both campaigns
has been critical to several parallel studies (listed above) and resulted in several co-
authorship publications. Finally, the evaluation of biomass burning inventories has
highlighted major discrepancies in Australian fire emissions estimates. Comparison
of the simulation with measurements at remote sites around the Australasian region
also pointed to the significant impact from the variability between inventory esti-
mates in other regions (i.e. Africa and South America). These limitations stress the
need for improvements in vegetation fire emission estimates globally.
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Appendix A
Appendix One
A.1 Tables and graphs accompanying Chapter 3
This appendix contains all the supplementary tables and graphs accompanying the






















Table A.1: Emission factors per unit of fuel burnt and MCE values for all burns.
Species
Load 1










CO2 1699 ± 25 1787 ± 27 1715 ± 26 1723 ± 26
CO 87 ± 13 32 ± 5 78 ± 12 72 ± 11
CH4 −− 0.9 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.3
C2H4 0.8 ± 0.2 −− 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2
CH3OH 0.5 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 −−
CH2O 1.0 ± 0.2 −− −− −−
HCOOH 0.22 ± 0.06 0.29 ± 0.07 0.14 ± 0.04 −−
CH3COOH 1.9 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.6 1.28 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.4
N2O −− 0.055 ± 0.002 0.077 ± 0.002 0.060 ± 0.001
NH3 1.1 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.2 −−
MCE 0.93 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01
Species
Load 2










CO2 1698 ± 25 1731 ± 26 1754 ± 26 1749 ± 26 1695 ± 25 1668 ± 25
CO 81 ± 12 62 ± 9 49 ± 7 51 ± 8 81 ± 12 98 ± 15
CH4 2.1 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.4
C2H4 0.9 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.2
CH3OH 0.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 0.31 ± 0.06 0.6 ± 0.1 −− −−
CH2O 1.1 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 −−
HCOOH 0.32 ± 0.08 0.21 ± 0.05 −− 0.20 ± 0.05 0.15 ± 0.04 −−
CH3COOH 2.9 ± 0.6 1.9 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.4 −− 1.4 ± 0.3
N2O 0.082 ± 0.002 0.083 ± 0.001 0.078 ± 0.002 0.059 ± 0.001 0.065 ± 0.001 0.073 ± 0.001
NH3 1.0 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.2 −− −−


















































CO2 1709 ± 26 1710 ± 26 1721 ± 26 1718 ± 26 1716 ± 26 1706 ± 26
CO 68 ± 10 68 ± 10 63 ± 9 65 ± 10 65 ± 10 72 ± 11
CH4 2.1 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.4 *
C2H4 1.0 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2
CH3OH 0.7 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.39 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.09 0.48 ± 0.09 −−
CH2O 1.3 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.2 −−
HCOOH 0.22 ± 0.05 0.25 ± 0.06 0.14 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.04 −−
CH3COOH 2.0 ± 0.4 2.1 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.3 −−
N2O 0.088 ± 0.002 0.073 ± 0.001 0.057 ± 0.001 0.061 0.001 −− 0.059 ± 0.001 *
NH3 1.2 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.2 −−
MCE 0.94 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01
Species
Load 4










CO2 1695 ± 25 1703 ± 26 1721 ± 26 1701 ± 26 1713 ± 26 1690 ± 25
CO 70 ± 10 64 ± 10 56 ± 8 68 ± 10 60 ± 9 74 ± 11
CH4 2.9 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.4 2.2 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.4 2.1 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.4 *
C2H4 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2
CH3OH 0.6 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.51 ± 0.09 0.36 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.08 1.1 ± 0.2
CH2O 1.3 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1 −−
HCOOH 0.23 ± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.05 0.15 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.09
CH3COOH 1.7 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.6
N2O 0.057 ± 0.001 0.059 ± 0.001 0.045 ± 0.001 0.038 ± 0.001 0.053 ± 0.001 0.051 ± 0.001 *
NH3 1.1 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.2 −− −−
MCE 0.94 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01
* EFCH4
and EFN2O
were for BL3 and BL4 calculated combining the emission ratios ERCH4/CO
and EFN2O/CO2
derived from the OA-ICOS instruments measured during BL3R2 and BL4R2 and the emission
factors of reference gases (respectively EFCO and EFCO2





















Table A.2: Emission factors per unit of element burnt for all burns.
Species
Load 1
1 2 3 B
CO2 0.88 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.01
CO 0.07 ± 0.01 0.026 ± 0.004 0.06 ± 0.01 0.059 ± 0.009
CH4 −− 0.0013 ± 0.0002 0.0033 ± 0.0005 0.0026 ± 0.0004
C2H4 0.0014 ± 0.0003 −− 0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0012 ± 0.0003
CH3OH 0.00038 ± 0.00007 0.0004 ± 0.0001 0.00039 ± 0.00007 −−
CH2O 0.0008 ± 0.0002 −− −− −−
HCOOH 0.00011 ± 0.00003 0.00014 ± 0.00004 0.00007 ± 0.00002 −−
CH3COOH 0.0014 ± 0.0003 0.0019 ± 0.0005 0.0010 ± 0.0002 0.0013 ± 0.0003
Total %C 0.96 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.02
N2O −− 0.0080 ± 0.0003 0.0111 ± 0.0004 0.0087 ± 0.0003
NH3 0.21 ± 0.04 0.24 ± 0.06 0.17 ± 0.03 −−
Species
Load 2
1 2 3 4 5 B
CO2 0.74 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01
CO 0.055 ± 0.008 0.042 ± 0.006 0.033 ± 0.005 0.035 ± 0.005 0.055 ± 0.008 0.07 ± 0.01
CH4 0.0025 ± 0.0004 0.0021 ± 0.0003 0.0016 ± 0.0002 0.0017 ± 0.003 0.0028 ± 0.0004 0.0034 ± 0.0005
C2H4 0.0012 ± 0.0003 0.0011 ± 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0002 0.0012 ± 0.0003 0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0015 ± 0.0003
CH3OH 0.00049 ± 0.00009 0.00032 ± 0.00006 0.00018 ± 0.00004 0.00035 ± 0.00006 −− −−
CH2O 0.0007 ± 0.0001 0.0006 ± 0.0001 0.0006 ± 0.0001 0.0007 ± 0.0001 0.0005 ± 0.0001 −−
HCOOH 0.00013 ± 0.00003 0.00009 ± 0.00002 −− 0.00008 ± 0.00002 0.00006 ± 0.00002 −−
CH3COOH 0.0018 ± 0.0004 0.0012 ± 0.0003 0.0010 ± 0.0002 0.0013 ± 0.0003 −− 0.0009 ± 0.0002
Total %C 0.80 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.02
N2O 0.0108 ± 0.0004 0.0110 ± 0.0004 0.0103 ± 0.0004 0.0078 ± 0.0003 0.0086 ± 0.0003 0.0101 ± 0.0003








































1 2 3 4 5 B
CO2 0.79 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.01
CO 0.050 ± 0.007 0.050 ± 0.007 0.046 ± 0.007 0.047 ± 0.007 0.048 ± 0.007 0.053 ± 0.008
CH4 0.0027 ± 0.0004 0.0023 ± 0.0004 0.0026 ± 0.0004 0.0026 ± 0.0004 −− 0.0032 ± 0.0005 *
C2H4 0.0014 ± 0.0003 0.0013 ± 0.0003 0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0011 ± 0.0002 0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0011 ± 0.0002
CH3OH 0.00043 ± 0.00008 0.00039 ± 0.00007 0.00025 ± 0.00005 0.00032 ± 0.00006 0.00031 ± 0.00006 −−
CH2O 0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0001 0.0005 ± 0.0001 0.0006 ± 0.0001 0.0006 ± 0.0001 −−
HCOOH 0.00010 ± 0.00002 0.00011 ± 0.00003 0.00006 ± 0.00002 0.00007 ± 0.00002 0.00007 ± 0.00002 −−
CH3COOH 0.0013 ± 0.0003 0.0014 ± 0.0003 0.0008 ± 0.0002 0.0008 ± 0.0002 0.0009 ± 0.0002 −−
Total %C 0.85 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02
N2O 0.0143 ± 0.0005 0.0118 ± 0.0004 0.0092 ± 0.0003 0.0100 ± 0.0004 −− 0.0097 ± 0.0003 *
NH3 0.25 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.02 0.42 ± 0.05 0.15 ± 0.03 −−
Species
Load 4
1 2 3 4 5 B
CO2 0.80 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01
CO 0.051 ± 0.008 0.048 ± 0.007 0.041 ± 0.006 0.051 ± 0.008 0.045 ± 0.007 0.056 ± 0.008
CH4 0.0037 ± 0.0006 0.0033 ± 0.0005 0.0029 ± 0.0004 0.0031 ± 0.0005 0.0027 ± 0.0004 0.0033 ± 0.0005 *
C2H4 0.0012 ± 0.0003 0.0011 ± 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0002 0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0008 ± 0.0002 0.0011 ± 0.0003
CH3OH 0.00042 ± 0.00008 0.00038 ± 0.00007 0.00033 ± 0.00006 0.00023 ± 0.00004 0.00029 ± 0.00005 0.0007 ± 0.0001
CH2O 0.0009 ± 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0001 0.0005 ± 0.0001 0.00042 ± 0.00008 0.00051 ± 0.00009 −−
HCOOH 0.00010 ± 0.00002 0.00009 ± 0.00002 0.00007 ± 0.00002 0.00008 ± 0.00002 0.00007 ± 0.00002 0.00016 ± 0.00004
CH3COOH 0.0012 ± 0.0003 0.0011 ± 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0002 0.0007 ± 0.0002 0.0018 ± 0.0004
Total %C 0.86 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.02
N2O 0.0107 ± 0.0004 0.0110 ± 0.0004 0.0084 ± 0.0003 0.0072 ± 0.0003 0.0099 ± 0.0004 0.0086 ± 0.0003 *
NH3 0.26 ± 0.05 0.21 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.04 −− −−
* EFCH4
and EFN2O
were for BL3 and BL4 calculated combining the emission ratios ERCH4/CO
and EFN2O/CO2
derived from the OA-ICOS instruments measured during BL3R2 and BL4R2 and the emission
factors of reference gases (respectively EFCO and EFCO2
) measured from the OP-FTIR instrument during BL3R1 and BL4R1.
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Figure A.1: Correlation plots of species measured by the FTIR instrument
(C2H4,CH3OH, CH2O, HCOOH, CH3COOH and NH3) versus CO, with
their linear fit (black), the corresponding R2 values and the 95% confidence
lines (orange) for all experimental burns of the Pyrotron study.
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